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I rrrRODUCTION. 
The vexed problem of the origin of alkaline 
rock types has for many years engaged the minds of some 
of the world's f oremost geologists. Little ne ed be 
sa i d her e of the many arguments for and against Daly's 
class ic "Limestone Syntexis Theory" which ir; well lmown 
to all who interest themselves in this intriguing problem. 
The pub lication of the work by von Eckerman 
in Sweden, Larsen in the U. S.A. , Dixey , Campbell-Smith 
and Bi sset in Nyasaland and Davies in Uganda has lent 
impetus to the concept to the formation of alkaline 
rock types in cl ose as sociation with limestones of 
i gneous origin. 
In spite of the wealth of data accumulat ed 
f ew criteria have been l a id down f'or the positive 
i dentification of s ovitic types as opposed to limestones 
of sedimentary origin. It is hoped, therefore, that 
an approach from a structural point of view may assist 
in the elucidation of these phenomena. 
In August , 1949 , the author ~as sent to the 
Tororo area to assist in the search for raw materials 
for the manufacture of cement . For t he following tVto 
years and nine months he remained i n the area , engaged 
in the proving of limes t one and clay deposits and of 
the Suk:ul u soil deposit, discovered shortly af t er his 
a :r·ri val there. 
In October, 1951 , at the close of the first 
stage of prospection of the economic mineral deposits, 
perhli s sion was obtained to carry out detailed structure 
mapping in the carbonatites of Tororo and Sukulu 
complexes . For the next four months , the author was 
engaged in t his work. 
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LOCAL ITY AND PHYSICAL FEATURES . 
The Sukulu hills are situa ted two clild a half 
miles to the south west of Tororo townshi p , i n the 
I:bal e district of eastern Uganda. The hills take their 
name from the highest ~ember of the group which lie s in 
the bouthern port ion of t he main mas~ of hills . Tororo 
is l octited on the main 1r.cmbasa- Kampala road !.ind rail way 
system and i s a j uncti on for the Soroti branch line . 
Tor oro is the focal point of a well - devel oped system of 
roads l inking the eastern and northern provinces and 
Buganda with Kenya. 
The general elevation of t he district is in 
t he ~eighbourhood of 4 , 000 f t . ~bove sea level but is 
overshudowed to the north east by the mas s ive bulk of 
t . Elgon (14 , 300 ft . ) . 
The Sukulu and Tororo hills form marked 
emi nences of up to 800 ft . above the p l ain. To the 
east acros s the Kenya- Uganda bor der a re the low gr anite 
hi lls of western Kenya. 
The area is drai.I1ed by the Malawa river , 
which at this p oint marks the inter- territorial boundary . 
CLI MATE AlID IU\II,FALL . 
The r a i nf all i s confined t o two periods during 
the yea1· , the main precipi ta t i on o curring in t he period 1. a rch 
to June , wi th a s econd.short r ains f oll owi ng i n September 
to November . No det ail ed r ecor ds arc avai lable but i t is 
estima t ed that the total annual rainfall is approximately 
sixty i nche s . During both the " long'' and the "short" 
r a ins mal aria is prevalent , being mainly of t he malignant 
tertian type . It is necessa r y , however , to make use of 
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prophylactic d.1 ... ugs t hroughout the year. The climate is 
gener a l ly drier than that of the centra l and western 
provinces of Uganda. 
STRUCTURE. 
Mapping Uethod. 
A set of a erial photographs t aken in 1947 and 
covering the whole of the Tororo and Sukulu area was 
available for the work. These photographs were enlarged 
to a scale of 1 :5,000, corrected by Multiplex and a topo-
graphical map produced by 1.1essrs. Harward,UcLouglin and Co. , 
Nairobi , using ground control supJ;>lied by the Uganda Survey 
Dept . A set of oblique aerial photographs was a l so taken 
at the author's re ques t. 
Plai1e-table and teleecopic-alidade methods were 
used throughout; but, owing to the l a rge amounts of 
magne tite present, the us e of a magnetic compass was 
precluded. Position was determined by resec.tion from 
knovm points . The trend of t he various structural com-
ponents was traced out by this method and plotted on the 
topographical map . These trends ·were constantly checked 
by reference t o the aeria l photographs, using a wide- fie l d 
stereoscope. 
Regional Structure. 
I n considering the structure of carbonatites 
one of the most striking features is the r egi onal aspe ct 
of the distribution of these volcanoes . 
In 3ast Africa, the tract of country extending 
from Homa Bay on the eastern shore of Lake Victoria through 
the Ju~ ale and Karamo ja districts o:f Uganda and into the 
Southern Sudan , is penetra t ed by a series of volcani c 
centres of the Elgen type. The volcanoes so far r ecognis.ed 
are (from south to north): -
_, -
' 
Homa Mountain , Tororo , Sukulu, Bukusu , Sekululu, El~on , 
Aliket, Kadam, Napak , Moroto , Toror and a t least one 
occurrence north of' t he Uganda- Sudan border. 
The country rock in the area consists of 
Basement Complex, granites, gneisses and schi sts . The 
general grain of the country is north-south, the rocks 
being folded and sheared al ong this ma jor axis. South 
of' ;~t • .Jl gon , younger grani tee have to some extent obli ter-
ated this trend. 
The age of Mt. El gon , which is considered to be 
t he youngest member of the group, has been fixed within 
reasonably nar row l imi ts as l ate ~., iocene . 'i/hile it has 
not yet been possib le to date accura tely any of t he others, 
it is cl ear that t he Tororo, Sukulu, Bukusu and Sekululu 
compl exes are older than Elgon and have only recently 
emerged from a cover of ~lgon pyrocl as tics. 
All stages of denudation are r e1n1esent ed , from 
t he a l mos t perfectl y p reserved co ~e of ~lgon to the deeply 
eroded and calcre te- covered area of Roma Bay. At El gon , 
Kadarn , Uapak and Toror , the l ava s and pyroclastic rocks of 
the cone rema in to sh0\7 the former presence of l arge 
volcanoes of the central type. On t he other hand , a t 
Tororo , Sukulu , Bukusu , Sekul ulu and Aliket , onl y the 
carbonatite plug and fenite areas r ema in . The connecting 
link is provided by Napak and Toror where, orling to the 
deep dissect ion of par ts of the pyroclastic cone , t he 
carbonatite plug and fenite zone are revealed. 
The materi als of the cone are dominantly 
agglomerates and tuffs with only minor intercalations of 
lavas . Coarse lacustr ine sediments known aa the Bugishu 
series have been ob aer ved at the b ase of .E,lgon and Napak , 
underlying the aggl omera tes . 
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Surfa ce Structur es. 
Nap&k p r ovides the b est exampl e of t he structures 
to be found on the old l and surface through which the 
diatreme made i ts way. Accordi ng to B. C. King (1 ) 
the first sign of t he i mpending volcanic action , b oth here 
and a t El gon , was the depression of the surface of t he 
peneplain r esulting in t he f ormation of a series of shallow 
lakes in which t he prevol canic s ediment s accumula ted. 
This was f ollo~ed by the gr&dual flexuring of the 
basement complex, l eadi ng to the development of a broad 
dome s tructure , t en mi l es in diameter and di pping outwards 
a t angles of up to 25°. This f eature is b elieved to have 
resulted f r om the s t r ong upward pressure which must have 
existed prior to eruption from the central vent. Thia 
vent was dril led through the highe s t point of the dome. 
The presen t writer is of the op inion that the 
p r e- volcani c sedi ments may be expla ined a s re sul ting from 
the eros ion of t he r i s i ng dome. It is f el t that t his 
elevation \tould cause the depos ition of coarse grits around 
t he outer edge of the dome . Typica l ly , t he Bugi shu series 
attain maximum developmen t beneath t he oute r edge of the 
agglomera tes of Elgon and are not r ecorded closer t o the 
centre. 
During and aft er the f orma tion of the volcanic 
cone , faulting occurred which tended to be both r aclia l and 
concentric in rela tion to t he vol canic centre . Radial 
f aulting r esulted i n the r elative uplift or devr e s s ion of 
blocks or wedge- shaped sectors of the volcano, whi l e 
concentr ic f aulting rela tively depressed blocks of t he 
volcanics and tilted them towar ds t he centre . There is 
often a mar ked coincide~ce between t he area s of faulting 
and t he occurrence of pa r asitic vents and cone s . 
7he t ilting of sectors of the vol can ic cone haa 
b een observed in t he area on the north side of Kadam, 
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recently m pped b y the author , where a block of country 
extending for twelve miles outwards from the volcanic 
centre has been tilted inwards carrying with it the 
earlier agglomerates and lava flows , while the l a ter 
ejectaruenta lies in a normal attitude above the 
discontinuity. 
At N pak and Toror, the carbonatite occupies 
the central vent and it is clear that the s ovite represents 
the final phase of the extrusive stage. The sovite 
solidified in t he vent at a stage v1hen the activity of the 
volcano had waned to such an extent that it was unable to 
remove an obstruction of any great dimension. It i s 
prob able, however, that the carbonatite stage had been 
reach ed on earlier occasions during the lif e of the 
volcano but that sufficient pressure remained to brecciate 
and. remove the plug. This may account for the fragments 
of carbonatite recorded in some of the agglomerates of 
El gon. 
It is important to note that the carbonatite 
plug r epresents only a minute portion of the rocks 
related to the volcanoes of this type. 
Structure of the Carbonate Core . 
At Tororo and Sukulu the carbonate cores are 
well exposed and for this reason a detailed structural 
analysis has been made . 
Several types of structural f~aturee have 
been observed:-
1 . The massive structural components which are visible 
at a dis t ance . These are composite sheeted bodies 
which , owing to their relatively uniform chemical and 
physical characters, tend to stand out as individual units 
from neighbouring carbonate s heets of slightly different 
composition . On the ground, these units are not easily 
differentiated from the adjacent bodies since they ar e 
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seldom marlceci by any definite boundaries , except where 
they i mp in£e upon cross- cutting structures. They are 
clearly seen on the ver t ical and oblique aerial photo-
graphs, where , in many i nstances , they have the appearance 
of sedimentary strata di pping towards the cen tre. 
The main volcanic neck at Tororo is encircled by one 
of these bodies which is in turn circwnecribed by a 
further ring structure of greater diameter. It is 
suggested that the term "collar structure 11 might usefully 
be applied. 
The primary folia t ions or flow l amellae are i nvariab ly 
para llel to t he general direction of elonga tion of the 
massive features . 
2. The l amellar i"J.ow structure is charac terised by 
mineral banding, the ds.rker minerals being segregated 
into separate shee ts generally appr oach ing the vertical 
in a tti tude . The p r e sence of these mineral bands 
assists in the interpreta tion of displacing structures 
such as faults and s hea rs, and in the determination of 
strike over considerable distances . The sheets are 
s e ldom suffi c iently constant to give accura te indica t ion 
of dip whi ch is generally determined when collar sheets 
pass across a valley. 
Turbulent flow is recorded around wall- rock inclus ions 
and is general in the fenite areas. 
3. Accompanyit1g ea ch phase of t he empl acement of the 
carbonati te and p r obab l y r epresenting a period of t ension 
a t the end of ea ch phase are numerous dyk e- sets of fine-
gra ined ca rbonatite . These, in gene r a l , l ack the 
darker minerals of t he main sovi te mass and particular l y 
at Sukulu contain considerable amounts of ankeritic 
carbonate . Sets b elonging to the earlier phases are 
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faulted and displaced by those of l a ter phases. 
It is i.mportant to note that t hese dykelets occur at 
the end of any particular phase and are found cutting 
nearly all the other rock types within the aureole. They 
are generally small, r anging in size from a fraction of an 
inch to a maximum of j ust over three f eet. They are 
stained a dark yellow-brown colour on outcrop but at depth 
are white and interspersed with minute crystals of pyrite 
or fluorite. Fresh rock of thi s type when left out in the 
open r apidly becomes sta ined a rusty red. The orientation 
of these dykelete is generally parallel to the direction of 
lamellar flo,1 as well as at right angles to this direction. 
They also occur in the same direction as the n.a jor fault 
lines. 
4. Originating at the centre of the complex and passing 
outwards through some or all of the collar sheets are a 
series of radial faults which are probably related to the 
tilted wedges of the cone. These faults are characterised 
by considerable displacement and i n tense brecciation, 
g iving rise to sovite-breccias and f enite-breccia-d.yke s . 
5. It has been noted that, while the ma jor faulting 
r adiates from the in tr us ion cet1 tre, very f ew of the s ovi te 
"dykes" are true radials. They are almost invariably 
tangential. Close examination indicates that these "dykes" 
originate as part of t he ring structure but tend to straighten 
out particularly along the grain of the country rock. This 
tangentia l aberration of ring structure which has an important 
bearing on economic considerations, has been observed only 
in the high angle ~heets fairly close to the centre of t he 
plug. In general t hey tend to retain some thing of t heir 
inward d ip until the sphere of influence of the cent1'e ia 
escaped when the p rimary foliation becomes vert i cal. 
It is believed that these features run out laterally and 
do not necessari l y arrive in thei r pre sent position from 
dir ectl y bel ow. This i s cert a inly t he ca se on Lime Kiln 
Hi ll, Tororo , where di amond drill ing shows that t he 11.me-
·stone b ody is floored b y syeni tic material . 
Since these t angential"dyke s " may arise from point s on 
either side of the plug , a pattern of i ntersecting l amellae 
is often to be found in t he directi on of maximum eccen tricity 
or the complex. 
6. The j oint ing in t he sovi te is generally of t he ex-
fol iat i on type , the wi de j oints being filled with coarsely 
cr yst a l l ine calcite. As this jointing is para llel t o t he 
suz•fa ce it is only seen i n the recently opened excavations. 
A fur t her joint system is ori entat ed parallel to the 
lineat ion. 
7. The weathering of the carbonate rock t ends to accentua te 
thet structur a l feature s . The massive components stand out 
owt ng to their greater r es i stance to weathering than the 
ad~jacent ·sheets . The foliation is brought into sharp r elief 
through flut i ng and dyke- swarms made conspicuous b y their 
dif~coloration on weathering. Dolomi tic segregations are 
obvrious owing to their typ ical weather i ng. A curious 
r est ture of t he ca rbonate r ock is i ts abilit y to resist 
weatheri ng to t he exten t tha t i t stands t hree hundred t o 
eight hundred f eet above t he f en i te pediment . The ans wer 
prc~ably l ies in the f act that while t he sovitea are 
reasonably homogeneous , the f'enit es are compl ex mixtUI"ee 
of the various rock t ypes , with minerals more liable to 
hyclra tion and oxi dation t han those of the carbonatite . 
It may be mentioned here tha t extr emely high yiel ds are 
ob t a ined from water b oreholes sited in t he mixed r ock 
zone sur roundi ng the carbona tite . 
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Descrip tion of Tororo Hill Structure . 
The central part of the Tororo plug is a small 
structureless mass , about ten feet across, of medium-
grained , red- sta ined sovite . This is cut through t he centre 
by a small calcitic dyke. I mmediately surrounding t he 
inner body is a series of r ings of fine - grained, limonite-
stained sovite displ aying vertical lineation. Thie 
occupies most of the top of the hill . 
'1/i th the step do'm on to the first of the collars , 
th~ sovite becomes coarse-grained and the sheets are in-
clined very s l i ghtl y towards the centre. As the collars 
are traversed outwards from the centre ther e is a gradual 
increa se in t he angl e of dip until, a t the fo ot of the 
rock , a dip of 73° is recorded. 
From the foot of Tororo Rock , the complex 
develops an eccentricity towards the south , in which 
direction ere t hree very much smaller hills . 
The t rend of tangential aberration of ring 
structure at both Sukulu and Tororo follows an anti-
cyclonic pa ttern uith departure from t he ring structure 
generally taking place in an anti- clockwise manner. 
The t wo hills , knovm as Reservoir Hill and Cave Hill 
respectively , sho~ the result to be expected when 
clockwise and anti-clockwise features converge . 
The structure on Reservoir Hill is that of a 
t angential dyke ari s ing from the eastern foot of Tororo 
Rock , while the Cave Hi l l struct ure is that of a t angential 
dyke origi nating on the western foot . The outbreak of 
the t wo components was clearly simultaneous, for the 
foliation of each cuts the other i ndiscriminately. A 
series of collar sheets dipping inwards at 57° forms t he 
b asis of the outward termination of both Reservoir Hi l l 
and Cave Hill . These are older than the tangential 
dykes \7hich pass through them. 
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The Lime Kiln Hill may be divided into two 
separa t e parts, the North Ki ln Hill, v1hich is an extension 
of the t angenti al dyke fr om Reservoir Hill and the South 
Kiln Hill which, although originating from the same source 
as the former, is s eparated from it by the strongly cross-
cutting components from the Cave Hill dyke. 
The North Kiln Hill is composed of a l vikitic 
sovite contaminated by f r agments of s yenitic materia l, 
while the South Kiln Hill, where the carbonate i s of the 
same composition, has fewer xenoliths. 
The Lime Ki ln Hill carbonatite i s contained 
within a narrow t rough, the wal ls of which are composed 
of shattered f enites in process of di gestion by sovite. 
As already mentioned, the int rusion is fl oored b y syenite. 
~his floo r is inclined t owards the point of aberration of 
t h e western tangential dyke. The pr i mary foliation of 
the dyke is vertical and paral lel to the side of the 
trough excep t where the xenoliths have caused t urbulent 
flow. The dyke is modif i ed b y the l a ter collar sheets 
which have been intruded at a low angl~parallel to the 
syenite floor. Once again the ax is of intrusion is 
directed towar ds a p oint west of Tororo Rock, externa l to 
the cen t r e. From the intense brecciation of the Vlalls 
and dis tal end of the trough, it is clear that this b ody 
became empl aced under explosive conditions. Paralle l to 
the flow lamella e is a s eries of' narrow pyroxene-nepheline 
breccia dykes which a re younger than the collars. 
Description of Structure of Sukulu Hills . 
The central portion of the s&vite of the main 
centre at Sukulu has f or the most pa rt been removed by 
erosion and is now covered by magnetite-apatite soil. 
Only a small portion of Hill L which forms the northe r n 
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rim of the inner ring, remains to indicate the presence 
in the centre of a large, apparently structureless mass 
which formed the original obstruction in the vent. 
Immediately after the emplacement of the 
cent ral plug , a series of' v ertical collars were i n t ruded 
b etween t he plug and the wall r ock. This is eviden ced 
by the numerous small f ragments of fenitised ma terial 
incorporated in these sheets. The collars i n the initial 
stage mus t have been almost perfectly concentric except 
on Hi lls P and T where t angential aber ration connnemced 
a t an early stage. 
As collar sheet injection proceeded further 
outwar ds , larger bodies of wall rock v1ere incorpora ted in 
the sovite, causing the development of a slight eccen-
tri city in the sheets crossing Hill J. Up to this p oint 
the sheets r emained vertical or had a slight inward dip. 
Following t his stage came t he subsidence of 
the wedge formed by the faults cutting Hills V and H and 
Hills V and I. Owing to t he vertical a t titude of the 
sheets on the southern rim of the inner ring or Hill v, 
very little displ acement of the sheets is observ~d. 
Development of an extensive shear zone, in the direction 
of the chord , oblitera ted the original attitude of the 
sheets in t he Hill H area. The depression of this 
sector not only disp l aced the carbonatite but resulted 
in the incorporation of a large b lock of wall-rock 
· which was shattered and partly digested by the sovite. 
The next major episode was t he injection of 
the massive features of the outer ring which extend 
from the outer p ortion of Hill K t o the western end of 
Hill H. These colla r s i ncrea s e in dip very rapiaiy 
tormrds tlle outsia.e and form marked i,idges often 
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char acterised b y sheer cliffs covered with secon dary 
limes tone and s tained with li.moni te. A c onsiderab l e 
amount of wall r ock was incorpora ted as each component 
forced i ts way b etween the last coll ar eirrol a ced and the 
wall. The collars t raversing Hill C are believed to 
belong to this episode. 
On the nort hern and western portions of' the 
inner ring , t he outer massive features are not present. 
I nstead , a series of t angential dykes arose in both 
cl ockwi s e and anti-clockwise fa s hion to f orm a criss -
cross f ab r i c of lamellae whi ch constitutes t he b ody of 
rock running ou t towa1•ds Hill M. At t his point , 
t angential dykes a rising f rom Hill T intersect those 
aris i ng f rom Hil l L. Accompanying the in jection of 
these tangential dyk es was a gradual change of centre 
associa t ed with i n t ense explosive activit y and resul ting 
in t he large area of s ovi t e breccia on Hill ¥ and t he 
two breccia plugs of Hills o and N. These l atter t wo 
hill s a r e composed entirely of angular f ragments of 
s ovi te, set in a fine-gr a ined, limoni te-stained, ca l c i tic 
matrix. The new ce11t r e was fina lly E;Stablished at the 
small hill north east of the Hill D beacon. 
At the end of this :phase, a series of r a dial 
f aul ts orig inating at the main centre of the complex 
developed. The most i mportant of these Vias t he ma jor 
f ault of the compl ex which cuts di runetr ical ly across t he 
centre, f1"om the western enO. of Hill H t hrough the 
rtestern tip of Hill V and out through the valley be tween 
Hills A and B. This f ault, which wa s accompanied by 
intense b r ec cia t i on, displaced the northern rim of the 
inner ring towards t he south west . 1Vhile the rocks 
in the fault zone on Hill s fl and V are sovite-breccias, 
t hose in the A - B valley a re f en i te-breccias. It is 
signi :fican t t ha t the f aul t line when p roduced :passes 
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through the centra l p l ug of the Tororo con~lex , t wo and 
a ha l f miles to the north eas t. It is, therefore, 
believed t hat the establishment of the Tororo centre of 
a ctivity fo llowed upon the establishment of this ma jor 
fault, which must certainly have affected the surrounding 
country rock and t he cone of the volcano. 
The ma i.11 shee t s on Hill D are believed t o be 
tangent i a l dykes arising from the western edge of the 
inner ring. With the establishment of the Hill D cent r e 
a series of sheets was emplaced r adial t o the new cent re. 
This i s t he on ly case so f ar observed in the area , where 
carbonatite dykes occupy a t rue radi a l position and may 
have come into p os ition a long a series of radia l faults. 
The o t her faults on Hill D, however , a l though radial , 
are accompanied by the emplacement of sovite-br eccias . 
Also radial to the n ew centre are t wo dykes of t inguaite. 
At a period i rnmediately prior t o t he di splace-
ment of t he nor thern half of t he c omp l ex b y the main 
Sukulu-Tor oro faul t , a series of smal ler but no l eas 
v iol ent f aults s t arred out from the centre to cut the 
northern part of the inner ring. These faults were 
again accompanied by int ense brecciation and mylon-
itisation. Inm1ediatel y fol l owing t he ma jor disp l a ce-
ment by the main faul t , i n tense expl os ive activity 
breccia t ed a consider able a rea of t he rock on Hill P 
to the west of the main cen tre. Imnedia tely there were 
emplaced, :probably e i.mul taneously, t wo series of sheets , 
those l eavin g the centra l plug at Hill A and traver sing 
across Hill B, and the s econd pas sing across Hilla P, Q, 
R and s. Thes e series of i ntrusions have severa l 
properties in cormnon. Firstly t hey were both accompanied 
by brecciation of the wall rock forming feni te-breccias. 
In both cases the f lO\'V l amella e are strongly marked by 
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segregations of magnetite and are straight and 
vertical in attitude. Finally, both s eries are 
abnormal in containing considerabl e amounts of brown 
pyrochlore visibl e in the hand speci men. 
This was f ollowed a l most i mmediately by a 
recrudescence of activi t y related to t he main c entre . 
This t ook the f orm of the injection of a series of 
sovite ring- dykes around the circumference of the 
complex. For t he most part t hese ring dykes have 
been removed by eros ion but small segments remain on 
the outer edges of Hi l ls H, I, J , B, c, E and on the 
northern tip of Hil l D. Since mos t of the sheets on 
Hill E are vertical , they may belong t o t hi s period 
of ring- dyke empl acement . 
The nex t ma jor movement occurred at the 
establishment of the large fault , cutting the estern 
edges of Hill s H, T and s , which was accompanied by 
the emplacemen t ot aovite-breccias. It i s not 
poss i b l e t o state definitely the relative direction in 
which t he sovites to the west of thi s fault were dis-
pl aced, but the author favour s the view tha t the dis-
placement of thi6 segment was to the north-west. 
The f aul t i ng of the Hill E s heets and the 
drilling of the sovite-breccia plugs on Hill E and in 
t he neck separating Hill E from Hill F is probab l y 
related t o the par t ial devel opment of a new centr e in 
t he soil- fi lled va lley between t he arms of Hills E and F. 
Thi a centre , however , fa iled to develop fully. 
The f inal phase of activity i s associated 
i t h the develop~ent of a small dyke of sovite on Hill A 
and the breaking out of a aeries or shee ts on the 
western edge of the main cen t r e . These traversed 
the wes t e rn edge of the sov i te-breccias of Hill P 
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and s wung out t o modify t he tangential dykes of 
Hill T and t he aovites of Hil ls ~ , U and G. 
At both Tororo and Sukulu , it is clear 
that i ndiv idual collars i ncrease in angl e as they 
approach t he centre . This has a lso been not ed b y 
Strauss and Truter (- ) in Sekukunil and. The 
occur r ence, therefore , takes t he form , in the i deal 
case , of a funnel wi t h a parab ol ic profi le . In the 
f i e l d , the t erm " col l ar struc ture" i s used to diff er-
entiate t hese bodies f'rom t r ue coneshee ts . The use 
of the latter term is l i ab l e to induce f allac i ous 
a rguments as to the depth of the intrusion foci . 
I n vier1 of the tremendous "pw1ch" kno m to be assoc-
iated with t h ese vol canoes , it is l ikely that a cone 
of percussion would be produced. The possib i l ity of 
the exis t en'-e therefore , of t rue conesheets i s not 
excluded , but it is thought that these woul d be in-
t ruded earlier in the history of the volcano , duri ng 
periods when the vent was choked wi th extrusive material 
and t hat the rock types i n the true coneeheet s would 
be representative of the flow mat eri a l of the earl ier 
phases. 
From the above s tr•uc tm'e mapping there 
emerges a concept of a centrally p l aced body growing 
in s i ze by the empl a cement of' ma terial between the 
core tilld wal l r ock. This is l argel y accompl ished 
by the b r ecc i ati on and diges tion of the wal l rocks. 
In view of the evidence of fe red by the faul t cutting 
the inner ring at Hill V and di spl acing the collar 
sheets of Hill I , whi le in no way affecting the 
outer collar shee ts and r ing dykes of Hills H, I , K 
and J , i t i s diffi cult to subscribe to the normally 
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ac uepted view that the outer sheets 1ere eraplaced first 
and the central p l ug last of all. 
Von ~ckermann ( ~ ) writes of the Alno cent re : 
"Another striking feature of the s ovi tes of the cent r al ar ea 
is in many case s the s t r ained appearance of their cal cite 
while the normal texture of pure sovites is gr anular • •• ••• 
Evident ly the internal co2 pr essure a t the time of the 
consol i da t ion of t he last cen tral parts of t he aovi tea 
must have been very high. This i s confirmed by an e l se-
where unkno\'lil. l a teral displ acement of d ikes 1i t hin t he 
cent r a l sovit ic cone". 
The Alno centre , therefore , ahowa a marked 
r esemb l ance to t hat of ~ukulu. I t is felt that latera l 
c i splacement wi t hin the centre would have affected the 
outer bheets had t hey already b ~ en emplaced. It should 
be remembered however , t hat the ma jor porti on of the central 
sovites of Alno l ie bel oq t he water of Klingerfjarden and 
t he compl ete picture of the s tructure coul d n ot be obtained. 
I t i s b el ieved, on eviden ce found a t Tor oro , 
Sukulu and other a l kal ine centres 1n Lastern Uganda , t hat 
the central portion of t he carbonatite pl ug congealed in 
the vol canic c onduit as a result of r apid escape of co2 , 
l eadi ng to a drop in both te1werature and pressure . It 
is p robab le t hat t his occurred more than once in the histor y 
of t he volcano and may be regar ded as the end of a single 
phase. 
The plugs a t present occupying t he conduits 
r epresen t a phase in the h i story of the volcano when 
insufficient explosive forces rema i ned to enable the vent 
to clear itself of a large obstruction. Any r emaining 
carbonate b elow the plug would then be intruded as ring 
f eatures a long t he onl y p os sib le zone of weakness , that 
existing bet ween the congealing mass and the wall-rock. 
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Should any of the earl ier collar sheets actua lly pass 
the obstruct ing mass , they would tend to fl ow inwar ds 
over it. This might explain the outward dipping primary 
foliati on r ecorded by Strauss and Truter at Spi tskop ( ) • 
It is t hought that the major processes of 
f'eniti sation t ook p lace after the obstruction of' the 
conduit and that t he f enite aureole was enlarged by the 
p enetration of s6vite collars deep i n t o the country r ock. 
Any mob ilisation of f eni t e material would occur l a ter than 
this s tage. 
The hypothesis , that the innermost mass i s the 
youngest, presuppos es that the vent was occupied by con-
gealed lavas, for without some obstruction or constriction 
t here would be no impetus to ring i ntrusion. It would, 
therefore , be expected that xenoliths in the carbonatite 
would r epres ent l ava t ypes . Thi a is , however , not the 
case and all incl usions so far obs erved are fragmen t s of 
rocks normally f ound in t he area surrounding the carbonate. 
Several o ther features contribute to the hypothesis 
tha t sovite ring structure is the r esul t of carbonati te 
obstruction of the vent. 
Firstl y , the central sovitee are generally of 
finer grain than the outer s6vites '7h1ch would indicate 
r apid cool i ng of the central mass and a more leisurely 
emplacement of the outer t•i nga. 
Secondly • the t a,igen ti a l aber ration of ring 
structure foll ows an anti- cyclonic pattern , indicating 
a r otatory outward flow f r om a centre of pressure. he 
t angential dykes ori ginate a t a p oint away f rom the centre, 
s uggesting t hat the ven t had alrea dy been plugged. A 
good example of a tangen tial dyke origi nati ng from the 
peri phery of a volcanic plug may be s een i n H. P . Bi lling ' s 
11 Structural Geology" Pl~\i-XVII , f acing p . 243 . While it 
is not suggested t hat the f eature shown here is an aberrant 
ring structure , it is t hought likely tha t, a s the conduit 
became p l ugged ~ith volcanic ma terials, t he dyke materia l 
was forced to talce a path between the plug and the wall- rock. 
Segregation of minerals of t he ca rb onate core has 
been recognised in other complexes. T • • ~ . Gevers ( :- ) 
di scussing the "marble core" a t Lool ekop \Trites : 11 The r ock 
t hroughout i s massive , but a r ude banding of the various 
mineral constit uents is someti mes to be noted, as well a s 
a vague i ndicat ion of parallel structures in the purer 
limestones". 
Of t he "marb le" a t I Pon Hill , Gu.1nison County , 
Colorado, E. S. La r sen ( -: .... ) writes: "The silicate 
minerals are distr ibuted i rregularly i n the cont act zone 
and occur partly in thin str eaks or seams . •. • •. • Seams of 
pyrite and other sulphides and of apatite and martite cut 
the main n:iaes of l imestone . " While Larsen c l a i ms that the 
"marble" i s a s t ruc turel ess b ody , it is, nevertheless , 
possibl e t hat detailed mapp i ng of these "streaks and seams" 
mi ght reveal a co:nplex structure. At Sukulu t he structure 
is not i mmedi a t e l y apparent and appears, a t first sight to 
be absent. Lars en has mapped many of the na rrow dykelets , 
mainly in the feni t e zone , and believes t hem t o be of hydro-
t hermal ori gin. 
Strauss and Truter ( ) write of the limestone 
body a t Spitskop: "The ou ter zone of the alvikite has a 
concentric structure and the banding is either vertical or 
has a steep out ward dip. The i nner mass of fine- grained 
beforsite is obviously dome- shaped , for the banding is 
concentric and dips ou twards a t angles which increase 
towards t he outer mar gin , t hough it is vertical in places . " 
R. /\ . P. Fockema ( ) writ es of the 'dolan1 t e 
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xenoliths' at the confluence of the ~lands and Crocodile 
rivers: "The rocks are medium to coarsely cr:-fstalline and 
often well banded . The individua l bands vary in colour 
from whi te t o shades of brovm and blue and are from a few 
i nches to several f'eet wide . The bands of more dol omitic 
l i mestone and marble a r e sometimes folded and broken up •••• 
Apati te and magne tite are found in bands throughout the 
xenolith. 11 
B. C. King , ( ) descr ib i ng the central carbonate 
at Napak wri tea : "Structurall y the l'ocks show a well marked 
vertical concentric j oi nting which corr esponds wi th a distinct 
though les s apparent , composition banding. Streaku and 
lmots of :fine- grained carb ons.t i te , rhich are more r esistant 
to weathering , show a sub- par a l lel a lignment and give a 
" streami ng" effect to the rock. The weathere d surfaces of' 
the steep cliffs b y which the g reater par t of the hill is 
surrounded provide an excellent di spl ay of t hese structural 
f eatures". 
It appear s , t hen , t ba t segregations of mi ne r a l s 
into sheet s and a c ~ mplex struct ure a r e to be found 1n t he 
central carbonates of many complexes , i n which are found a 
constan t and p rob ably di agnostic min·era l and rock a ssemblage. 
Structure of Outer Zones . 
Surroundi ng the composite carb onate b ody has b een 
recogni sed a series of parti a l or complete r i ngs vhich 
divides t he a r ea between t he carbonate and the unal tered 
country rock into rough zones. 
OTTing to the l a t eri t e pediment ai•ound t he Sukul u 
Hills, i t has not been possib l e to observe these zones in 
any detail, but t heir p r esence ha s b een i ndicated , in a 
seri es of' b oreholes sited in the vicinity of t he new 
cement f a ctory and to the s outh of the ma in group of hills . 
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In order to obtain a complete picture of t he structure , 
in t he outer area , i t is necessar y to l ook t o the neigh-
bouring complexes of Tororo and Bukusu. 
I n each case the complex is surrounded by a 
circulal' f'ault zone , generally two or t hree miles f rom 
the centre . This zone i8 marked by intense vertical 
sheari ng and in t he case of Bukusu a small Seb'Dlent of 
s ovite ring- dyke . At Sukulu the zone i s marked by a very 
l eucocratic sheared gr anite. Faults radial to the carbonate 
centre a r e a l so seen in t h i s zone. 
I mmediat el y surr oundi ng the carbonate is a zone of 
brecciated and f enitieed wal l rock intruded by and in process 
of' di gest ion by s ovi tic ma te1~ial , ari s ing f rom the main l ime-
s t one mass . Proceedi ng out wards there is a gradual dimin-
ution of breccia t ion and where, as at Tororo Lime Kiln Hill , 
t he e.r ea of a l terat ion i s small, ther e is a gr ada tion f'rom 
syenitic fenite through quartz- syenitic fenite to t he gr ani te 
of t he Basement Complex. In the l a rger complexes or Bukusu 
and Sukulu , the zone between the feni tee and the boundary 
fault is occup i ed by a number of different a l kaline and 
ultra-basic rock types . At Bukusu these are mai nly 
biotite-pyroxe~ i te , nepheline- s yenite , urti te , ijolite , 
dunite and s egrega tions of' both high- and l oVl- titani um iron 
ores . At Tororo nepheline- syenites are t he main rock types , 
but a l arge body of apatite- pyr oxenite was l ocated in two 
water bor eholes to the east of the Rock . The l a tter rock-
t ype waa composed of 50/'o apa tite snd 50% diopsidic pyroxene. 
The fenite zone may b e penetrated by bodies of 
sovi te as at Busumbu Hill in t he Bukusu compl ex. This i s 
an a pa t i t e-sovi te , ccn taining app roximately 1 5~o apa tite . 
In the upper portion of t his body , t he calcium- carbonate 
has been l eached out, leaving a resi dua l deposit rich in 
apa tite and capped by a surf ace deposit of secondary 
phospha te composed of francolite and staffelite. Some 
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of the cracks in this cappi ng are f illed wi th the zeoli te 
t hompsonite . 
In the Iron Hill area , Col orado , the ' marble cor e ' 
is surrounded by a l arge ma s s of pyroxenite which is i ntru-
s ive i n t o the out er edge of the marble and t he uncompahgrite 
to t he south. Thi s was followed in order , by a f i ner- gr a i ned 
pyroxenite , mica- r ich and apati te- r ich varieties , nepheline-
beari ng r ocks , olivine-bearing r ocks ana fina l ly fine- gra i ned 
carbonate veins . 
At Spi tskop in Sekukuniland, ( ) " the complex 
is entirely sur rounded by Busbvel d grani te and granophyre . 
The irregular zones of t he complex consis t , from the out s i de 
inwar ds , of a l kali- granite , quartz- syeni t e , r ed urr~tekite 
and whi te umptekite , all of which are obvi ously feni tieed 
Busbvel d granite and granophyre . The granitic rocks and 
un~tekites have a concentri cally sheeted structure wi th 
centripetal d i p . Uephel ine appears in p l aces in the inner 
umptekites , so tha t undoub t ed pulaskitic fenite al so occurs . 
The urnpt eki te i s f ollowe d i nwards by fayalite-
diori te ~nd therali te •••••..• The central mass of the compl ex 
consis t s mr i nly of red , coarse- grai ned ij olite , b l ack , f ine-
grai ned ijolite and dark mel teigite and j acupirangite, •. ...•. 
The coarse- gra i ned r ed i j ol i t e is intrusive i nto the other 
i j olitee and may be a t ruly magmatic rock. 
A poorly exposed, stocklike body of biotite-
pyroxenite i s clearly older than the pyroxenite but is 
intrusive into t he t heralite . 
Ins i de t he compl ex are t wo big r i ng dykes of 
foyaite in~rusive into the ijolites and therali tes and in 
the Bushveld granite outside t he complex there are numerous 
cone sheet s of foyaite an d tinguaite . Inside and outside 
the compl ex are numerous radia l dykes of foyaite , tinguai te , 
dolerite and l estiwarite. 11 
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At Loolekop , Ea s t ern Transvaal , the ' marble 
core ' i s surrounded by an extensive body composed e ssent-
ial ly of diopsi de but often rich in vermiculite and apati te. 
The pyr oxenite mass i s surrounded by granite and syenite, 
" the two rock types being intricately i ntermi ngl ed in the 
contact a r ea." ( ) . The syenites are everyuh ere 
intrusive i nto the pyroxeni t e . 
In spite of the compli cated and often s lightly 
di1fer1ng fi eld relationshi ps these complexes s hov ruarked 
s i mi larity . 
The followi ng sequence of events is suggestedl-
1 •• The expl osi v e drilling of a diatreme and t he up - doming 
of the country r ock . 
2 . The building up of a volcanic cone composed mainly of 
agglomera t es and tuf'.fs , vii th subsidiary l ava :f'loT1B of 
basaltic , phonoli tic and nephel ini t i c types . 
3. The emplacement and ejecti on of carbonate bodi es within 
the plug ( i t s houl d be noted t hat fenit i sa t ion of t he wall-
r ock may hav e commenced during peri ods \7hen the ven t was 
occup i ed by the earl i er carbonate plugs . ) . 
~ . The solidificati on in the throat of the ven t of the 
central core of the final carb ona.ti te body. 
5. The empl acement of collar shee ts ar ound the central plug , 
accompanied by the fault i ng of t he plug , country rock ond 
cone. 
This marked the end of the ma j or volcanic cycle 
and the firs t s t age i n the devel opmen t of the hypabyssal 
a l kal i ne compleA• 
6. The empl acement of further sheet s bet ween t he l ast 
formed shee ts and the country rock i ncorpor a ting f r agments 
of wall r ock and digesting them. 
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7. The penetration , by eovit.e sheets , of the area 
surrounding the vent whose ~abric had already been 
loosened by the initial punch of the volcano and 
sl.ibsequen t radial and 1·ing faulting. This materially 
assisted the metaaomatic procesaee of fenitisation. 
8. P.ing subsidence , marked by intense shearing of the 
perimeter. 
9. The intrusion of nepheline-syenitic types as r5ng 
dy"kes and cone or collar sheets , from below the 
c~rbonate centre. 
10. The possibility is not excluded of the intrusion at 
depth of a basic or ultra- basic plutonic complex 
comprising the greater part of the gravitational 
differentiates. 
It will be seen from the above that the order of 
intrusion in the hypabyssal complex is largely dependent 
upon the tirninv of the subsidence of the complex , the minor 
variations being explained on this basis . The early 
emplacement , for instance , of normally intrusjve types 
might render them liable to fenitiaation arter ~eaching 
their final position. Depending upon their original 
composition and the degree of metaeomatic action , a .tide 
range of r·ock types might N~sul t . 
Conclusion. 
The sovites of Tororo and Sukulu Hills exhibit 
a detailed and intricate st!•ucture , the mapping of which 
suggests a mode or emplacement diametrically opposed to 
ths. t which is normally accepted . 
Structural components similar to those mapped 
in the Uganda complexes have been noted in the carbonate 
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centres of al kal i ne complexes in many parts of the world. 
It is suggested, therefore , that this structure , toget her 
wi t h t he mineral assemblage normally found associ ated with 
i t , may be considered diagnostic of carbonati tes . There 
can be li t tle r eason for alkaline compl exes i n which l ime-
stone has been assimilated, to assume t he for m s hown by 




The complex at SukuJ.u, while :perhaps ideal :for 
structural nd economic investigation , is not well suited 
to petrological studies . The fact thElt it consists to a 
large extent of an eluv1~1 and residual economic mineral 
deposit means that rna,ny or the rock types in the area 
surrounding tha carbona to core have been deeply buried. 
~en ~here exploratory boreholes have penetrated the 
i.joil s and l aterites , the 1"ocks are found to be \feathered 
to t.1. considerable depth ancl it has frequently been necessary 
to resort to partial chemical analysis in order to establ ish 
the identity or some of the minerals encountered. 
Rock TYI?es . 
Carbona ti tes fo1·m b y f'ar the grea teat bulk of 
rocks at Sukulu. Actual exposure and information gained 
from boreholes and pits indicates that these rocks are 
present in an area of approxi'tlEltcily six and a brlf square 
miles. They t orm a roughly circular group of hills 
reach±..~g a maximum height of 4 , 648 ft. above a plain at 
3 , 900 ft . 
_ t Sukulu the carbona ti tes are mainly of calci tic 
type , sho ing a variable content of magnesium carbonate . 
They range in col our from pure 'Yhi te through grey to dark 
b1·omi , limoni te- stained vari eties. 
In te~ture they are usually granulaP and consist 
of' equidi mensional grains showing signs of magmatic 
abrasion and the development of glide plones. In size 
the plat1 s vary :fro11 • 05 nn:n to 5mm. They are usuall y 
equi- granul a.1•, but where inequigranular tYJ:les e:;.dst , the 
matrix rnaterinl is seldom very fine , being of the or der 
of . 2 mm. 
The accessory mineral content of the carbonatitea 
is extremely variable owing , in ~art , to the complicated, 
structurally controlled order of emplacement . The various 
atructural components have 11 flowed11 th""'ough each other , 
causing mineral contamination. It is clear that many of 
the sheets rre empl aced while their im::._diate predecessors 
were still in a relatively plasti c condition. Where the 
earlier comp on en ts had al ready s olidif'ied, in tense brecci-
a tion took olace. 
\1hile prrtial analyses from many thousand.a of 
~eet (36 , 000 ft . ) of d!'>ill cores have shoMl the most 
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extreme chemical variation from foo to foot , it has 
neve1'theless been possible to dir-t l11gu1sh specif'ic types 
of carbonate rock . 
The Calcitic Group. These rocks cousist of nhite to 
pink- stained granules of calcite , usually with some 
dolomitic carbonate within the lattice. Very few are 
pure and they frequently contain a scattering of other 
minerals . The moet common accessories are apatite, 
magnetite and bioti te . Each of these mine!'als assumes 
dominant proportions in various parts of the rock and 
occur as schlieren and flow lamellae imparting a strong 
foliation. 
Dolomitic Carbonates. These range from white , fin~-srained 
patches c:nd blebs shmving typical , reticulate,dolornitic 
weathering , and containing only apatite as an acceJSory , 
t o i:~on-rich types \fi th sideri te and olivine. 
The overall a.ve1•agt; 11a(7lesin content of the 
Sukulu group is of tht= order of 5. •, while at Tororo, where 
dolomitic patches are leas frequ~nt , the magnesia aver~ges 
1. 5%. 
In this group are biotite-beforsites containing 
bioti~e , 'lpatite , perovskite and pyrite . i:agnesian 
olivin~3 are present in small runounts r t both Sukulu and 
Tororo , but no types comparable With the picrite-beforaites 
of the neighbouring BUkusu complex have been seen. The 
olivines appear to forl:l by dedolomitisation of the host 
rock whenever the dolomitic carbonate has been empl~ced 
close to the siliceous wall rock . Certainly in areas 
where large numbers of wall roc.k xenoliths are I,>rese,t 
the a.mount of dolomite is d.ra~tically reduced. 
Ankeritic Caroonates . These occur in s:rnall dyke sets and 
veinlets .hich are emplaced after both calcitic and 
dolomitic phases. 
The dark brown a.n.kerite is often associated with 
small amounts of manganese carbonates . 
Closely associated with the emplacement of the 
ankerl tic group are small amounts of o tron ti um and bari mn 
minerals. While strontianite has not yet been identified 
at Sukulu , its presence is indicated by seve~al partial 
analyses . 
Barytee and witherite have been noted in the 
Sukulu est Valley in association with ~ollastonite and 
a radio- active mineral containing thorium but too finely 
divided for accurate identification. 
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Breccias. 
The breccias may be divided into two m~in types : -
1 . Sovite brbccias. Quite large areas of the carbonate 
body are occupied by sovite breccias consisting of rounded 
and angular fragments of both calcitic and dolonitic types 
set in a fine-grained matrix of ankeritic carbonate . The 
breccia f'ragments range in size from just under half an 
inch to one foot in diameter. Somettmes the matrix it-
self is a micro-breccia. 
It is of interest to note that niobium values 
are conspicuously higher in the breccias although pyrochlore 
has not been observed in situ there . Considerable enrich-
ment in pyrochl ore in the soil immediately adjacent to 
breccia zones has, however , been encountered. 
2 . Fenite oreccias. These are composed of fr~e;rnents of 
fenitised silicate rock set in a matrix of calci tic or 
dolomitic carbonates. They occur generally in zones 
close to the oriJinal conduit wall. The fragments 
represent pieces of wall rock spalled off during the 
empl acement of the caroonatite and are usually angular 
though at the Tororo contact , similar fragments are ro1mded 
and partly digested by the carbonatite . Sectiomcut at 
the edge of these inclusions show plumes or fine- grained, 
dark silicate u~terial migrating out ards into the carbonate. 
Descrintion of Accessory Minerals. 
The main accessory minerals of the carbonatites are :-
Anatite: Euhedral apatite is seldom seen in the main 
sOvites and occurs inv~riably as rounded or egg- shaped 
gvains . It is found as strings of rounded grains oet~een 
the calcite granules. It is fluor-apatite and contains 
a fine dust of inclusions. 
h!agneti te: l1agneti te occurs as irregular clusters and 
lenses consisting of euhedral crystalf::J up to 1 cm, across. 
Tiny specks of' apatite are cozmnon within the magnetite . 
Analyses show that the Sukulu magnetite contains less than 
2~ Ti02 and is consequently of value as an iron ore . 
It occurs in octahedra sometimes with dodecahedral 
modifications . Occasionally ilmenite occurs as small 
granules close to t."'ie iagneti te. 
Mica: The mica in the Sukulu carbonatite ia of a bright 
green variety , though small fragments of red-brown biotite 
are aom~times :resent. 
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1 . 50 
20. 99 
2 . 12 
0. 55 
1 . 69 
18. 62 
0. 38 
0 . 08 
99. 61 
(Analyst : J.B.Pollock) 
This is a vermiculitic biotite very similar to 
some types recorded at Palabora ( L< ) and Bukuau ( ). 
Pyrochlore: This mineral occurs in small ~uantities through-
out the s~vites but is often concentrated in tangential dykes 
of lgte formation. It occurs as honey yellow, grey and 
almost b lack vitreous octahedra, with slight dodecahedral 
modifications . It has clearly grown in situ at the same 
stage as the llElgnetite, and in some cases has used fragments 
of apatite as a nucleus around which to form. The growth 
of pyrochlore _ ~d magnetite occurred under hydrous condi tions 
with the uccompanying formation or radiating asbesti t'orm 
fibres or tremolite and a s~all amount of zeolite. The 
very fine , orange-yellow octahedra sometimes found in 
magnetite lenses is probably pyrrhite • 
.Amphibole: Tremol ite Z A C 18° is the most connnon amphibole. 
It is rare in the carbonatite except in the Hill E area of 
Sukulu and at Tororo. A small amount of hornblende may be 
present near the contact with the wall rock. Tremolite 
NOl 1. 596t N == 1. 625 is also found in the surrounding 
granites a considerable distance away from the Tororo 
occurrence. 
Pyroxenes : These are generally rare in the carbonatite , 
except at Tororo , where there is a considerab l e development 
in the zone nearest the wall rock. Smal l fragments and 
microlites of diopsi de Z A C 400 - 460 and acm1te are 
sometimes seen. - {ollastonite is of rare occurrence except 
in the nest Valley at Sukulu. 
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Zircons : The zirconiferous minerals , while not seen in any 
or the rock slices available , are known to be present in the 
carbonatites from a detailed study of the aoils at Sukulu 
and from residues obtained after digestion of the rock in 
acid. Zircon occurs as single cr7atals and twinned 
aggregates with nell-developed terminal pyramids but with 
poorly developed prism faces , so that the crystals are 
easily mistaken for octahedra. X- ray photographs , however , 
shon them to be definitely tetragonal . A second zircon-
iferous mineral , baddeleyite , is found in vitreous grey 
crystals up to 4 illl. in length. It has a pearly lustre 
end the folloV1ine o:ptic!l charac~ers :- i.ega ti ve , 2V = 30° 
N = 2. 11 N = 2. 18 A , c = 12 • 
Barite: In the West Valley of Sukulu this mineral is common. 
It is usually light brown in colour and has a dull surface. 
The crystals a!'e usually £rom 3 - 5 rrnn . in length , N,,<. = 1. 641 
N' = 1. 655. 
Olivine : Small yellow crystals of olivine ar.e ao~etimes seen 
at 5uk:ulu on the outer edge of the complex and near the 
fenite breccia zone. 
Felspars: In some parts of th~ carbonatite orthoclase is 
seen , usually related to the late stage sheets and in 
felspathic breccias. 
Quartz : The occurrence of small crystals of quartz has been 
noted in a few sections fl:ld aI'e always to be seen in residues 
after digestion of tne rock in acid. A few grains have been 
noted , in the silica fraction , of a mineral hose optical and 
physical pro~erties suggest that i t may be coesite , the high 
Jressw~e ~arm of quartz. Too little has been isolated so far 
to make the identification positive by chemical analysis. 
Carbon dioxide : Small bubbles of co2 have been noted in the calcite of some of the carbonatites at SukUlu and can be seen 
when the rock is crushed under petrol . This seems to indi -
cate that the carbonatites crystallised under conditions 
providing an excess of co2. 
Knopite : Brown or grey octahedra of lolopite occur quite 
frequently in the Sukulu limestone nhere they are sometimes 
mistaken for pyrochlore. 
?yroluaite: At SukuJ.u small cavities in the carbonatite 
contain powdery manganese ore. 
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Anstaae: This mineral occurs as tiny , dark blue bipyramids 
usuall associated with visible pyrochlore. 
~rite : Pyrite is most common in the South Kiln Hill at 
ororo , where it occurs as scattered euhedra , ~hile at 
Sukulu it is rare and occurs in minute veins . 
Chalcopyrite: This mineral has only neen found in the 
Hill C quarrJ at Sukulu and occurs as scattered specks. 
Gol d: A small amount of gold was round by K. A. Daviea on 
his first visit to Suk:ulu but has not been r~corded since , 
Nepheline Syenites within the carbonate Boay. 
Two narrow tingua1te dykes are found to cut the 
sovites i n the Hill D area . The dykes are 10 - 15 rt . in 
vridth , ver-y fine-grained and grey-green in colour. They 
closely resetfule the Elgon phonolites and are covered by a 
yellowish skin of weatpered material . They are extremely 
tough and tend to break into sharp slivers. 
Under the microscope they are seen to be xeno-
morphic granular in texture and to contain scattered pheno-
crysts of pyroxene up to 2 mm. in size, nepheline and a 
little ortboclaae, seldom exceeding . 1 r:::n. in size. 
Nepheline is fringed by rag6ed crY!)tocrystalline pyroxene 
and occurs in the groundmass as tiny eubedra usually less 
than . 1 II111. in size. 
Pyroxene: The pyroxenes are aegi1•ine-augi te Z /\ C 66° - 72° 
and may be euhedral 01· apparently bro.Ken. Tiny needles of 
~egirine are aleo seen in the granular groundmaee. In 
some slides a few small anhedra of ba1~keviki te are present . 
Felsnal's: Orthoclaae eho\1ing Carlsbad twinning forms 
phenocrysts as 1ell as some of' he larger granules in the 
gz•oundmaas . 
Zeolites: .i\nalcite and natrolite are common in moat slides 
and thmnsonite i s sonetimes seen in small segreg3tions of 
acicular crystals. 
Bioti te : N'o bioti te 'ITBB se_n in the sections examined but 
was noted in hand apecinens as large black books up to 1 11 
in size , vh.ich on be inc apli t in to fine sheets , 'fas of a 
yellow-bro\m. coloU!· . 
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The tinguaites ~re the only silicate rocks 
seen to be cutting th~ carbonatite and clearly originate 
below the carbonate floor . 
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100. 18 
Specific Gravity 2. 45 
Analyst: P . G. Jeffery , 
G. S . D. , Uganda . 
Flows in the Vicinity of Sukulu. 
Two lava flows and a group of pyroclastics 
are found in the vicinity of Sukulu , though it is not 
known whether they belong to the Elgon cone o~ to the 
Sukulu e:pisod1;; . 
Nephelini te . 
A small flow 35 ft . thick lies in the bed of 
the Osia river about 1 mile no1·th east of the Sukulu 
c rbonati te. 
In the band speci man the rock is fine - grained 
tough and grey- green ,.,i th some phenocryste of pyroxene 
1 - 2 ems . in length. occasional small nepheline euhedra 
are seen •. 
Ne~heline occurs as euhedra up to 4 rmn. in length , refractive 
in ices determined on a crush of the rock are ~ 1. 538 and 
w 1 . 543. Some zoning indicates the presence of kalio-
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- phili te . The nephelines show clouding and the develop-
ment of mica and cancrinite. 
P-jroxenes occur as regged clusters or zoned , light green 
to d.Jl1·k green crystals . The optical charscte1·s indicate 
a cradation from augite ~o ae"~rine-augi~e lf d 
0
1. 690 - 1. 710 
No<. 1 • 662 - 1 • Gag , 2v 40 - 68 , z fl c 40 - 66 , but most 
cormnonly near 50 • The deepening colour appears to oe 
di1•ectly related to an increase in the acmi te molecule . 
Biotite : A very few tiny flakes of bro\m. biotite are seen 
but chlorite ia more connnon. 
Iron ores form the bulk of the accessory minerals , 
though rar•e prisms of a:pati te also occur. (C . E. 92) . 
Phonolite Flow. 
Near the cement factory site a deeply weathe11 ed 
:phonolite f l ow uas encountered in several boreholes . The 
rock is yellow- green in col our and very fine-grained, with 
tiny laths of kaolinised f'elspar . The whole rock resembles 
the weathered skin frequently found on Elgon pbonolites. 
It is of interest to record that this flow may 
be used as a low- iron, aluminous fraction i n the manufacture 
of cement at Sukulu. 
Syenites. 
Bet~een the csrbonatites and the granites at 
Sukulu , a aeries of water-boreholes have yielded small 
fragments of syenitic rocks . 
These may be divided into t~o types , though 
they may well grade into each other , as fragments of 
both tYPeG are found in a single hole . It is possible 
however , that they form a series of cone sheets , since 
the holes were constantly deflected toward the carbonatite 
on entering the relatively unweatbered rock. It I:l3Y be 
mentioned here that the depth of the eathered zone is 
al\VaJs of the orde1" of 100 - 1 1 O ft. in this part of the 
complex. 
1 . Nepheline Syenites : These may be termed juvites and 
consist of' anhed.ral orthoclase , nepheline, which has 
broken down to fine micaceous aaterial and plates of 
dark green py1"oxene . In a few f'ragmen ts melani te and 
cancrini te are found. 
The texture is usually xenomorphic granular 
but may be quite coarse in places. 
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2. Syenites: This group appears to be closely allied 
chemically to the tr cbytes. 
They consist of intergrown orthoclase crystals 
with interstitial ferro- magnesiana. 
Felspars : These Dre dominantly ortboclase but rare 
fragments or albite are seen. 
Pyroxene is dark green aegirine . 
Accessories: ·.!agnetite , apatite , sphene and zircon are 
t he most common accessories. 
Ijolite and Uelteigite . 
Members of this group have been found on the 
South Kiln Hill and Tororo . They are rather decomposed 
and coi.sist of an inequigranular intergrouth of turbid 
nepheline and pyroxene in varying runounts . The nephel-
ine is replaced by cancrini te ..and. mica . The pyroxene is 
dark green eegirine and aegirine- augite. The accessories 
are sphene , apatite and magnetite . In placee segregations 
of nepheline constitute the urtites. 
Hepheline- 1'>yro4w:ene -..s0lomwI1ates : Recent quarrying at 
To~oro Eill has revealed the ~resence of a series of 
ag~lomerate dykes, usually about one foot across , con-
sisting of rounded fragments of ne:pheline and pyroxene 
ranging in size f'rom ! '' to 3" , set in a fine-grained matrix 
which is also made up of ne:!>heline and pyl'oxene . Ttese 
dykes a re vertical cross-cutting structures and are the 
latest emplacements into the carbons tite . 
Pyroxeni tes. 
A shaft sWlk at Sultulu near the cement factory 
penetrated a zone of rocks consisting of pyroxene , .~gnetite, 
apatite and phlogopite in varying amounts . The rocks were 
too weatherdd 1'or r·elia.'ble optical examination but in the 
ha~d specimen ere seen to be a coarse intergrowth of these 
cinerals . Similar , though fresher , t·ock fr•om a borehole 
at Bukueu contains olivine Fa 25 - 30 , magnetite , diopside 
and brorm biotite. Titanium minerals are indicated b3 
the nresence of leucoxene. The olivines a1·e cracked and 
serpentinised in part . Apatite is the roost common 
accessory in this group. 
At Tororo , a :rock fragment from a waterbo1·ehole 




The country rock through r.hich the two major 
diatremes in the Sukulu- Tororo area. were cut i s , as far 
a~ borehole infornation allows or assessment , ;mainly 
granitic. The granites observed a re fairly coarae-
grained 1ith a l lotriomorphic inequigranulsr texture. 
The felspara , ~hich are dominantly potassic , ehow faint 
cross- ha telling and. in common with many other Uganda gNmi tes , 
. erthi te is conspicuous . A ..imall amount of' albft e also 
occurs. In the p l agioclase both albite ana Fericl ine 
twinning occur fz·equen tly. I.t.scovi te and fine flecks of 
a russet bioti te occur inte1·sti tially and tl1e rock is 
generally extremely leucocratic . The quartz also occurs 
as small vranules though largeI· grains are sometimes seen. 
On the Lime Kiln Hill of the Tororo occu1•rence , the 
relativel~· sirppl e relationship of the sovi te intrubion to 
the wall rock is easil observed. 
The sdvites or the South Kiln Hill l ie in a 
narrow ti•ough bounded by vertical T7al ls of now modified 
country rock. The effect of the intrusion is first 
marked at 200 - 300 ft • .from the contact by the intense 
granulation of the quartz , in the introduction of marked 
et1•0.in and sometimes an almost myloni tic crushing of the 
q_wu·tz frogmen ts in to plates exhibiting an undulose 
extinction. Shattering of the felspars is marked by 
bending and micro- f'eul ting of the t11in lmnellae. 
Closer t o the sovi te, distinct 'breccia tion occurs 
and often large blocks of :qp to 20 ft . in diameter have 
been disorientated. The sBvite has actively penetrated 
the iuterspaces between the breccia fragments and still 
closer to the main sovite ~ass the fragments have lost 
their angularity to form rounded xenoliths end "ghost" 
xenoliths. This brecciation and digestion is clearly 
seen on outcrop on the eastern slope of the South Kil n 
Hill . 
A gradation irom the very mixed rocks close to 
the hill th1·ough. syeni te and quartz- syeni te to the intensely 
sheared erani te ie also v i sible in the hand specimen. 
In thin section the most obvious feature is the 
penetration of calcite between and into the existing 
mineral grains of the ~all rocks. This is accompanied 
by the gro\vth of turbid ne!lheline, ragged ho1'nblende , uhich 
in the later stages becomes euhedral , zoned relanite and 
sometimes small crystals of sphene , together .;i th the 
disappearance of albite , perthite and quartz. Sometimes 
aegir1ne- augite grorra at .he expense of hornblende . The 
mos L ,r:>rominent in traduced accessory minerals are cuiledral 
apatite end fine stringers of purple fluo~ite . 
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The main change in the sovite pene trating the 
breccia zonet, is the 1ncorporat~on of the minera ls 
introduced - .•ou the nall 1·ock fragments uhich then eT..hibi t 
a fluid.al arrangement. Ill some cases, fine crystals of 
mel~lite , now almost entirely replaced by calcite but 
still shoning evidence of a median c 1 ack , are present. 
'l'he dissi a ti on of xenol: i th ic material lllld its incorpor-
ation in the uov1te is achieved by the loosenin~ of the 
fabric of the inclµded fragments by the continued pene-
tr·ation of the calcite a11d b'y the develo9ment of plumes 
of very f'ine grained silicate material migrating outwu:rds 
into the sovite. 
It should be noted that it is not necessary to 
postulate extensive ionic migration either to or from 
the main 50Vit~ bogy and the dtsilication is achieved by 
the !.-t.dmixture of ca lei te with the she t tered silicate wall rocks. 
This ef!'ectivel.; reduced the r~lative silica percentage in 
the mixed rocks and rna.:r be te1'med 11 ~.ilica dilutionu . 
Probably the most significant fenitisation effects are the 
formation by react on of ~gneaian oliv!nes, diopsidic 
pyroxenes and some nephelines. 
The incorporation of silicate ma.teria l in varying 
ouanti t i~'S in the sovi te con t 1'ibutes to the evolution of 
mernbe~b of the silicate-sovite series. 
i1he1'e a l aline ""nd ul trabasic typt::~ n•e brought 
into intimate contact Tiith the sbvite , phYaicfl admiXture 
and fenitisation also occur. Fenitisation ~J therefore 
be described as the edmixtu.-.~e of sovite with silicate 
rocks under such conditions vf' temperatu1'e and '.Pressure 
that new minerals can ro~n in equilibrium ith the 
r~l tively reduced silica percentage. 
Fz•om the foregoing descr.:.ptione it ie clear 
that th~ Sukulu assemblage closely resembles a nu."llber 
o·" othur , better exposed alkaline complexes such as 
Spitskop , Bukusu , Chilwa and Alnb Island. 
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ECONOMI C GZOLOGY. 
I n t 1'oduc ti on . 
Wor k in the alkaline areas in Eastern Uganda 
b egan in 1927 when K. A. Davies, in the course of routine 
mapp ing , discovered the phosphate depos its of the Bukusu 
complex. I n addit ion to t he phosphates on Busumbu and 
Nakupa hills, l ow t i tanium or e , i ncorpora ting small 
amounts of knopi t e , was f ound a t Surumbusa , 1hile deposits 
of ve1·miculi te were l ocated a t Sukuei and Namaka1•a h i lls. 
A geological invest i gation , accompanied by a 
d i a1nond dt' i lling pr ograrmne on the Tor oro Limekil n Hill , 
wa s under taken b y K .• Davies in 1947 in order to 
estimate the l i mestone reserves f or the establ i shment of 
a cement industry. 
In 1943, Dr . Davi es vis i ted the Sukulu hills 
and whil e exami ning t he r e jec t ma teri a l from the l i me 
kilns of the Uganda Lime Co., noti ced small br own 
octahed.ra , which he later i dentified as koppite . 
Bxami nation of the source r ock conf irmed the presence of 
this n iobium-b earing mineral in the eovi t ea of the Sukulu 
hills . A grab sample of t he de tritus wa s taken and 
exami ned in t he l abor atory. 
I n August, 1949, the author was sen t to the 
Tororo area t o s i te a quar r y t:or the proposed cement 
worke. It waa hoped t hat a sui t abl e site could b e 
founa in which the limestone would satis fy the necessary 
chemical conditions for the manufacture of cement, as 
wel l a s con t a inine- a quantity of pyrochlore which could 
be extracted in t he cement manufacturing process . 
In a~di tion , the author ~aa to si te a series of 
borehE>les i n a s earch for secondary l i mestone. This 
mat erial ha d be en observed coating t he t op of t he lateri t es 
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around the base of the Sukulu hills. Drilling was 
commenced i n the Sukulu south va lley. In a ll ins t ances 
the borehol es passed through varying thicknesses of red 
soil before reachi ng l ateri sed material . Samples t aken 
from the soil cores were washed and examined under a 
binocul ar microscope. The author found these samples to 
be composed of apatite and magnetite wi t h small a.mount s of 
n i ob i um- bearing mater i al. Thi s led him to the b elief that 
the Sukul u soil might prove to be of economic impor tance 
and a r eport to this effect rras submi tted to headquarters , 
Subs equently , the mineral baddelyi te was identif ied by 
K. A. Davies in a sampl e of soil f rom this area. 
Early in 1950, a team was assembled under the 
leadership of Dr. K.A. Davies, to i nvestigate more fully 
t he economic potent i a lities of this f i eld. Th e member s 
of t he team were dra'\Tll f r om both the Geol ogical Survey Dept. 
and the Mineral Resources Research Conm1i ttee . The author 
served i n the capacity of resident geol ogis t at Sukulu. 
In a field laboratory maint ained i n t he area , 
rou~h size anal yses and mineral determinations were made , 
but fo r the purpos es of this paper , the more accurate 
esti mations made by me1nbers of the Mineral Resources 
Division of the I mperial Institut e are given. 
The author wi shes to recor d his s i ncere 
appreciation of the assistance r endered by his wife , 
particularly i n the pr eparation of the many hundreds of 
soil samples from the Sout h Valley soil cores, the 
examination of v1hich l ed directly to the discovery of 
the soil deposit . 
The Sukul u Soi l Deposit. 
The sovi t es of the Sukulu Hills contain , as 
accessory mi nerals , varying amounts of magneti t e , apatite 
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pyrochlore , zircon and baddeleyite . In most of the 
alkaline complexes of' this type in ~as tei·n Uganda , Nya sa·-
l and and Scandinavia , s ome or a l l of t hese mineral s are 
knomi to occur. 
In the course of normal p r oces ses of a t mospher.i c 
weathering , t he calcium carbonate of the sovi te is remov1ed , 
l eaving the insol uble miner als a s an eluvia l r es i due . 
Under conditions o:f tropical denudation , t here is a tend1ency 
for the carbonati te plug t o remain standing ab ove the feJC1it e 
pediment. I t i s to be expec t ed therefore , tha t a small 
depoei t of resi s tant minerals should r emain a t the base 1of 
t he l imestone hil l s . I n an area where a juvenil e or ev ,en 
matur e river system is in oper ation , i t i s unlikely that 
such a soil depos i t would attai n very l a r ge di mensi ons . 
In the Tor oro area , however , condition s were i mposed whi ch 
l ed t o the accumula t i on of considerab le thickness es of s oil . 
I t i s c l ear f rom t he wor k of K. A. Davies that a 
youthfUl system of arai nage was in operation before the 
e r uption of Ut. El gon. ·,fith the first f lows of lat . Elgen , 
the r i vers became choked with l ava and the area ha s onl y 
r ecentl y emerged f rom the cover p r ovided by t he pyroclastic 
cone. 
The Oeie ~iver , which drains t he nor thern part of 
the Sukulu area , still contains a thi ckness of over 30 ft . 
of nephelinitic l ava in its bed. It has been unable , 
therefore , through t he r a i sing of its base l evel , to remove 
the i ncreasing t hicknesses of soil behind thi s barri er . 
To the south and east , the main drainage falls 
direc tly i nto the Hal awa river . This river , whi ch orig ina t es 
in the oouthern f oothills of t.t . El gen , has c l early b een 
const~i cted , probably by lavas whi ch have only r ecently been r emoved 
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In plan , the llala~a exhibits al l the features of a senile 
streain , ~ith a wi de flood plain , meandering course and 
the formution of sniall oxbow l akes and swamps . ,{i thin 
comparatively recent times , however , presumably with the 
cutting of the lava bars , rejuvenation has commenced. 
The river is now fast f l owing and deeply incised , lfhile 
the old oxbows are stranded at twenty to thirt y feet 
above the present stream level . On the south side of 
Suk.ulu , where rejuvenation is most marked , the soil deposi t 
bas already diminished considerably. 
c vide11ce presented b y extenai ve diamond- drilling 
and from the results of geophysical survey , indicates that 
in pre- El gon times , the val leys which cut into the Sukulu 
hills to the no1~th and south were of youthful prof ile and 
cros~-section. Today these valleys are seen only as wide 
soil- filled embayments of relatively mature profile , where 
l arge thicknesses of up to ninety feet of soil have been 
a llowed t o accumulate. Diamond- drilling has revealed the 
p r esence of a horizontal body of francolite end staffelite , 
normally associated with the surface deposi ts of Busumbu, 
at a 6.eptb of over 90 ft near t he mouth ot the North Va l l ey. 
Along the outer perimeter of the eovitea i s a 
laterite dipp i ng gently away from the hills . On thi s 
l a terite have accumulated var y ing thicknesses of magnetite-
apatite soil , whi ch occurs i n outwash f'ana , vall ey 
accumulations and el uvi a l deposits at the foot of t he sovi te 
cliffs. The soil , Yfhich a tt ·.1 ins a depth of up to 85 :ft. at 
pne p l ace and a minimum of 20 ft . around the whole perimeter , 
gr adually thins off away from t he hill , until bare l~terite 
is exposed. 
The l aterite forms a cellular b ody , bel ieved 
by the author to be the iron-enriched upper portion of an 
older Sukulu- type soi l deposi t containing angul a r quartz 
:fragments. This ol der soil rests on an ol d land surface 
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of weia thered feni t e rocks . The laterite becomes soft 
where: large thicknesses of soil ove1·lie 11 . 
The Sukulu soil is a heavy red- brown loam , which, 
ondrying , tends to harden rapidly . A rough anal ysi s of 
the miner a l composition of the soi l, made at the Imper i al 
I nstitute , wati as fol lows :-
Apatite •• • • • • 36~ 
Quar tz • • • • • • • • 1 2;it> 
Silicates • • • • • • • • 
Magnetite & hydra t ed 
Fe2o3 - Al 2o3 •••• •• 43~ 
(Anal ys t : T. Deana ) . 
This agrees cl osel y wi t h the original estimates 
made i n the field l aboratory during the early part of the 
work. 
The great variety of particle sizes i s shown in 
the 1'ol lowing s i ze analysis , which was made on a head sample 
of 20 Kg. of r aw Sukulu earth. This VISB scrubbed and 
div i ded by screening i n to "eand" (plus 325 mesh) and 
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Microns /')'lfeight 
- 1651 1 . 8 
589 3.9 
420 2. 7 
295 4. 0 
208 5 . 2 
147 6. 9 
104 6. 0 
74 5. 5 
53 4 . 4 
38 3 . 9 
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(Llessrs . Pryor & Fleming) 
In the first i nstance , the ore- dre ssing of the 
s and fraction only is likely to be attempted and the 
s l imes wi ll be stockpiled pending the development of 
suitable chemical or n.etallurgical extraction processes . 
The head of potentially recoverable pyrochlore is , t here-
fore , appr oxi mately fifty per cent of the amount contai ned 
in the soil . 
The mai n investigation of the ore- dressing 
prob l ems has been carried out by l11essrs . Pryor and Fleming 
of the Royal School of lines . Their main line of attack 
has been an attempt by flotation methods to depress the 
apatite r'rom the pyrochl ore after magneti c separati on of 
the n1agneti te. 
A r upid techni que for the quantitat ive 
est i mati on ol' niobium has been devel oped by memb ers of 
the Chemical Insti tute. This method will be of great 
assistance in the evaluation of p ilot plant tests and 
in the final ore- dressing plant . 
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Descri otion of' the Ore Lineral s . 
Pyrochlore. 
The pyrochlore f ound at Sukulu r·epresen te the 
n i ob i um- beari ng end member of the microlite- pyrochl ore 
s eries. 
The :following analys i s , carr• i ed ou t at t he 
Imperia l Ine t i tute i n London , indicates R close r esemblance 






Cer i um group earths 
Yttrium group earths 
Zi rconi a 
x Fe1"ric oxide 
Alumina 
Titania 
n iob i um p entoxide 
Tantalum pentoxi de 




x Calcula ted from tot al Fe ; 
FeO not determined. 
Per cent . 
7. 24 




0 . 62 
1. 38 
not det ec t ed 
1. 91 
0. 48 





0 . 50 
0 . 14 
10 1 • 57 
1 . 6~ 
99 . 9 
(Analyst : - W. H. Bennet , L. Sc., F. R. I . C.) 
The pyrochlore occurs as b r own , dark brown , 
r eddish bromi , yellow and grey octahedra , f'r equen tly 
modifi ed by the parti a l development of dodecahedral faces . 
It is britt le ti th a conchoidal fracture , a somewhat 
i ndi stinct octahedral cl eavage and a vitreous or resinous 
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l us tre , the latter on f r esh fracture surfa ces . 
Hardness 5 - 5. 5 
Specific ~ravity 4. 2 - 4. 36 
There are e i ght molecules in t he elementary cell 
and the Sukulu mineral i s not metanict , as i s normal in 
pyr ochlore . The crystal s vary in size f r om three- ei ghths 
of 3.ii i nch to less t han ten micr ons . 
The minute orange- yellow octahedra observed in 
the r ock and soil are oelieved to be pyrrhite , a niobate 
related to pyrochlore . 
The overall average f or pyr ochl ore in t he sovite 
is in the neighbourhood of . 2~ but i n some i nstances , 
parti cularl y in t he Hill B area , small sampl es conta ining 
as much as 10Jo have been found. I t occurs as di ssemi nated 
grains throughout the sovi te but small l enses of magnetite 
have been foWld containing foui~ or five per cent Nb 2o5• 
The pyr ochlore- sovite dyke on Hi ll B contains 
s~ pyr ochl ore and it is possible tha t t he extr ac tion by 
cal cinat1on and a i r s eparat i on may be attempted. This 
preswnes a suffic i ent demand for t he lime produced. 
The to t al niob i um in the s oil i s in the region 
of 0 . 3fb Nb2o5 but the amount con ta ined in the coarser 
fracti on ia considerab l y l ower . 
Magnet i t e. 
Iron- r i ch minerals constitute the ma j or por tion 
of' th e soi l and the magnetite may , later , be the ba·sis of 
an i ron and s t eel industry. The mineral occurs a a small 
f ragments and crystals of the cubic system. Octahedra 
9r•e the most com on form but dodecahedral modificati ons 
are frequen t . Generally t he f aces are stria t ed par a llel 
t o the edge uetween the dodeca- and octahedral faces . 
It has a subconchoi dal to uneven f'racture and a netallic 
l ustre . 
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Two anal yses of bulk s amples of 
as fol lows :-








Moi s t ure 










0 . 92 
101 . 57 
1. 71 
99. 86 










100 . 45 
1 . 42 
99 . 03 
It will , the r efore, be seen that this magnetite is a 
potentia l high grade ,, lovr titanium iron ore , suitab le for 
steel manufacture i n the basic open- hearth furnace . 
A complication Elr i ses out of' the fac t that occluded 
~ithin the magneti te are crystals of pyrochl or e rangi ng 
in s i ze f r om f ive t o more than f i fty microns and a sample 
a s sayed by L. C. Chad"VJi ck oi' the Imperi a l I nstitute , 
showed a (NbTa ) 2o5 content of 0.1 51'>· Smal l i nclusi ons of 
apatite are a lso knovm to occur and probably a ccount for 
the above avePage P 2o5 percentage. It i s thought that 
l i ght gri nding would rel ease the pyrochlore for r ecovery 
and e l imina t e the apatite. In any event , the iron ore 
woul d require s i n t erlng bef ore s melting. 
A minimum of f our mill ion tons is requirec;l for 
t he establishment of a small iron and steel works at 
Sukulu and this amomlt has already be en proved. 
The posaibjLli ty of the manufac ture of s uch 
alloys as fe r ro- silicon , f er ro- tungsten , ferro- niobium 
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and ferro- zi rconi um should be bor ne in min 
Apati t e . 
The phosphate- b earing mineral in the Sukulu soi l 
is nainl y fluor- apati te , (CaF)ca4 (Po4)3• Even in the 
s ovite the qpatite occurs a s anhedral egg- shaped grains . 
In t he soil these oval or b r oken gr ains rarely atta in a 
size gr eater than 60 mesh and are generally pit ted and 
covered by a film of ferrugi nous materi a l \Yhi ch can , 
however , easily be r emove d by l ight attrition scrubb i ng. 
A sampl e prepar ed in this faal1i ollo.twas analysed aa follows~-
12. 
P205 •• • • • • • • • • 39. 85 
Cao • • • • • • • • • • 53. 82 
F •• • • • • • • • • • • 3 . 08 
Fe2o3 •• • • • • • • • • 0. 49 
Al203 • • • • • • •• •• 1. 65 
8102 • • • • • • • • • • 1. 37 
1 .. oisture • • • • . . •• 0 . 14 
Ignition Loss •• • • 0 . 98 
161 . 38 
Leas 0 equiv . of F 1. 20 
100. 08 
(Analyst :- L. C. Chadwick . ) 
Thi s materi al i s an ext r emely high- grade 
phosphate oi-·e whi ch , owi ng to i ts very l ow iron content , 
i s well suited to the manu:facture of super- phosphate 
by t he sulphuric acid method. A compl i cation ari ses 
out of the fact that this materi al has a l i mited sol ubility 
in sulphuri c acid a t normal oper ating temperatur es , but in 
view of the vast amounts of cheap ore avai l able this does 
not consti tute a seri ous problem. 
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The apatite is aJ.so well suited to the manufacture 
of el emental phosphorus Ylbich is produced OJ the conversion of 
apati te i n the presence or sil ica and carbon in an electric 
furnace . The essenti al reaction is :-
2ca3(Po4)2 ~ 6Si 02 + 10C = P4 t 10CO ~ 6CaSi03 
The reaction i s compl eted a t bet~een 1400°c. and 
1500° c., the phosphorus distill ing off and the calci um 
s i l icate forming a fluid slag. 
Iron compounds present in the charge are converted 
to ferro- phosphorus containi ng about 70'7o iron and from 20% 
to 247~ phosphorus . A minimum of three million tons of 
apatite is required for the establishment of this i ndus t ry. 
Thie a.mount has already been proved in the North Valley 
where pyrochlore val ues are lower than elsewhere . Silica 
requi red for the charge i s abundantly available , i n the 
normal cotton soils of the area surrounding the Sukulu 
complex , in the sandstones of the Bulugwe ser i es to the 
south east and in the bagaase ash f r om the sugar i ndus try 
near Jinja. 
Zirconiferous u inerals. 
The presence of z ircon in the heavy concentrates 
from the Sukulu soil ,.,as not suspected for some time after 
the discovery of the deposi t , owing to the tendency for 
the prism faces to be absent or poorly developed. At 
first sight , t his g ives the zircon the appearance of 
b eing octahedral . The zircons occur as colourl ess, 
smoky or reddish crystals and are sometimes n~seed to-
gether as sugary aggregates of inte1·penetrating pyramids . 
Baddel eyi te , Zro2, fi r s t identified i n the 
so i l concentrat es by Dr. ~avies , is the more abundant 
zirconiferou~ mineral , particularly in the s i ze gra des 
less than 60 mesh. Baddele ite occurs as t ab ular , 
monoclinic crystal s , varying from col ourless to yellow , 
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b rown or bla ck, with a high specific gravity of 5. 5 - 5. 6 • 
It is optically n egative . 
Baddeleyi te constitutes the oeat known OI'e of 
zirconium and is in demand 0\7ing to 1 ts l ower r efi ning 
cos t s . 
The Pr ovi ng of the Deposi t . 
,/hen once the deci sion had been made to proceed 
wi th t he examination of the s oil depo31 t , i t fell t o t he 
author to des ign and execute a de tailed programme of 
prospect i ng . This was carri~d out under the supervision 
of Dr. K. A. Davi es. 
The f irst stage in the p roving of t he deposit 
was the sit i ng and drilling of four hundred Banka dri ll 
holes . The first line was s i ted with the holes 50 yds . 
apart around t he perimeter of the l i mestone hil ls and i nto 
the soil filled embayments i n t he hi l l s . A second l ine 
was sited in positions corresponding to those of the 
first but 50 y ci.s fur ther f r om the hills . In each case 
t he borehol es were p l aced sufficiently f ar from the 
outcrop to ensure a mini mum soil depth 0£ 20 f t . 
The holes \Tere made wi th a 4" Banka set , us i ng 
only the 4" sp i r al auger b it made up t o 5 :rt. in length 
wi t h the shor t r od designed for this purpose . .An 
a ddi tionel thr ee leng t hs of drill i ng r od of 5 ft . each 
were provided , thereb y permitting the dri ll i n g of a 20 ft . 
b or ehol e in four easil y measured stages . Each drill 
was operated by a crew composed of four African porter s 
and a drilli ng headman capable of keeping a wri tten r ecord. 
Samples were taken at the end of each 5 ft . r un. 
This p r oduced a composite sampl e for the f ive feet of 
drilling , f'our s uch s amples bei ng taken in each bor ehole. 
The samples were p l aced in cot t on s ample bags uhich were 
i ndelibly labelled wi th the r elevant data and despat ched 
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to headquarters . 
In ...ntebbe , the BaMplea were carefully washed, 
the s l imes removed and the clean r esi due subj ected to 
magn etic s eparati on . The non- magneti c fraction uaa 
then placed in hot aqua- regi a and the final res i due 
handed to the petrologis t for examination and estimati on 
of pyrochlore per centage after heavy media separ ation. 
This percenta&e was then re-calcul ated as p ounds of 
pyroch l ore per cub i c yard. Throughout the headquarters 
procedure , accurate weigh ings wer e made at the end of 
each operation. 
The figu~e of one ton , t wo hundred and sixteen 
pounds per cubic yard of soil was obtained by the r emoval 
and weighing of an accurately 11eaaured cubic yard. 
The assay results of the first two lines of 
borehol es i ndicated an area of pyrochlore enrichment , 
often i n excess of five pounds per cubic yard , extending 
from Hi ll C for two mi les to the south. A further 
seven l ines of bor eholes were sited to cover this area. 
These hol es rere s i ted a t 50 ft. centres . 
Addi tional borehol es were sited in the South 
Valley bringing the total drilled to 1308. 
In order to record permanently the position 
from which any parti cul a r s ample was taken, each bor ehole 
was pinpointed indivi dual l y on the 1 :5 , 000 aerial photo-
graphs. A prin t laydo\vn cover ing the whole of the area 
was made , using t he enlarged a ir photographs and a 
tracing made of the sovite , so i l , l aterite and bor ehole 
positions. rints made from this t r acing serve as a 
useful background to the assay plan. 
In a ll estimations of tonnage available , the 
soil lying i n the West Valley has been neglec ted , owing 
to the occurrence there of r adio- active mineral s assoc-
i ated with bari te. The presence of the latter mineral 
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involves a compl icati on in ore- dress i ng technique 
rrhich i s considered to warrant a separate investigation. 
The r adio- active deposit was l ocated by the author , 
using a Cinema- Television r ate- meter , Llodel Uo. 1 01 1. 
The soil deposi t l ies around t Le n ine mile 
p erimeter of the Sukulu Hills, with an avera&e widt h or 
three hundred yards. The Banka borehol e r esults show 
a minimum dep th of 20 ft . throughout t he maj or p orti on 
of thi s aeposit , though in many places even on the peri-
meter , depths of f rom 60 ft . t o 80 ft . have b een r ecor ded. 
A depth of s even yards may , theI'efore , be taken as a 
conservative estimate. The amount of soil contained in 
this str ip is , thus , of the order of 36 , 500,000 l ong tons. 
Since t he coar se sand fraction represent& 37. 3~ of t he 
to tal soil, there are estimated to be at l eas t 13 , 600,000 
l ong tons of this easily separ a t ed portion. 
The coarse sand f raction is made up of 53. 6~ or 
7, 290 ,000 l ong tons of magne ti t e , 5 , 814,000 l ong tons of 
apat i te and O. 550 or 68 ,coo long tons of pyrochlore. The 
remainder c onsists of baddeleyite , zircon and gangue 
minerals , main l y silica and f el spar. 
Vermiculite . 
The presence of vermiculi te has been noted 
in a seri es of di amond dri l l hol es in the 'fen i t e a1·ea. 
In radi al borehole No . 3 , a b and of t his material 45 f t . 
in width was traversed. The vermicul i te is a weathered 
phlogopite oc curri ng in small b ooks whi ch , on heati ng , 
exhibit a linear expansi on of e i ght to ten t i mes the 
origina l wi dth a l ong the C crystallographic axis. 
The mineral i s associated wi th magnet i te- apati te and 
uni den t i f'ied weathe red ma teria l. 
In view of the extensive near- surface deposi ts 
or vermiculite o'f the Bukusu complex , it i s unlikely 
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that the Sukulu material \fi l l b e extracted i n t he near 
future . 
The Uganda Cement Industry . 
A public utility company knomi as t he Uganda 
Cement Industries has been established in order to 
manufac ture cement from the sovites of Tororo and possib l y 
Suk:ulu Hil ls . A £2 , 500 , 000 plant with an annual output 
of 60 , 000 t ons has been erected at Sukulu. 
The main diffi cul t i es to be overcome in the 
manufacture of cemen t from eovi te are f i rstly , its 
no1"Illally high content of magnesi a , phosphate and the 
i ron oxides . 
The sovi tes of the Tororo Lime Kiln Hill , 
however , have been found to carry 2~ mgO , whi ch is 
satisfactory for the manufacture of cement . The 
average for phosphorus- pentoxide cont ent of the hill is 2~. 
In order to remove the phosphorus- oearing apati te , as well 
as the s ilicates , i t has been necessary to incorporate 
in the cement factory a battery of kilns for the 
calcination of the l imestone and a Sturtevant Cyclone 
air separator to extract the lime. 
The presence of P2o5 i n the cement mix r esults 
i n a l ack of early strength in the finished product , 
owi ng to the formation of calci um- silico- phosphate , a 
compound with poor cementi ng qualities , in pl ace or the 
normal calcium s ilicates which usually constitute the 
first formed compounds in sett i ng cement. Even in 
cements with a high P2o5 content , the cement gains in 
strength within the first ten days . The Bri tish 
Standard Speci ficat i on for early strength cannot , however , 
be complied with unless the phosphate content of the raw 
material is less than 2~. 
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The argill aceous material also required for 
the cement process has been located cl ose to the cemen t 
f'ac torj in the Malawa river basin. 
Wor king the Deposit . 
Since the dep osi t consists of an eluvial soil 
no great diflicul ty in mining i s antici~ated. 
The main problem l ikely to ari se is i n the 
movement of heavy equi pment duri ng the periods of 
tropi cal rains . In order to keep the excavations in 
workable condition , i t wi ll be necessary to take advantage 
of t he natural slop e and drainage of the valleys . 
A further complication affects the choice of 
excavating machinery. Thi s arises f rom the fact that at 
various l evels wi thin the soil , l aterites have been found 
by diamond dri lling. The ol der l ater i tes at deeper l evels 
have to some extent been aoftened but some bands are quite 
hard and woul d form a serious obstacle to bucket- dredge 
equipment. 
As the greater part of the deposit consists of 
valley- fi lling, it is likely that the heavier mi nerals such 
as pyrochl ore and magnetite wil l be found 1n quanti ty 
nearest the hills forming their source , while the lighter 
apatite may wel l be more abundant i n the deeper central 
par ts . The breakdown of iron minerals and the d i sper sal 
of the fine l i monitic material during deposi t i on may well 
have enhanced the phosphate values a t depth i n the valley 
centres. This feature appear s t o be borne out by the 
prelimi nary assays. 
Di r ectly belou the true soil i s the r esidual 
.aterial of the carbonate , weathered and leached in situ. 
This appears in drilling cores as a brownish yellow 
micaceoua clay , r i ch in the accessory minerals of the 
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carbonatite . Thia is not likely to be wo1•kable and 
estimation of reserves shouid exclude this part of the 
deposit . 
The disnosal of slimes noses a further nroblem 
and it Will be necessary to devise some means of damming 
these to prevent contamination of water supplies where 
these are draun fr.om local streams. 
Classification of Carbona ti te Miner•al Depoai ta. 
The mineral deposits associated ~1th carbon-
ati te complexes may be claeeified briefly as follows: -
1. Ore minerals in the sovite. The sovite may be used 
as the source of cao in the manufacture of cement , if 
satisfying the necessary conditions in reapect of magnesia , 
phosphorus ond ir.on. 
At Alno , the aovite is milled and used as a 
fertiliser rich in lirne , iron and pboephate . 
The dolomitic carbonates or Sukulu may later be 
used in the an1ol ting of the magnetite. 
In some cases , one of the normal accessory 
minerals of the sovite predo inates to such an extent ;hat 
its extraction proves to be an economic propoaition • 
. t Sukulu , it ~ay be possible to calcije the 
pyrochlore-bearing rock from Hill B and extract the niobium 
in an air separator . At Olefoss , Norw -~ , sovites bearing 
0. 4% Nb205 are dissolved in nitric acid , l~uving a pyro-
chlore rich residue , the l~quor be:J.ng converted into a 
nitrogenous ~ertilieer . 
At Alno , plans are in hand for the separation of 
apatite from the sovlte by a flotation technique . 
Most of the complexes so far investigated in 
Africa , America and Scandinavia have been prospected for 
11~on 01·e. 
The carbonatites frequently contain small 'iinounta 
of copper mineral~ . In eome cases, ae at Palabora , the 
concenti~ation is such that the possibility of economic 
extraction has been considered. Urano- thorianite 
accompanies the co:ppe1" at Pelabora. In so11e complexes 
:manganese mineralB (Chilwa) and fluorite (h.~lkveld) may 
form loca l segregations. 
2. Ore minerals in the "feni te" a rea. Seg1~ega tions 
or apatite , verr.iculite , high- and low- titanium magnetic 
iron ores , ~erovskite and knopite ~re ~ound to be assoc-
iated With tbe pyroxenites of the BukuSU COfilplex. So~e 
or all of these minerals are found in the ~enite areas at 
Sukulu , Tororo, Palebora, Il'on Hill (Colorado) and Alno. 
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The duni te found at Bukusu constitutes a 
possibl~ source of ~gO fo~ the smelting of iron ore. 
A strong ~ossibility exists of the presence , 
in this part of the complexes, of the r&re earth 
miner•als. 
3. The Basal and Lower Peri ;heral Zones oi" the Sovite. 
In the more deepl~ eroded complexes the zone of carbon-
a ti te close to the und~rlying ne~heline syenite is revealed 
and a very considerable concentration of the rare earths 
is found. This is thougl::t to be the case in the -~oun. tain 
Fass occurrence \1here the Gulphide Queen ore- body (1 .... I .t-) 
may contain as much ~s 38% of rare earths. 3astnasite 
and syncliysite are the most likely minerals in this zone . 
4. Eluvial Deposits. In adii ition to the large accumulation 
of rnagneti"'te , apati'te , pyrochlor•e and baddeleyite at Suk.ulu, 
si·nilar , though ver.•y mucl1 smaller , soil deposi ta have been 
recognised at Toro'·o, '1apak, Toror and Chilwa. 
5. Residual Deposits. tlbere calcium carbonate has been 
l e"'ched out o-r the aovites in situ, there is a correspor.ding 
accumulation sbove the unweat~ered c~rbonate , of the access-
ory minerals . At Busmnbu Rill in the Bukusu complex, a 
se~ies of ring dykes of apatite- sovite have been subjected 
to deep weathering , resulting in the removal of most of the 
calcium carbonate to a depth or nearly 200 ft. 
Pits and edits at Busumbu ~how clearly the slump 
features to be ex:pectea. in a residual deposit of this kind. 
The ~hosphate material may be ground and used as a fertiliser 
but owing to its low citric-solubility, is us~ful only for 
lo~g term application. Its high iron content renders it 
unsuitable for the manufacture of sulphu.:·ic- superphospha te . 
6. Se~ondary Denosits . Surface deposits of secondar-y 
~hosphPte rock , comprising frank.elite and 3taffelite , have 
been recognised at Busumbu and Sukulu. _·_ t the former 
locality , the rock is quarried and transgorted to Ken.ya , 
where 1 t is mixed with ltagadi soda and fused to fo1--m 
soda-phosphate fertiliser . 
7. Expl osion Craters. The crater lakes of western Uganda 
and tle Kenya Rift valleys constitute an important source 
of sodium salts which are ex \,racted from a b1,ine and sold 
locally. 
8. Cone hlaterials . The weathering of the materials of 
the volcanic cones of' Elgon , KaddIII and l'oroto 2roduces a 
deep fertile soil rich in lime, iron aud phosphate , 
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which is uell suited to agriculturel o~erations. 
The wea th(n•ed tuffs are c t as freestone 
blocks for .use in building. 
Conclusion. 
The Su.i"'ulu soil deposit constitutes a unique 
source of' useful ancl strategic minerals and a major 
factor in the devel c>pment of Uganda. 
The increaLsed use of niobium in jet and rocket 
engines and in surgtcal practice is likely to create a 
steady demand for PJ'rochlore and columbi te. It is hoped 
that the Sukulu soiJ. will material ly assist in the satis-
faction of this demr;;md. 
The establishment of an iron and steel industry 
will not only provicle the East African territories with an 
independent source C>f pig- iron and steel products but 
should stimulate the1 devel opment of secondary and light 
indua triee. 
The :produc:tion of cheap superpboepha te fertilisers 
vill permit the widEiapread improvement of Uganda ' s soils 
and crops , so necesE1ary for the adequate nutrition of' the 
rapidly expanding pc•pula ti on. 
It has bee:n the reaponsibili ty of' the Uga'l.da 
Geological Survey Deipt . and the Mineral Resources (Research) 
Co!Ilmittee to bring the investigation of the deposit to the 
pilot plant stage. J'uch work remains to be done , but it 
is with con1'1dence ths. t l:he deposit has been handed over 
to the operators. 
'1hile the author has been ere.di ted with the 
discovery of the Sul<:ulu soil deposit( ), he would like 
to stress that the tndividual minerals ~ere found in the 
area by Dr. K. A. Davies several years earlier. 
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L'.'TROD'CCTI01i. 
The alkaline centres of eastern Afric~ 
constitute a distinct petrographic province and are 
clearl~ of similar origin, though they differ widely 
in age . The regional alignment of the various complexes 
from the Sudan to the Transvaal, closely approximates to 
the pattern of rifting , and it is probable that volcanic 
activity has accompanied the rifting and dates from the 
earliest movements. Du Toi t (''1 ) and Dixey ( ) have 
stressed the periodic rejuvenation of rifting since the 
pre-Cambrian. 
The petrographic unity of the various centres 
is maintained in spite of the diversity of the associated 
country rocks . The obvious consanguinity of the complexes 
renders it desirable that the members of the province 
should be considered as a whole rather than as separate 
entities, and any hYPothesis put forward must be competent 
to explain all the observed phases. 
Since the alkaline complexes differ considerably 
in age, they have been denuded to varying depths . This 
factor is of value in enabling the detailed examination, 
not only of the surface expression of the vulcanism, but 
also of deeper levels, extending to the roots of the 
associated hypabyssal complexes • The ag~s of the 
complexes varf from a dubious 1,400 million years for 
Palabora ( ) to the presen~ day at 01 Donyo L ' Engai . 
In the eaet and central African zone most of the complexes 
are post-Karroo. 
In ~ consideration of the nature and origin 
of the carbonatites , it is important to realise that the 
rocks exposed in a particular alkaline complex represent 
only part of the problem to be elucidated. The problem 
is essentially three-dimensional and the types present at 
various levels within the same complex are different, 
although linked both structurally and genetically. 
The complexes in the following summaries occur 
in eastern and southern Africa. 









Country Rock . 
Rock tYpeS present. 
Agglomerates predominant in 
volcanic succession. 
Fragments:- Ut;;-phel1n1 tea, ijoli tea 
Basement Complex. 
Crystal tu£fs - augite & nepheline 
crystals 
Felspathic t uffs. 




















Calcitic l Accessories 
Dolomitic types Apatite ,magnetite 
.Ankeritic siderite,pyrochlore 
Composite ijolite rings . 
Satellite agglomerate & lava plugs 
Dykes of melilite lamprophyres . 
Ba sement Complex gneisses , schists 
and arnphibolitea . 
Structures. 
Partly eroded volcanic cone 
(3~ left) on domed Basement 
platform dipping outward at 
25° , dome 12 miles in diameter. 
Fa ulting Radial & concentric 
:faulting affecting cone . 
Composite Stocklike body. 
Concentric cone & collar sheets 
with flow banding. Radial and 
ar·cuate :faulting 
~: Late Tertiary 




HyPabyssal Zone . 
Satellite. 
Wall Rock . 
kock tyPes present. Structures .. 
Cone remnants entirely aggl omeratic 
'Phonolitic &: nephelini tic agglomerate Cone mate1':Lals almost entirely 
fragments . removed. 
Tu:ff's and ashes 
No lavas have been found in the cone 
remnants 
Central phonolitic agglomerate pierced Composite Btock- like body 
bJ two pipes of tinguaite . 
Centre surrounded by carbonatite 
ring dykes 
Nephelini te , trachyte & micro- foyai te Radial fau1 ting 
dykes. 
Carbonatite consists of calcitic, 
dolomitic and snkeritic types . 
Theno : cerbonatite plug. 
Basement Complex, gneisses and 
schists . 




Country Rock . 
Rock t rpes present. 
Absent 
Central csrbonatites consisting of 
calcitic , dolomitic, ankeritic and 
s1der1 tic types. 
Nepheline syenite , juvite , foyaite, 
phonolite , rnicro- foyaite . 
Trachyte , solvsbergite , felspathic 
breccias. 
Ijolite , nephelinite , lamprophyre . 
Dolerite & basalt. 
Car.bona ti te accee so1• 1es : S1c1er1 te, 
apatite , felspar , mica , pyr ochl ore , 
synchysite , fluorite , magnutite , 
pyrite, quartz , manganese , barium , 
and 8trontium carbonates , barite , 
acmite . 
·arongwe Hill , Ca1~onatite , trachyte , 
microfoyaite , phonolite , dolerite . 
Gneisses , granulites , graphite- bearing 
limestones of Basement Complex. 
Complexes in area . Tundulu hill 
Songwe hill 
Carbonatites , breccias , 
tinguaitee , dolerites 
Carbonatites , breccias , 
nephelinie syenites , 
Dolerites. 
Structures. 
Erosion to below original 
land sut·face level. 
Flow structures in carbon-
ati te . 
Ring dykes , tangential 
dykes , cone & colla1· sheets 
Radial & arcuate faulting 
Mesozoic 
KJ\LKVI!:LD • 
ONDUAA KORUME. OTJitfARONGO , S. W. A. C • .A . Key ( - ) 
Rock tyPes present. Structure. 
Volcanics. Nil Ring CollJl)lex. 
Hypabyeeal. Well exposed. Centre carbonatite. 
Carbonatites: Calcitic In order Pronounced "flow" structure 
Dolonit1c of Ring dykee, tangential 
Sideritic emplace~ent abberation . 
Earliest carbonatite ehowe papillae 
indicating possible gae fluxion 
structures. 
Accessories : 1Jagnet1te , apatite , mica , 
columbite , ilrneno- rutile lens , 
sovite breccia, fenite breccia. Radial tinguaite dyke-
Limited zone of fenitieation , replacement of vertical . 
quartz by green amphibole . 
Foyaites and tinguaite . Foyaite ring dyke , poss. 
Small olivine basalt dyke . cone sheets 
Basaltic dyke radial . Dyke vertical,ring dyke 
se~ent . 
Greater facility of intru-
sion in marble zone than 
in gneisses , hence 
eccentricity. 
Country Rock.Damara system Schieta,gneieeee, gra phite 
and marble 
Study of trace elements 
shows no Ba , Sr in 
marbles , 
~; Poet-DaJ1lftra. 






Country Rocks . 
Rock tYJ?eB present . 
Agglomerates constitute ove1· 
Trachytes , trachyandeeite . 
Phonolitea 
ilephelini tea dominant flow 
type. 
Melanephelin1tes , melilite 
nephelini tes. 
Tannbuschites , onkaratritee. 
Mel111te-an.karatr1tee, mel111te-
nephel1ne-baaal t . 
Basaltic Group . (Odman) . 
Only partly exposed. 
Dykes of ijolite pegmatite , 
bergalite ,alnoite . 
Budeda complex - crush eyenitea, 
fenites, cancrinite syenite . 
rorthern Part : Basement Complex. 
Gneisses, ochists & amphibol ites. 




Lo·.r angle volcanic cone 
60 miles in diameter. 
Radial fractures affecting 
cone . Evidence of caldera 
collapse. 
Some evidence of prevolcanic 
doming and post- volcanic 
collapse . 
~ t...iocene . 
l::Bh.YA C1~0NATITE 
Volcanics. 
Hypabyssal Zone . 
Fenites. 
Country Rock. 
: PA1ID.>i. HILL,RukWa Tr·ough , Tanganyika . 
Rock tyPeS present . 
~uffs & agglomerates (unnamed) 
Carbonatite rich in pyrochlore . 
Calcitic , dolomitic , ankeritic . 
Explosion br·ecciaa with fragments 
or gneiss surrounded by ferru-
ginous carbonatite . 
The gneisses & tuffa have suffered 
metasomat iam & carbonitieation. 
Pre- Canwrian gneisses and 
Cretaceous sandstones. 
Fawley & James (1955) . 
Structures. 
Complex poorly exposed. 
Central carbonate plug & outer 
ring of carbonati te eurronnding 1 
Flow structures indicate plastic 
deformation during emplacement . 
Large fault filled with traver-
tine cuts central plug. 
Breccias occur in small dykes & 
subcircular vents . 
~: Jurassic? 
N. B. OLDONYO L ' ....... ~GAI : Eastern Rift , Tanganyika. Erdemannsdorffer {1935) , Hobley(1917) , 
James (1956) . 
Volcanics . 
Rock ty:pea present. 
!:Y._roclastics : Agglomerates & tuffa 
Ejeoted blocke : B1ot1te- hornblendite 
Olivine-biot1 te- pyroxeni te 
Jelteigite , ijolite, malignite 
Wollaetonite- apatite-pyroxenite 
Di1•ect emission of sodic vapours 
Calcium & sodium carbonate bombs 
ejected. 
Lavas: r ainly nephelinite fith 
subsidiary phonolitea. 
GHISHAUYA : Sabi , S. Rhodesia . Swift (1952) 
BY;pabyssal wone. Central carbonatite with concentrations 
of n..t.Lgnetite and apati te. 
Fenitee . 
!iepheline syen1 tee . 
lafic & felsic nepheline-bearing rock 
and carbonat i tes occur outside plug area . 
Altered pre- Cambrian g1·ani te . 
t.U .. \J..BE : Mozambique. Dixey , Campbell - mith Bisset (1935) 
Hypabyssal Zone. Central carboDatite with local enriclunent 
in iron and manganese . 
Agglomerate neck 
Younger dykes of ndphelinite & phonolite 





,~ge Poet Karroo? 
Basin- shaped craterlike 
depression with central 
plug 
Age : Mesozoic? 
NKUM SWA ISO.KA :i. Rhodesia . Reeve & Deans (1954) . Deans & McConnell (1955} . 
Volcanics . 
H.y:pabyasal Zone . 
Feni tes . 
Rock types present. 
Absent. 
Centrnl carbonatite plug 
Mainly anke1•1 tic dolomite 
wi Lh pyrochlor·e , njon"zi te isoki te 
l agnetite and apatite 
Complex sur1'ol.lllded by feni tlsed 
Basement gneisses . 
SHA~~. Sabi, S. Rhodesia . : enn e 11 ( 1 946 ) • 
Volcanics . 
!tYPabyasal zone. 
Feni tea . 
DORO YA : Sabi. 
Hypabysaal Zone . 
su_,rounded by 
Absent . 
Central carbonatite with 
magnetite lll"o apatite . 
Bio ti te- pt;·ro eni te , jacupirangi te 
ijolite , ayenite . 
Altered pre-Cambrian rocks 
l ennell (1946} . 
Central carbonatite 
biotite- pyroxenite , shonkinite 
maligni te. 
Structure. 
Poorly exposed ring structure . 
~ Mesozoic? 
~ __ esozoic. 
K.ALKV"i4'....LD - EISENBERG. OTJIWARONGO South lest Africa , From field not.es E . S . i . S1mpson(1953) 
V()lconics. 




Rock typ s present 
Absent 
Central iron-rich core 
Surroundine carbonati'te with iron ore 
Veins of' iron ore & fel spar "schlieren" 
Carbonatite sur.r·ounded by syeni te 
,.,1th acicular amphibole 
Po1•phyri tic tinguai tee occu1• near 
perimeter . 
Dolerite dyke . 
Damara schist and marble 
Honerub - cancrinite syenitea , phonolite . 
Paresis - Agglomerates and lavas 
Okuruau - Carbonate rock , fluorite veins 
~oyaite , syenite . 
St1·ucture·s. 
Foliation. visible 
SPITSKOP , Sekukuniland , Eaetern Transvaal A. L. Hall (1910) H. A. Brouwer (1917) , 






Rock ty:pes ~resent 
Alkali basalt plugs are only clue to 
vulcanici ty:. 
Eccentric carbonatite core , calcitic 
dolomitic a ankeritic types . 
Surrounded by. coarse carbonatite , 
melteig1te , jacupir.angite , ijolite , 
urtite , b1otite- pyroxen1te & theralite. 
Two big ring dykes of foyai te and 
numerous cone sheets . 
Radial dykes of foyaite , tinguaite , 
dolerite and lestiwarite. 
Red & white umptekites & ulaskite. 
Bushveld granite & granophyre . 
Ma'(llet Hei hts: Carbonatite , peridotite , 
ariegite , albitite. 
Structures. 
Carbonati te flow structures dip 
out'7ard.s. Coarse ctu•bona ti te 
ring dyke arowid central p l ug. 
Roughly concentric sheeted 
st1~ucture. 
Foyaite ring dykes & cone sheet 
arise from below carbonatite 
plug. 
Biotite-pyroxenite poorly 
exposed , interpl'eted as 
stocklil'"e body . 
Age: Post-Eushveld. 
1:.ESSUM IGNEOUS COMPLEX. South West Africa. Korn H. & Martin H. (1954) ; ~athias M. (1956) 
c. 1tilliams : visit 1947. 
Volcanics . 
H,ypabyaeal Zone . 
Fenites . 
Country Rock . 
Rock typss preser.t. Structures. 
Basic lavas & kes . 
a ~·on-phyric basa ts 
b Felspar- phyric basalts. 
c Tholeiit1c basalt 
d Bronzite basalts 
Acid lavas & pyroclasta 
Altered microgranoph.yres & microgranites 
Eucrites , anorthosites gabbros , pyroxene 
1 icrogranites & granophyres 
Aplogranitee 
granulitee. 
Alkaline phase: Tineuaitee & Cyenite-
porphyriee 
Foyai tes. 
N'epbelinites , olivine tephrites 
Melanocratic fenitee : basaltic hybrid.a 




Damara schists & marbles . 
Relict volcanic cone \Yith 
cauldron subsidence and 
radial fractuz·es . 
Interbedded sediments present. 
Layered complex with centri-
petal dip. 
.'ii th inner fault ring 
Zone surrounding foyaite body. 
Age of Complex - Post Damara . Karroo? 
LOOLEKOP , PALABORA, N. 3 . TRANSVAAL. - . L. Hall (1912) , A.L . du Toit (1931) , S.J. Shand(1931) 
~ . w . Gevere (1948), Russel , Hiemstra & Groeneveld 
(1954). 
Volcanics. 





Country rock . 
Rock types nreaent . Structures. 
Not present . 
Carbonatite core & veins , high Near vertical plug-like body 
strontium and barium with roughly concentric zonal 
i
hembere of o.B • .t- . ee1·ies :pyroxenite structure 
glimmerite Flow structure in cerbonatite . 
Pyroxene-vermiculite-olivine pegmatoid 
Olivine-vermiculite pegmatoid Intrusive in part . 
(l:agneti te-oli vine- apatite rock 
Shonkinite (may be reaction in part) 
<:>yenite 
Doleritee 
Archaean granite & Basement Complex 
Dolerites are late & cut all 
other types 
~:(Uranoan thorianite) 
1400 million years? 
Tht:: complex is highly 
weathered & poorly exposed. 
I;IOMA HOUNT.-tIN : l:AVIRONDO GULF , Kenya . Pulfrey (191+9) , Shackleton (1951) , Saggerson(1954:.) . 
Volcanics . 
Hypabyssal Zone . 
Country Rock. 
Rock tyPeB present. Structures. 
Pyroclastics : Tu.f£a & agglomerates 
Lavas : Nepbel1n1tes & ~honolitea 
Massive carbonatite & aovite breccia , 
several subsidiary vents with carb< nate 
rock. 
!fepheline- z·ich plug rock contains 
dykes of sovite breccia. 
I 
Remnants of volcanic cone . 
.?,e ; Late Tertiary. 
RAUGWE . KISidGIRI MOUMTAIN, Kav1rondo Gulf , Kenya . Pulfrey (1949) , Shackleton (1951) . 
Volcanico . 
H,yoabyesal Zone , 
Tuf'fs & agglomerates . 
.Plo\fs , dykes & plugs of 
nephelinite & phonolite. 
Centr!ll carbonatite with 
breccias . (No detail~) • . 
Volcanic cone 
Age : Miocene (fossil~) 
RURI !OUNTAIN : KAVIRONDO GGL.:t , Kenya . Pulfrey, (1J49), Jh1ckleton (1917) • 
Central Carbonatite (no detail) Volcanic cone. 
llOROTO J .. OUNTAIN: Kara.moja , Uganda. C. B. Bioset , C. E. Wi lliams ; visits . 
Volcan1cl3 . 
Volcnt'llcs . 
HyPaby4S~l Zone . 
Fenitea. 
Country Rock . 
Rock tyPes present. 
!.ainly :pyroclastice - tuf.fe and 
agglomera tea . P.l'roxene tuffe , 
Lavas • ephJlinites & phonolitea . 
Structures . 
Remnant of volcanic cone 
l ,'.!e . Tertiary? 
Eastern Uganda. K. A. Davies (1947 , 1956) . 
Hot :present. 
Central Carbonati te 




Centre surrounded by 
mslignited , foyaites 
Biotite-py~oxenites , 
hornblend.1 tee . 
Apatite- magnetite- vermiculite 
Duni te 
Introduction of amphibole in 
shattered wall rock. 
Basement granites 
rock 
Deeply eathcred in parts 
Poorl y exposed. 
Some flow structure re~ognised . 
Outer carbon· tite in arcuat e 
fault zone . 
Concentric ring st1 .. uctu1 .. e 
Late Tertiary. 
C.E. Hilliams : visit . 
Volcanics. 
Rock tyPeS present . 
llainly nephelinitic agglomerates 
and tu.ffs 
Lavas: Nepheli nitee , phonolitee & 
some ankaratritea . 
Subsidiary nephelinite plugs 




Agglomerate vents : mafic and 
f.elsic nepheline- beal'ing types . 
Veinli ke mass of pyrochlore-
bearirig carbona ti te. 
esozoic sediments 
Structures. 
Radial faults , collapse 
structurea. 
On domed Basement platform 
Age : Tertiary? 
Lateri t.e cove1' 'in parts 
Related to Jombo alkuline complex 
~ : Tertiary? 
_.U:RIM.ASI : Gregory Rift Valley, Tanganyika . Jamee (1956) . 
Volcanics. Stratified tuffs and agglorne.rates 
mainly nephelinite . 
Carbonatite fragments 
Carbonatite exposed in crater 
Bedded limestone with angular 
carbonate fragments on slopes 
Volcanic cone. 
~ !tecent . 
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In considering the genesis of caroonatite complexes, 
it is necessary to study them against the broader background 
of the volcanoes in which they were :produced and of which they 
form a relatively insignificant portion. The cones of t hese 
volcanoes provide the clues to the genesis of the carbonatitee , 
and for this reason details of Na:pak and Elgen are given here. 
The data is drawn f r om the Elgon and Napak !.!emoira of the 
Uganda Geol ogical Survey and from the author ' s own examination 
of the rock collections and s lides from these two complexes . 
THE ROCKS OF '.i1HE VOLCANIC CONE. 
NAP AK. 
Classification of the Pyroclaetic Rocks (After B.C. King) . 
Composition 
Agglomerates Matrix of volcanic material 
including calcit e & zeolite 
cement and veins . 
and 
Breccias !rl 1i!i~ t:: = 
~c Basement Complex 
(d) Earlier Tuffs & 
Agglomerates. 
(e) Sediments. 
Common Types : 
1. Lava Fragment type. 





in the volcanic 
succession. 
1 . Ijolite type of Morualorogai 
2. Type with large boulders of 
Basement rocks of Moruita & 
Lotuk. 
Angul ar fragments of lava 
Lava-Breccias closely cemented with 
zeolites and calcite 
At various horizons; 








Fine volcanic material, 
more or less. cemented by 
calcites and zeolites. 
Some sedimentary material 
in lower horizons 
Shards of lava, Basement 
Complex & crystal fragments 
(pyroxene): grading into 
agglomerate. 
Special '11ypes: 
1. Crystal Tu:ffs 
Lower levels of volcanic 
succession; particularly 




2. Felspathic ashes & Tuf'fs of Lokeru 
Petrography of the Napa.k pyroclaatica. 
The matrix of the agglomerates , tuffs and ashes 
consists of fine volcanic dust assumed to be essentially 
the same as the larger fragments . Calcite , natrolite 
and other zeolites are present in varying amounts and in 
some cases the matrix has been impregnated or entirely 
replaced by calcite. The calcite occurs in two gener-
ations : a fine granular variety which replaces the matrix 
and forms zoned concentrations around small fra&-ments of 
pyroxene, and a coarser , clearer calcite occurring in 
veins and amygdales. 
The fragments in the agglomerates are character-
ised by considerable secondary replacement. 
Netheline is replaced by natrolite , chlorite and 
ca cite. Limonitic staining is common. 
pyroxene is usually unaltered but aomet1mea 
changes to amphibole needles , chlorite , calcite 
and secondary ores. 
Biotite alters to chlorite, calcite and epidote. 
IJelilite alters to chlorite or calcite. 
Olivine alters to iddingsite or serpentine. 
Ore Minerals are usually altered to 11.monite 
or leucoxene. 
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(a ) Lava Fragments . Representatives of all the principal 
lavas occurring as flows are found amongst th~ fragments 
in the aggl omerates. 
(b) Itolite Fragments . Fragmen ts ranging from nepheline 
rocko aegirine- aut:tite rock are found in the agglomerates. 
(c ) Fragments of the Basement Complex. Felsp~thic granulites 
and granite gneiss com9oaed of oligoclase , orthoclase and 
quartz with accesEory garnet , biotite and diopeide occur as 
fragments in the agglomerates. 
(d) Crystal Fr agments . Angular crystal fragments including 
quartz , felspara , bioti te , hornblende , apat ite and abundant 
pyroxene and nephel ine als o occur in the aggl omerat es. 
(e ) Fragments ot' pre- existing agglomerates , ashee and sediments 
are numerous and wi despread. 
ELGON . 
Pyrocl astic materials form by far the greater 
proportion of the mountain and fall within three classee :-
(1 ) Felspar Tuffs. These occur mainly at au early stage 
in the volcanic history. They are usually micro- crystal line 
and often contai n iron ore , a~atite and ferro- magnesian 
miner als. The~ are cemented by a felspathic material and 
are often replaced by calci t e and zeolitea. The felspaF 
is usuall y orthoclaae , though sodic varieties are sometimes 
present . 
(2) Tuffs and Agglomerates of the Undersaturated Rocks. 
These constitute by far the greater part of the mount a in. 
Volcanic bombs and lapil lae are common. The rock fragments 
and miner als are mainly derived from nephelinitee , phonol itee 
and , rarely , basic lava types . Ijoli tea , pyroxenites , 
b i otite-pyroxenitea , jacupirangi te and carbonatite are also 
common in the agglornerates. Recently , pyrochl ore-bee.ring 
carbonatite and calcareous tuffs have been found near the 
base of the succession. 
(3) Crystal Tuffs . Rarely , crystal tuffs com~osed entirely 
of whole or broken crystals cemented by calci te or zeoli te 
are found. Those recorded consist mainly of pyroxenes . 
Uud Flows . 
Beds containing boulders of up· to 20 ft . or more 
across occur early in the succession. The boulders consist 
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mainly of granites with some crystalline limestone , schists 
and doleri tea cemented by easily 1eathered volcanic material. 
These ·beds are consi dered to be mud flows of wet lahar and 
11Glutwolke" lahar types. 
THE LAVAS . 
NAP AK . 
B. C. King estimates that of the total bulk of the 
vol canic material at Napak , not more than three per cent 
consists of lava flows . 
A general class i fication of the lavas in the Napak 
area is given in the following table: -
Saturated Lavas: Characteri stic Minerals: 
Group l.: 11 Andeai te 11 • P.lagioclase : non- porphyritic. 
Undersaturated Lavas : Characteri s t ic Minerals: 
..iephelini te 
GrOUJLllA• kelanephel ini te 
?telili te Oli vine-nephelinite 
absent B. Oli v1ne- melanephel-
Nepheline dominant Olivine 
Pyroxene dominant absent 
Ifepbeline dominant Ol ivine 
Pyroxene dominant present . 
ini te . 
Group I IIA. Lelilite- Uephelini teUelilite ,nepheline 
Melili t e pyroxene. 
present. B. Ol ivine- mel 111te- Ditto 
nephelini te. 




Relative Abundance & Distribution of the Various Lava Types. 
Andesi te •••••••••••••••••• 
Nephel inite (leucocrati c ) ••• ••• 
Nephelini~e (rnesocratic ) ••• ••• 
Mel anephel i nite(melanocratic ) ••• 
Ol ivine- nephelinite ••• •••••• 
Olivine-melanephelinite ••••• • 
hlelili te- nephelinite • • ••••••• 











Group I : "Andes ite" (Napak type ) 
A single fl ow of r ock of approximately andesi t ic 
composit i on has been observed as one of t he first epi sodes 
in the h i story of lfapak. I t consis ts princi pally of 
plagiocla s e aQd i ron ore , with some chlor ite but no pyroxene. 
The p l agiocl ase occurs as phenocrys t s and a s tiny l aths in 
the matrix. I t i s a sodi c andesine and the l a r ger crystals 
coID.'Ilonly show zoning t o more aodic margins . Amygdal es are 
present containing a mosai c of quartz crystals showing 
s trained extinction. The rock is notabl e for its high 
Na2o: K2o r atio , high i ron and r elatively h igh l i me content. 
Group II : A. Nephelinite mid Mel anephel i nite . 
These are extrusive r ocks consisting of essenti a l 
nepheline and pyroxene wi thout olivine. They are charact-
eristically fel spar- free , but or e miner s l s are es sential 
constituents . Nephel i nite i s defined as hav ing dominant 
nephcline , and rne l anepbelinite,dominant pyroxene. 
repheline : In the nephelinites , nepheline forms almost 
perfect euhedral cr yste l s . Even in the matrix, nepheline 
sho a a a t rcng tendency to assume r egular outlines s o 
t hat there is a \Yide range of sizes. The refractive 
indices indi cate a co tent of uy to 20~ of the kal i o-
phili te mol ecule. 
pyroxene : The pyroxene phenocrys ts are stumpy eubhedral 
crysta l s of a pal e green , s lightly pleochro1c variety. 
Poikilitic crys t al s of pyroxene , encl osing nephel ine and 
ores occur in the coarser-gr ained lavas . Py roxene ranges 
f r om di opsi de t o aegirine- augi te . There ie normally only 
a small percentage of the aegi r ine molecule . Zoning 1a 
a s trong fbature . 
I r on Oree : Magnetite and ilmenite occur abundantl y in 
the l ava s , parti cularly i n t he melanephelinit ea . 
Bi otite : In onl y a few lavas doe s b i otite appear to be 
a normal consti tuent, i n other s the biotite occurs in 
cl umps , suggesting i ts derivati on from xenolithic materi a l . 
Amphibole : In lavas showing deuter ic a lteration , actinolite 
appears a s a secondary mineral after aegirine- augite . 
Access ory JJi nerals : Apatite , calcite and perovski te occur 
in addition t o the iron ores. 
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Order of Cryatallleati on . 
The pyroxene usually crys t a llised f irst , but the 
determining f actor \las the p r edomi nance in the magma at the 
time of crystalli sa t ion of the constituent of one or other 
of the two mine r als . In a nephel ine- r i ch fra ction , 
nepheline start s crystallising at an earl y stage. Ill the 
matrix , except in those lava s which uere nepheline-poor , 
both mineral s crystal l ised toget her ; iron ores formed 
fairly ea1'l .Y . 
Group II : B. Olivine- neEhelini te & Ol ivi ne- mel anephelinite. 
The rocks in this group are simil ar to those in 
the nephelinite and mel anephel inite group , except for the 
p r esence of varying amounts of ol ivine. As poi nted out 
by B. C. Ki ng , the two major poi nts of difference between 
gr oups A. and B. are , firstl y , that the pyroxenes in 
gr oup B. are of t he paler varie t y , i n fac t definitely 
di opsi d1 c , and secondly that the olivine lavas , which 
a l so bear porphyritic nepheline , are e·xt1·emel y rare . 
The only olivine- nephelini te seen con tained very little 
olivine. 
It uill b e seen later that these point s are of 
great importance in the elucidation of' the genesis or 
these rocks . 
Group III : A. & B. 'elili te- nephelinite & Olivine-melilite-
nephelinite. 
hlelili te-bearing lavas are r·ather r are and are 
generally of fine grain or carry only sparse small pheno-
crys ta . 
A. l.'elili te- nephel ini te : ol ivine absent. 
(1) Uephelinite and ,nelilite with e1ubor dinate 
aegirine- augi te . The phenocrllrsts are 
sparse aegirine- augite and small euhedre 
of nepheline . The matrix is c:ompoaed of 
nepheline and numerous tiny lat.ts of melilite 
in a dusty background of ores , nepheline and 
pyroxene . 
(11) Pyroxene and rnel ilite : porphyritic texture. 
Pale green diopside occurs as phenocr:>sta in 
a dusty n:atrix of ores , nepheli.ne and pyroxene , 
amongst which are numerous tiny l athe of 
rnelili te . 
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( i ii ) l.1elili te , pyroxene and nepheline : non- porphyritic 
texture. 
The ruel i li te forms abundant lat hs of up t o 2 mm. 
in lengt h . Some euhedra of nepheline occur , 
and the int erstices between these minerals are 
occupied by di opside , nephel ine and ores . 
B. Olivi ne-mel i l i t e- n ephel ini te . Ol i v i ne present. 
Pale green di ops i de forms the ma j ority of the 
phenocryete , together with sparing olivine in a 
dusty matrix of or es , pyroxene , nephel ine and 
apa1•ee rnelili te lat hs. 
ELGON. 
MOUNT ELGOIT : .LAVA TYPES . (After K. A. Davi es ) 
Feldspar·e Fel dspar Nephel ine Nepheline 
+ + + ... 
yro:xene Uephel ine Pyroxene lJelili te 
+ ... 
Pyroxene Py r oxene 
Tr achytee Phonolites Nephel -









e l ini tee 
Nepheline Nepheline 
+ .+ 
Pyr o,.;en e P.lel i li te 
+ +-
Ol ivine Pyr oxene 
T 
Olivine 
(Neh~eline- Uel il i te-
baealt , nephel ine-
J obannsen) basalt . 
Ol i vine- (Johannsen) 
nephelini te 
Ankara- Uelil ite-
tr1 te Ankara trit e 
Tannbusch-
i te 
Amongst the fi rst lavas poured out from Elgon ia 
a eri ee of tracbyti c types. A fairly co:-iplete gradation 




The t1•achytic rocks are repl'esented by: -
Anorthoclase Tracbyte containing orthoclase 
rir ~a by more potassic material. Albite 
occurs as phenocrysts as well as in the 
£round mess . Perthite occurs as pheno-
cryata in place of the other sodic varieties. 
A small percentage of ferro-magneeiane is 
present consisting of chlorite , green-brown 
biotite and fi~e needles and prisms of pyro-
xene. A small amowit of ilmenite is present. 
Trachyandesite. This rock consists of 
andes1ne- orthoclaae and anorthoclaee , horn-
blende , pyroxene and iron ore with acceosory 
apatite , sphene and calcite. 
The phonolitic- trachytes and related rocks 






Phonolitic tracb,ytes . Sanidine phenocrysts occur 
In a telt of microlitee , the interstices being 
filled with decomposition products and a crypto-
cryatalline felspathic material. Chlorite and 
pyrite occur in the ground mass. Pyroxene occu.r•s 
as needle- like inclusions in the f'elspar and a 
little decomposed nepheline is present. 
A second type is rather similar but shows a more 
marked fluct1on structure and contains about 4~ 
pyroxene. 
Trac~toid Phonolite. Thia rock is similar to (b) 
but ~a a good deal more ferro- magneaian mineral 
and a fair amount of decomposed nepheline. The 
felspars are soda- sanidine. 
Phonol1te. Thie rock is again similar to the 
previous varieties but con ta ins 157 .. - 2070 of 
broken-down nepheline. Biotite and a little 
analcite occur as well as needles and prisms of 
pyroxene. Pyrite is present. 
Phonolitee. (of Elgon proper) . 
toat of the phonolites are aphanitic rocks with 
only occasional phenocrysts of felspar and nepheline . A 
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few of the melanocratic tYPes carry 'J.)he.uocrysts of pyroxene. 
These rocks lie on and around the :!'oot of the mountain and 
a.re confined mainly to the lower parts . They occur es 
flows of considerable size. 
The transitional nature of the Elgon rocks is 
well exhibited in the phonolite end the rocks described 
include specimens which possess less t an. 5% of felspar 
as well as t hose containing up to 70~ of this mineral . 
The minerals of the phonolitee are as follows :-
Nepheline : Thia mineral usually occurs as eul1edra r.nd is 
comnonl y zoned , suggesting a kalioph111te mixture 1n the 
outer zones . Inclusions of pyroxene and iron ore are 
seen within the nepheline. 
Felspars : These are usually sanidine or orthoclase. It is 
important to note that in one instance a sodic rim was 
found to aur!'ound a more potaseic centre , usually the 
position ~s reversed. Crypto-perth1te and albite occur 
with a little anorthoclase. 
P,yroxene: Thie mineral occurs as prisms , lathe 'nd plates , 
often with irregular terminations . It is usually a ~edium 
ureen in colour with lighter crystals sometimes occurring, 
and the depth of colour varying markedly in zoned crystals . 
Biotite : This mineral occurs as single crystals surrounded 
by rims of pyroxene . 
Barkevikite : Brown hornblende showing marked p leochroiam 
occurs and has been identified as barkevikite. 
Accessory ~inerals : Sphene und apatite are of frequent 
occurrence and l}menite and pyrite have been noted. A 
feature of these rocks is the occurrence of zircon. 
The Nephelini tes and J,.el anephelini tea. 
These rocks make up just half of the flows 
mapped by K. A. Davies . They vary widely and often grade 
into the phonolites . over half the specimens collected 
were melanephelinites and the mejority contain from 20~ to 
80~ nepheline. The ferro- magnesian mineralb vary from 
10~ - 90~. ~dJnan ( 1 ) has stressed the frequency 
of these types around the main vent in the Alpine region. 
The following minerals are found in this group :-
Nepheline : The crystals are invariably euhedral except 
as the rock oecomes coarser where the outlines are lost. 
I ncluaions of magnetite and rimning by dusty magnetite 
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inclusions are common. Some included pyroxene ~1so 
occurs and colours the nepheline . Occasional zoning 
is present. 
Pyroxenes : These are mainly diopsidic in type , though 
occasionally aegirine- augite is present. Zoning is 
so~etimes common and the tendency is for the colour to 
increase out~ards , though occasionally the reverse is 
true . In some cases titaniferous augite is present . 
The pyroxene is seldom euhedral . 
Barkevikite: This occurs as reaorbed crystals or as 
euhedral crystals in biotite. It is often bordered 
by dark pyroxene. 
Biotite : Thia mineral is oreeent in small amounts 
generally secondary after-pyroxene. 
Apatite: Thie occurs in fair quantities and the crystals 
are invariably filled with inclusions of r..agnetite. 
Iron Oree: These may constitute up to 15~ of the rock in 
the melanocratic varieties. 1 .. agneti te and ilmenite are 
plenti:ful and pyrite has been seen. 
Acce::>sory Uinerals: Perovski te is com.toon and a little 
sphene occurs in acme specimens. Titaniferous garnet 
is of rare occurrence. 
!!elili te, :f'elspar and olivine occur in varying 
proportions to :forn.i links with the melilite-nephelinites , 
phonolitee and olivine- nephelinites. 
The Melilite- Nephelinites . 
These are transitional types showing ide variation 
in th~ wnounta of the ·essential minerals . They are 
distinguished from the nephelinites by the presence of 
melilite and from the melilite- ankaratrites and the 
tannbuschitea by the lack of olivine. The texture varies 
from porphyritic to aphanitic but sometimes fluidity is 
marked by the alignment ot melilite . 
I. elili te: These crystals occur as rectangles up to 3. 5 rrm. 
in length , invariably possessing a median crack; peg 
structure is rare. Occasionally they contain rounded 
inclusions of nepheline and pyroxene . 
Nepheline: nee again , crystals are invariably euhedral 
and show zoning and patches of inclusions such as 
perovskite, rutile and long,needle- like,transparent 
crystals . 
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Pyroxenes : The colour of the pyroxenes is usually pale 
yellow or grey- green, though sometimes blue- green aegirine 
occurs . The borders of the pyroxene are often picked 
out by lines of iron ore. 
Biotite : This mineral may constitute up to 10% of the 
rock and sometimes gives place to chlorite. 
_\ccessory I inerals : Iron ore is the most co1Jr:1on of the 
remaining mine1'ala and may form up to 151b of the rock. 
All specimens contain at least 5~. 
Apatite with dusty inclusions of iron ore is 
abundant , as is perovek1te. 
Ta.nnbuachites and Ankaratrites. 
These are very melanocrat1c lavas which vary in 
grain from those whlch a r e almost entirely aphanitic to 
those in w'hich pyroxene especially and olivine I'arely 
occur as phenocryeta. In no case do ferro- magneaian 
minerals form less than 50~ of the whol e . These rocks 
arc of very limited occurrence. 
Nepheline : This mineral is rarely prominent and is found 
as anhedral crystals in the interstices between the 
pyroxenes . It is sometimes present in two generations. 
Pyroxene : Ill tliin section this mineral is pale yello. -
green or grey- green and occurs both as large euhedral 
phenocryats and as fine micro- cryatalline needles in the 
interstices. Oscillatory zoning ie a common feature. 
Some crystals possess a pale centre passing to a darker 
r1.In, while in others the position is r~versed. 
Olivine : Large crystals or olivi ne are sometimes present 
and are usually magnesian. Sometimes crystals are zoned. 
Biotite : This occasionally occurs after olivine. 
Apatite: This usually f'orma inclusions in the pyroxene 
but perovskite is more frequent . 
Iron Ore : Plentiful ilmenite and rarer magnetite may form 
up to 1 5~ of the rock. They occur from a duet up to 
crystals 2 mm. across and are sometimes euhedral . 
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Melili te- Ankara tri 'te and Melili te- Nepheline-Basal t. 
Several jf'lows contain melilite ln addition to 
nepheline , pyroxerne and olivine and t'1eee have been called 
melili te-a.nkara lri 'te ~vhere ferro- magnesian minerals are 
dominant, and melilite-nepheline-basalt where nepheline 
and rnelilite form 1no1"e than half the rock. 
NSheline: This m:lneral is rarely prominent and completed 
i 8 crystallisatio~l only slightly l ater than the pyroxene. 
Melilite: The meJLil1te is similar to that described 
earlier and sub- parallel lathe give some o'f' the rocks a 
fluid.al texture. 
:pyroxene: It is a pale, yellow-green nagnesian diopside 
with occasional pw~le ti taniferous borders. Where 
zoning and twinning are noticeable, pale cores are colll1lon. 
Inclusions of nephE~line and olivine occur round the edges 
of' the crystals . 
Olivine : This is a magnesian olivine occurring in both 
euhedral and anhedral crystals , often replaced by biOtite. 
Biotite : This occurs occasionally and is of later formation 
than the nepheline •• 
Accessory l~inerals :: Small quantities of apatite are present 
while perovskite in common. Titanif'erous iron ore may make 
up 7~ - 10~ of the rock. 
The roe.km of the cone form the major part o'f 
volcanoes producing carbonatite. Consequently it is of 
the greatest impor1~ance to explain the genesis of these rocks 
as well as that of the carbonatites. 
The compJLexes in the foregoing summaries may be 
divided into several groups which are related both atructurallYi 
and petrologically., 
1. Elgen t~e volc~moes. These consist dominantl y of an 
alkaline vo canic cone. The cone material is mainly 
agglomeratic and the most common lava is nephelinitic. 
Elgon itaelf' , being the youngest , is least 
dissected and very little evidence is avai lable as to the 
nature of i ta hypa1>yssal complex. Some idea of this 
zone may be gained from a study of the materials ejected 
f'rom the vent. P1~obably the most import ant is the f'act 
that carbonatites llave at various stages throughout the 
life of' the volcan() occupied the vent and been ejected. 
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Cryetal tuf'fs consisti ng of' pure pyr•oxene , 
felspars or nephelinee are also ~uite common. 
The presence of rare peralkaline lavas is also 
recorded and at Elgon dissection has a lao reveal ed the 
presence of a stock or peralkal ine eyenitee within t he 
cone. 
Kadam and Mor oto belong to this group . Of 
similar type too , are the volcanics of the Kavirondo 
Rift Valley in western Kenya ( ) , where a sequence of' 
phonolites , nephelinites and trachytes are found in 
association with tuff's and aggl omerates . The pyroclastic 
sediments include coarse pyroxeni c cuf'fe and agglomerates 
containi ng nephelinite and angular carbonatite f r agments . 
Bedded limestones consi sti ng of finel y comminuted 
carbonatite are ubiquitous. The vents in this province 
al so produced augite- r i ch nephelinites , nepheline basalt , 
oli vine basalt , t ephrite and rnelilite-bearing types. 
The centres in thi s area are so el oae together that their 
cones appear to have overl apped. 
2. The Napak tYPe• This type consists of an El gon type 
cone dissected sufficientl y to reveal a central hy:pabyssal 
complex. The two members of thi s group are Napa.le ( - ) 
and Tor or 0 1 ) but the gr oup might be extended to include 
Sukulu if the volcanics there do in fact belong to that 
complex. Thi s is , however , open to debate. The 
hypabyesal complexes a t . both Napak and Toror cons i st of 
carbouatite in associati on wit h a l kal ine or peralkaline 
rocks. 
Fluxion structures indicate that the carbonatite 
was empl a ced in a relatively pl ast i c conditi on and was 
capabl e of in vading and digest i ng the wal l r ock. 
3. The SukuJ.u-Spitskop Type. Thia group embraces moat 
of the compl exes in which carbonati te occupies the central 
conduit. They are charact eri sed by the presence of per-
al kal ine types , dominantly foyai tic though sometimes 
trachytic. They i nvariably show s i gns of reaction with 
the wall rock and hydrothermal emplacement of coarse, 
hydrous minerals into the reaction zone. In this zone 
are found the olivine-biotite pyroxenites , apatite 
pyroxenites and phlogopite (vermicul1te ) - apati te- magneti te 
rocks. 
The main differences be tween the members o.f 
thi s group appear to be directl y related to the depth of 
the level of erosion below the original surface. It 
cannot be stressed too strongly that in no compl ex , 
either in Arrica or in the r est of the worl d described 
to date , has the carbonatite been found to be capped by 
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country rocks . A number of 1nvestlgatora, wnen deal1.ng 
\Yi th deeply eroded carbonati tes , have enviear-ed the 
whole mechanism occurring without access to the surface. 
There is no support whatever for this concept. In the 
Keri.maai( ) occurr ence in Tanganyika , the head of the 
carbonatite colunm is exposed tithin the crater. 
Carbonatite cores are invari ably tnade up of 
carbonates of calcium, magnesium, iron , manganese , strontium 
and bari um and these are empl aced in this order . 
4. ?esaum t ype . In the coastal region of South ~est Africa 
two deepl y eroded volcano r oots have been described. These 
are the 1eseum ( • 1 and Okonjeje ( ~ complexes and their 
relationship to the carbonatite complexee elsewhere is 
obscure. Both these ancient volcanoes are centred by 
foyaites surrounded by gabbroa. At Messum the author 
has seen carbonatites and fenitieation effects have been 
noticed in the zone surrounding the foyaite plug. Since 
it is unli kely th.at the foyaite itself could have a chieved 
this fenitisation, it is probable that the conduit origin-
ally contained carbonatite. In this connection it i s 
interesting to note that Uartin has recorded the presence 
of "kalkbomben" in agglomerates found in the region. 
5. Katwe tyPe. (' } Surrounding the southern nos~ of 
the Ruwenzori in Uganda and the Belgian Congo are a group 
of explosion craters which produce small cones of nephel -
ini tic agglomerate and tuft' and subsidiary fi.o\va of potassic 
type. Carbonatite fragments are rare but in p laces the 
tuffe consist of calcitic dust and sodium salts. These 
salts have been l eached and transported into the crater 
lakes. Fragments in the agglomerat es include rnembera of 
the ol1v1ne-biotite-pyroxen1te series. 
The Pretoria saltpan has recently been found to 
contain a small body of carbonatite breccia. 
Direct f i eld evidence is availabl e to show that 
paroxysmal eruptions in volcanoes which normally produce 
nephelinitic types result i n the withdrawal of carbonates 
and chlorides. Bombs seen to be ejected from the throat 
of the active volcano 01 Donyo l ' Engai were found on 
analysis to consist of carbonates and soda salts. 
While not strictl y applicable to the African 
f i eld it may be noted that the tuf'fe associated ~1th the 
carbo~atite complex at Kaiserstuhl ~ l ) ehor that 
paroxysmal erupti ons were f oll owed by the deposi t i on of 
much cal c i te and soda zeolites. Rock types in the 
yolcanic seri es there incl ude nephel i n i te , olivine 
ieuc1t 1te , tephrites and nepheline syeni tes. 
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~TRUGENESIS. 
The Devel opment of I j ol i tic TyJ?es.(Nephelini tes. ) 
~. L . Bowen (1 928 ) has shown that hen a mineral 
crystallises f r om a nagmati c l iquid, i t may be either 
segregated or dt a l ater t ime r eac t wi th the resi dual 
l iqui d to form another mi.1eral in a reaction series . 
The permanen t v. i thdrawal of a mineral causes a rel a t i ve 
i ncreas e or decr ease i n the percentage of any parti cular oxide 
in the residual magma, depending on whether the miner al con-
· tains l ess or more of that oxide than the parent magma. If 
oli v ine , \n1ich poasessea a l ower percentage of sil ica than 
the parent 1liElgma , is segregat ed, there i s an enrichment i n 
sil i ca i n the res i dual l i quid. (Fig. 1.). 
The nature of the residual lJlC. gina during the 
crystallisation of olivine , py1•oxene and plagioclase from 
basaltic liquid depends primarily on the degree of permanent 
segregation or fractionati on of the oxic'l.es i nvolved in the 
crystallisation. These trenas are illustrated in Figs. 1 , 
2 and 3. The pyroxenes likely to sepa1•a te rrom a basal tic 
magma contain more silica than the parent magma. In cases 
where reaction is ~revented by segregati on of these crystals , 
desilicati on or the residual rragma results. I n Fig. 2 , an 
attempt hae been made to demonstrate the trend of the 
residual magma during the segregation of p1roxene f'rom a 
normal alkali ba5alt 1 agma (olivine basalt). The choice 
of the pyroxenite in the diagram is open to debate since , 
in fact , the segregation ap~ears to be achieved not so much 
by direct gravitational accumulation but by er.plosive 
expulsion or the crystals into the tu1'fe . The important 
point remains, however , that the removal of the pyroxene 
inevi tably produces a desilicated residual li~uid. Direct 
evidence is available to del:lonetr ate that pyroxene crystals 
were er.ploaively withd.rawn from the magma at El gon and Napak , 
with the formation of crystal tufrs. 
Simila1'ly in. Fig. 3. , the trend of the r esidual 
magma during the wi th<'J.ra\'Tal of p l agi oclase from normal 
alkali basalt is demon.strated. Here , too , fie ld evidence 
is available to sho t.hat this withdrawal did in fact occur 
to a limited extent wi.th the formation of felspathi c crystal 
t uf'fs at both Napak G ) and Elgon ( ) . 
In 'Elgon type vvlcanoee the segregation of 
pyroxene was clearl y t.he more important , since the vol ume 
of pyroxene crystal tu.:ffs by :far exceeds that of the 
fel spathic tuffs. 1/l1en both p.rroxene and plagioclase were 
withdrawn , a compromieie was effected and the most important 
result rerrained the desilication of the residual liquid. 
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Figure 1. Variation diagram showing t he effect of the 
segregation of olivine from normal alkali basalt magma. 
Ave rage analyses after Nockolds (1954). 
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Figure 2. Variation diagram illustrating the desilication 
produced by the removal of pyroxenes from normal alkali basalt 
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Figure 3. Variation diagram showing the trend of differentiation 
resUlting from the removal of calcic plagioclase from a normal 
alkali basalt magma. Average analyses after Nockolds (1954). 
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lhile the removal of pyroxene tends to diminish 
the amount o:f magnesia in the residual liquid and rel1:itivel y 
increases the amount of al nmina , the removal of plagic:>claae 
achieves a precisely opposite effect. 
The composi t i on of the residual liquid depends 
therefore , on the relative proportions of pyroxene anti 
plagioclase removed, and the nature of the pyroxene aJ'.l.d 
plagioclase crystallising at that time. 
The three variation diagrams represent the 
/ extreme cases and indicate that nepheline-bearing rocks 
may be produced through the segregation of pyroxene f .:rom 
a normal alkali- basalt magma (Fig. 2) and that other 
felspathoidal types could result from the segregation of 
plagioclase. (Fig. 3) . lhere olivine is segregated erarly 
this desilicatory trend is prejudiced (Fig.1) . It bras 
been seen in the description of Elgon rocks that the 
segregation of olivine occurred only very rarel y . 
The mechanism producing this differentiation 
is envisaged as an initial sin.king of the crystals in a 
tall riagma. column. When the upward movement of the :aagma 
in the conduit exceeded the speed of the sinking of the 
crystals , the accumulates would be carried to the mouth of 
the vent and from there .blown out as crystal tu:ffa . 
ffilere the sin.king of the early formed 
crystals temporarily exceeded the upward t1ovement of 'the 
magma column , the ma•:ma lot1er down the conduit was en:riched 
in ferro- magneeiane and this gave rise to the ankara tiri te 
group of rocks . This mechan ism has also been suggea·ted by 
CacDonald ( ) to explain these rocks in the Hawaiian 
province. 
A further point \Thich may be mentioned in c1::>nnection 
with this type of diffei-·entiation is that the upper p<>rtion 
of the magma would probably be cooler th.an the lower Jreaches 
and crystallisation would be more advanced at the top of the 
column. 
Although both early pyroxenes and early plagioclases 
are normally rich in lime , the percentage of this oxid.e i n 
these minerals is n ot noticeably greater than that in basaltic 
magma. Consequently the loss of lime to the residual liquid 
is not very great in either case . 
Very little soda or potash is removed during the· 
,...,_ crystallisation of p;;roxene and there is a steady relative 
increase 1n alkalies in the residual liquid during the~ course 
of s egregation. The plagioclaaes which are segregatt~d to 
:form crystal tuffs contain an appreciable amount of s<:>da 
and :practically no potash and , as a resuJ. t , there i s a 
significant relative increase of the 1&.tter oxide in 1the 
residual liquid. Thie is important , since in the deailica.ted 
milieu achieved by the r emoval of calcic plagioclase , 
leucite is able to form. 
•AVERAGE MELILITE NEPHELIHITE 
( 3 AHAL YSES) 
AVERAGE IJOLITE WITH TITAHAUGITE 
30 ( 3 ANALYSES) 
•AVERAGE URTITE (6 ANALYSES) 








PER CENT Stl1r1 
Figure ~· Variation diagram illustrating the desilication 
caused y the segr egat ion of nepheline f rom an ijolite magma. 
Average analyses after Nockolds ( 1954). Nepheline from 1jol1te 
Iiwaara, Finland (Johannsen, 1938). 
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In addition , the marked relative increase in magnesia 
assists in the f'orma tion of olivines. 
The Development of Melilite Rocks. 
Al.though nephelinites predominate in the lava 
flows of iount Elgon , rocks containing melilite are also 
found. Durinb the crystallisation of nepheline in a 
nephelinitic(ijolitic) magma , silica , alumina , soda and 
SOl e ~otaah are subtracted from the liqUid. In most 
com~lexea of this type , rocks suggesting the segregation 
of nepheline are present. The urt1tes are thought to be 
members of this group . 
Figure 4 shows ver y clearly this trend of the 
residual liquid when nepheline is segregated from an 
ijolitic magma. Since the silica percentage of nepheline 
exceeds that of most ijolitea, further deeilication ie 
caused. At the same time there is a marked rel ative 
increase 1n those oxides not involved in this crystallisation 
i . e . calcium, magnesium, titanium ,1ron and phosphorus. 
lJinor conati tuents such as chromium and barium become 
progressively more significant. 
The desilication resulting from the segregation 
of nepheline combined iith the relative increase of lime 
in the residuum results in the formation of a aeries of 
lime silicates which require progressively l eas silica. 
This produces a se1"ies of minerals of decreasing 
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At the same time , titaniferoue augite , perovskite, 
apatite and titaniferous iron ore are formed nd the result-
ing rocks form the nephelinite-nelilite nephel1n1te seriesf 
which is l'e,Presented by the central group in Figure 5 (A- BJ . 
The subtraction of nepheline from an ijolitic 
magma causes enrichment in lime , iron and :nagnes1a 1n a 
silica- poor l~esiduum, and leads to the fo1·ination of olivines , 
initially ferro- Illtignesian and later the lime-ma.gnesian 
olivinet montecellite. Segregation of these olivines 
effects the establishment of two further aeries , i . e. 
those rocks containing excess olivine (and pyroxene) , the 
nephel1n1te-melanephel1nite- ankaratr1te- uncompahgrite 
aeries (C-D, Figure 5) , and the residual rocks , the alnoite-
b ergal1te series (E- F , Figure 5) . The :more extrene members 
of these groups co:itain melilite , melanite , calcite and 
moutecellite . The crystallisation of montecellite is 
thus the result of extreme desilication together with 
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Fifure 5. Diagram showing the trends of differentiation 
or gi nating from nephel1n1tic magma. The r ocks indicated by 




these rocks and also the result of aesilication and 
relat ive en1•ichment in iron , titanium, chrou:e n~d 
vanadium, are the jacupi1•angi tes. Chemicall , the 
kimberlitea belong to this series. The residu~l series 
is cha1·acterised by the i>reeence of peroveki te , chromite 
and bari te. 
It is possible that some of' the alvilri tic and 
beforsitic alnoites , which appear to be the end members of 
this series , result from the squeezing out of the residual 
interstitial rlUid. It is likely that t hese rocks grade 
in depth into normal alnoites. 
The Origin of' the Carbonatitee. 
The main trend of differentiation described so far has 
been towards a desilicated residuum. This , nowever , is not 
the only process operating in volcanoes of Elgon type , since 
phonolitea and , more rarely trachyte& , have at various times 
appeared amongst the lavas of 1 t . Elgon. The deep- seated 
equivalents of these rocks freguentl y occupy the conduits of 
ancient volcanoes . It is therefore necessary to consider by 
what mechanism a volcano producing nephelinitic types could 
evolve a phonolitic differentiate. 
The solution to the problem lies in the chemical nature 
of nephelinitic magma, whicli is capable of division into two 
portions. Depending upon the r - T- X conditions at the time of 
fractionation , these portions are either beforsite(1nagnesian 
carbonatite) and phonolite or alvikite(calcitic carbonatite) 
and trachyte . This atat~nent is substantiated in the first 
instance by the chemical variation diagrams (Figs . 6 and 7) 
which depict the beforsite- nephelinite- phonolite(foyaite) 
series and the alvikite-nephelinite- tracbyte series respect-
ively. The members of these series bear a etraicht-line 
genetic relationship to each other. Holm~s(1930 , p . 446) 
states that "the fact that even \fi th three :malyaee a 
straight- line diagram is achieved indicates that the rocks 
conce1·ned are related in an unusually t>1mple Ylay". Fig. 6 
is constructed from 38 and Fig. 7 rrom 26 analyses. These 
two variation diagrams strongly cont est the suggestion that 
alkaline complexes orig1nate through limestone syntexis. 
Fig. 6 shows that there is a ma1•ked linear arrangement 
in the beforsite-nepehlinite- phonolite foyaite)seri es , and 
this diagram is considered to demonat1· te the direct genetic 
relationship of the me~bera of this series. Pig. 7 shows 
that the members of the alvikite- nephelinite- trachyte series 
are related in a similarly direct and genetic fashion . The 
precise reason for the difference in the two series lies in 
the nature of the respective carbonatite types. Of part-
icular importance is the fact hat ~or a given silica value 
the alvikites contain less Lime and magnesia and more iron 























Pigure 6. The beforsite-nephel1n1te-foya1te series. The 
roCks indicated by nwnbers on the diagram are listed in the 
appendix, P• 94. 
.. -,..... --
Figure z. The alv1k1te - nephel inite -tra chyte serie s. The 
rocks indicated by numbers on the diagr am are liste d in t he 
appendix. P• 95· 
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TABLE 1. - Chemical losses and gains involved in the development 
of Phonolites and Trachytes from Nephelinitic Magma. 
1 2 3 4 5 
8102 43.59 48.04 +4.45 64.30 +20. 71 
Al203 15.07 19.56 +4.49 19.48 +4.41 
Fe2C>3 6.96 4.11 -2.85 0.19 -6.77 
FeO 4.54 3.64 -0.90 0.21 -4.33 
MgO 3.51 1.44 -2.07 0.13 -3.38 
CaO 10.53 5.09 -5.44 0.32 - 10.21 
Na20 6.03 6.48 +0.45 6.40 +0 .. 37 
K20 
~ 
3.87 6.52 +2.65 7.72 +3-.85 
H20+ 2.57 3. 75 • • 0.76 •• H20-
002 •• 0.09 •• 
Ti02 2.71 1 .41 -1 .30 0.48 -2.23 
P205 0.62 0.17 •• 0.18 •• 
MnO 0.25 0.10 -0.15 0.02 -0.23 
Bao •• 0.03 •• 
Total 100.25 100.31 100.31 
1. Elgon nephelinite. Analyst - N.Sahlbom 
( 
2. Elgon phonolite. Analyst - N Sahlbom. 
3. Difference between 1 and 2. 
4. Elgon tracbyte. Analyst - B.C.King. 
5. Difference between 1 and 4. 
TABLE 2. Chemical composition of typical Uganda Nephelinites compared with that 
of a hypothetical mixture of phonolite and beforsite. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
810~ •• 48.04 0.85 38.60 42.37 42.97 43.59 
Al2 3 19.56 15.65 17.18 21.10 15.07 
Fe~03 4.11 ~ 8.44 ~ 7.89 ~ 8.66 6.45 6.96 Fe 3.64 4.14 4.54 
MgO 1 .44 15.82 4 .. 32 1~:~l16.08 tt§t .10 16:§1~14.04 cao 5.09 31 .30 10.33 
Na20 6.48 5.18 5.69 11 42 4.92 6 80 ~=~~ 10.90 K~ 6 .. 52 5.22 5.73 • 1. 88 • 
lt20•~ 3.75 ~ 2.05 ~ 2.26 5.27 ~ 2.57 H20- 0.65 
006 43.51 8.70 0.07 
Ti 2 1 .41 1 .13 1.24 0.55 2.71 
P2'>5 0.17 0.43 0.65 o. 7,1 1 .11 0.62 
MnO 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.09 0.22 0.25 
Bao 0.05 
SrO 0.05 
01 0 •. 01 
Total ••• 100.31 100.37 98.80 100.01 100.54 100.25 
1 • Elgon phonolite. Analyst - N. Sahlbom. 
2. Napak beforsite. Analyst - B.O. King. 
3. 1 added to 2 in the ratio of 4: 1. 
4. g recalculated to 100% after deduction of 002 
5. apak nephelinite. Analyst - B.C.King. 
6. Elgon nephelinite. Analyst - N. Sahlbom. 
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Arithmetical _roof cen be adduced that nephelini~e 
magma is capable of ivisi on into e i ther b forsite and 
phonolite or iron- rich elvikite and trachyte magmas. In 
Table 1 , typical U~&lda rocks are considered. Col\lDlilS 1 & 2 
show that in the diff,erentiation from nephelinite to ~hono­
li te maBJT1a 1 there is e marked decrease in iron , ~agnes1a and 
lime and a relative increase in silica ,alumina and alkalis. 
The material lost therefore , in the differentiation from 
nephelinite magma to either phonolite or trachyte ia in fact 
the main substance of the carbonatites , viz . lime, iron and 
magnesia . The oxideb showing a relative increase are pre-
cisel those in which the phonolites and trachytes are always 
enriched, i . e . silica, alumina and alkalis , mainly potash. 
TABLE 1 . Chemical losses and gains in the developinent of 
phonolites and trach.ytea from nephelinitic magma. 
Considering the actual ratios of lime to iron to magnesia 
in colunma 3 and 5, it is seen that in the first case lime 
predoninates , while in the second, iron is of almost equal 
importance to lime. It ~hould also be noted that the total 
loss or gain in colunm 5 greatly exceeds that in column 3. 
The differentiation producing the trachytes may therefore be 
considered to be mo~e vigorous than thFt resulting in the 
production of phonolites . The followin~ two empirical 
ratios have been arrived at : -
Nephel inite = 4 yarts phonolite + 1 part beforsite 
Nephelinite = 3 parts trachyte + 2 parts ahkeritic 
alvikite 
An illustration of the nephelinite-befors1te- phonol1te 
fractionation ie given in table 2. A phonolite and a 
beforsite from the same petrographic province have been added 
in the ru'tio of 4 : 1 , witll tlie restilt shomi in column 3· 
In colwnn 4 the carbon dioxide has been removed and the 
remainder recalculated to 10070 . The result is ijolitic in 
type and is similar in composition to the Uganda nephelinitea 
\Thich are given for compariaon in colUJmls 5 and 6. 
Addendum. 
It is necessary to stress here the i mportance of the role 
played by sodic emanations in some volcanoes. 
In Table I, columns 3 and 5 show that there is a greater 
relative increase in potash than in soda. This may be 
directly attributed to the escape from the vent of the 
~olatile soda compounds , such as sodium carbonate and chloride. 
These f orm conspicuous ashes and encrustations at the active 
volcano Oldonyo L'Engai i n Tanganyika and as men tioned else-
where, they constitute an economic source of these salts in 
the explosion craters of western Uganda. 
The relative increase i n po tash caused by the escape of soda 
results in the evolut ion of the potassic lavas, characteristic 
of provinces in which soda-lakes are conmon. 
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The Hechan1sm of Carbonati te Formation. 
The structure of alkaline volcanoes LTl Uganda 
clearly demonstrates the intimate association of carbon-
ati te with outbursts of Elgon type . Carbonatite fragments 
have been ejected from the throats of volcanoes such as 
Kerlmasi , Oldonyo L'Engai (James , 1956) and Mowit Elgon 
(Shackleton , 1944) . If carbonatitea are indeed magmatic 
derivatives , it is necessary to discover how such differ-
entiates may be formed in the same magma chamber and f'rom 
the same ma~na as that producing the rocks of the cone. 
Since the predominant flow type occurring on llo\lllt Elgon, 
Napak and Kerilnasi is nephelinitic , it is evident that 
some rapid nnd specialised forin of differbntiation has oper-
ated in the develop~ent of carbonatite from nephelinite. 
It is significant that the greater part of the cones of 
these volcanoes consists of pyroclastice , showing the large 
amoWlt of gas associated with the eruptions. 
Mowit Elgon is a volcano of the central type and 
very large pyroclastic fragments have fallen many miles from 
the vent. This gives some idea of the tremendous gae 
pressure built up in the volcano during quiescent periods 
when the conduit was choked with congealed lavas. The 
great reduction of gas pressure during paroxysmal eruptions 
must have produced rapid chilling deep donn in the system. 
It is suggested that during periods of closure of 
the vent , tremendous pressures were built up within the 
volcano and much of the hyper:fusible material was 1n solution 
in the magmatic fluid. At t he moment of eruption which 
followed a quiescent period, the rapid reduction of pressure 
caused the spontaneous release of the a1saolved volcanic 
gases in the magma chamber and magma colunm. Adiabatic 
expansion a n d cool ing 'vere most marked. This escape of gas 
caused agitation and frothing within the magma and water 
vapour , carbon dioxide and other volcanic gases migrated 
upwards , bubbling through the magmatic liquid. The passage 
of carbon dioxide through a liquid containing calcium and 
magnesium oxides in solution caused the formation of 
carbonates. Prof. L. Ahrens (personal conununication) 
con.firms that this ie a likely reaction. 
The formation of calcite from a magma. rich in 
Cao and co, is the natural outcome of rapid cooling which 
reduces the temperature of the magma chamber , however 
temporarily , Below the crystallisation temperature of 
calcite (1389 c. at 779,000 mm. pressure) . Similarly, 
the carbonates of magnesium, iron , manganese , strontium 
and barium were rormed. The carbonate particles were all 
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formed in close contact with the repidly migrating gas 
bubbles and it is likely that so1Je type of flotation 
occurred, carrying the carbonates up the magina colunm. 
The carbonates were thus concentrated at the 
top of t e 1~agma colunm , where , owing to continued adia-
batic cooling , they congealed.. Also occluded within the 
carbonate mass were particles of the other components of 
the magma , Trhich then crystallised in their simplest form. 
The minerals in the following list are formed 1n the 
carbonatite during explosive episodes and occur at Sukulu, 
Alno , Iron Hill and Napak: -
Calcite • • • • • • Caco3 • • •• • • 
•. 5ukulu Iron Hill 
Dolomite • • • • • .Mgco3 • • • • •• •• Sukulu Iron Hill 
Siderite • • • • •. Feco3 • • •• • • •• Sukulu Napak 
Ankerite • • • • •• (2Caco3;ugc03;FeC03) Iron Hill 
Strontianite • • • • Srco3 • • • • • • • • 
Witherit~ · • • • . Baco3 • • • • • • •• 
Carbon dioxide• • • (bubbles 1n calcite)Sukulu 
Quartz • • • • •. Si02 •• •• • • •• sukulu Iron Hill 
Corundum •• •• • • Al203 •• • • •• • • 
Anataae • • • • • • Ti02 • • •• •• .. sukulu Iron Hill 
Pyrolusite •• •• Mno2 (after brookite)Sukulu 
Baddeleyite • • • • zro2 •• • • •• • • Sukulu 
lJicrolites •• •• Unidentified • • • • Sukulu 
Fluorite •• • • •• CaF2 • • •• • • •• sukulu 
Barytes •• • • • . Baso4 •• • • • • • • Sukulu 
Pyrite • • • • • . FeS • • • • • • • • Sukulu 
Galena • • • • •• PbS • • • • • • • • 
















p ossible combination of t he components present . Probabl y 
the most significant mineral is quartz , which is seen as tiny 
crystals set in the carbonate. Had sufficient time been 
available for reaction , calc- silicates would undoubtedly 
have been formed. During the examination of the Sukulu soil 
deposit , the ubiquity or these quartz crystals provided a 
constant puzzle. 
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1 inute bubbles of carbon di oxide hf've been 
de t ected within the calcite a t Alno and Sukulu. Thia 
demonstr~teo not only t he abundance of thi ~ gas avail-
able in t he magma , but a l so the rapidity \fith which the 
calcite v1aa for med. The presence of excess carbon 
dioxide , wh1ch ie most common in the f i ne- gr a i ned central 
y ort i ons of the complex, is thought to be the reason for 
t he r apid weathering of the centres a t Sukulu. In each of 
the three centres there, the l a ter sheets f or m a ring of 
hil ls almost encl osing a soil-f illed va l l ey. 
The presence of tiny microlites a l s o testifi es 
to the rapid f ormation of the carb onate. It is evident 
that the er stallisa t i on of complex silicates was unable 
to keep pace uith the growth of the carbona tes . Von 
Eckermann (1948 , page 73) describing the sovite from the 
" central cone" at Alno writes : -
"It i s very f i ne- gr ained , r eminding almost of u 
chilled 1iar gin rock. The only other mineral s _z1resent 
are apati te and tiny microli tes which coul d not be 
determined. Judgi ng fr om t he anal ysi s , the calcite 
contains some carbona te of magnesia , i ron , bari um and 
strontium." 
In the industrial process of fluiclisati on a s 
p r acti sed in modern chemica l engineering, particles are 
agi tated an d transported by gas streSL.is. Such agita t ed 
beds , as they are called, are capabl e of assuming the 
proverties of a l i Qui d. 'Nhen the gases are hot , reaction 
is f a ci litated and catalysed. 
Cons i dering a ver tical vol canic conduit in which 
a ver y fluid magma is agitated by high velocity gas streams , 
it i s reasonable to suppose that the products formed by 
r eacti on of the gas with parts of the magma would a rrange 
ther.selvee in a defini te order of specific gravity. Field 
evidence clearly indicates that such a specific gr avit y 
gr adi ent is in fact achieved 1n ca1·oonati te- produc ing 
volcanoes . 
The minerals involved are the foll owing : -
I.\ in er al Specific Gravit~ 
Calcite 2. 71 02 
Dol omite 2 . 850 
Magnesite 3 . 000 




Strontianite 3. 76 
iii theri te 4. 291 
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The Gpecific grav ity o~ crystallised ne~helinitea 
is 3 . 00 . The L1agma itsel f' containing wa t er and other 
gases Vloul d have been s l ightly l ower. It itJ t hus t o be 
expected that t he heavier carbonates oul d b e l ess wel l 
defined and form only local segregations . They woul~ a l so 
t end to contaninate the r esi dua l nepheline syenitic t ypes 
bel O\Y the carb onati te pl ug. Thi s is cont'irmed by geo-
chemical da t a which indi cates that the r ocks most strongl y 
enriched in stront i um and bari um are the nepheline syenitea 
and the cal'bona t ites. At Alno the latest dykes emplaced 
in t he eovite zone are r i ch in barium. 
Continued pressur e from bel ow , after the establish-
ment of t he speci fic gravi ty gradient woul d cause t he teles-
coping of the ca1'bonate fracti on , reaul ting in the invasion 
of the upper members by the l ower member s . Fiel d evi dence 
conforms to thi a concept and the order of emplacement 
obsc.rved i s as fol lows :-
1 . Cal citic types . 
2. Dolomi tic types . 
3. Ankeritic types . 
4. Mn , Sr , Ba types sometimes as discrete bodies . 
5. Hepheline syeni tea . 
Thie pattern of intrusion i s recorded from Sukulu , 
Chilwa i sland, Ondurakorume and Alno island. Else1here the 
order of intrusi on has not been directly discussed but i t is 
c l ear from the descri ption of Spi t skop ( ) that the same 
scheme is p r esen t there. 
Structural evidence indicates that the carbonatites 
were emplaced in the condition of a plastic mush and the 
coll ection and transpor t of the mineral s of the carbonatite 
are thought to have been ef'f'ec ted by some n1echanism such as 
fluidieat1on. The formation of the carbonates i n frothing 
gas streams woul d ensure their f l otati on and transportation 
to the t op of the magma chamber an.d at least part of the way 
up the conduit. As seen earl i er , t he removal of t hese 
carbonates from an ijolitic magma would leave a phonolitic 
or trachytic r esidual magma to fol low them up the condui t . 
Al though evi dence from vol canoes where the cone is 
still t•eaer ved shor1s th.at ca1"'bona ti te f'ornia tion occurr ed 
sever ai t imes during the l ife of t he vol cano , the t erminal 
phase of the erupti on was the emplace~ent of carbon.ati t e 
wi tl1in the vent and into t he wall r ocks. 
It \fas at this stage that a n1arked r::.e taeomatic 
aureol e '\las established around th·e pipe. n10 ma jor types 
of fenite can be distinguished , firstly those surrounding 
the nepheline syeni te or syeni te , and secondly those close 
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to the ca1~onate . The main e£fect nesr the syenites 
was the introduction into the wall rock of amphiboles 
aa well as some soda metasomatism. It is evident 
that only large oodiea of nepheline-syenite type trapped 
beneath the carbonatite can produce eny significant 
metasomatic effect. Dykes and emall plugs of phonolite 
tinguaite and juvites seen to be cutting granitic wall 
rock,eff'ect little or no metaeomatic exchange. It 
should be noted here that riany of 1,he rocks called 
"fenite11 by von Eckermann arP , in fact , genetically 
related members of the magmatic series , and the term 
should , consequently , be restricted to include only 
those contact rocks 11hich show marked aberration r1hen 
plotted on the variation diagram. l'he fenites surround-
ing the carbonate body are considered to be the result or 
physical admixture of fragments of wall rock under such 
conditions of temperature and pressure that new minerals 
were abl e to form in equilibrium with the relatively 
reduced silica percentage , and members of the sovi te-
Bilicate series appear to have been derived in this 
manner. In the Tororo complex (eastern Uganda) , this 
type of fenitisation is clearly seen and brecciation or 
the granitic wall rock and digestion of the fragments by 
the engulfing eovi tes took place around the cat·bonate 
body. outside this zone , the granitic wall rocks have 
y i elded some of their silica to the carbonatite and grade 
f1•om quartz eyeni tes to syeni tes~ 
Reaction between the aovite and the wall rocks 
was very much more I'lBrked in the lower parts of the 
carbonate plug , owing to the greater tenJperature, pressure 
and concentration of hyperrusiblea at the top of the 
c1:ystallisiilg magmatic oody. rn this region very lar6e 
amounts of diopeidic pyroxene , often coarsely crystalline, 
were fo~med in conjunction with apatite , magnetite and 
biotite. In the formation of diopside , the lime and 
magnesia were supplied by the s8vitea and the silica 
obtained by reaction with the wall rock. 
The closing phase in volcanoes of Elgon type 
appears to have been the telescopic subsidence of the 
central portion of the complex. This involved the 
collepse of the caldera , conspicuous ring faulting in 
tr.e hypabyssal portion and the sagging of the laccolithic 
rocks , together with their consequent acquisition of centri-
petal dip. The lat.est z•ocks emplaced were essentially 
basic in character and crystallised as gabbros . 
In those episodes where no carbonatite was 
formed , the nephelinitic magma congealed in the upper part 
of the conduit c.nd the remainder crystallised as ijolite. 
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During the srowth of the volcanic cone i t i s 
clear that suf'!'icient pressure remained in the systen1 
to eject the carbonate as bo~bs or fragments , leaving a 
phonolitic or trachytic l ava to well up into the caldera. 
The final stage of the extrusive phase in 
volcanoes of Elgen type ~as the emplacement , within the 
vent , of the carbonatite body and when the system l ocked 
suf.f1c1e11t explosive force to remove the obstruction , the 
extrusive phase was effectively terminated. At this 
b toge there was trapped vri thin the system a phonoli tic 
(or trachytic) magma which was capable of plutonic 
crystall_sation , and fairly coaree- grcined nephel ine-
syenites and ayenites were formed beneath the carbonate 
cap-ying. At the same time , continued pressure was 
exe1·ted U!)on the base of the obstruction, but it was not 
sufficient to remove the carbonate body. This :preesw•e , 
together with heat recuper a t ion within the system after 
the closure of the vent , caused the partial melting of the 
lower part of the carbonate body, and 1 ts injection in 
the form of conesheets , collar sheets and dykes aro1llld the 
central plug rnd into the wall rocks. 
The congealing of the carbonatite led to the 
trapping of the residual liquid in a sealed system, so that 
:[)lutonic conditions of cooling came into operation. An 
im~ortant considerati on i s the amount of water trapped in 
the system. ln the sy~ten C02- H2o-K2 0- Si 02 , investigated 
by corey and Pleischer (1940) the percentage of C02 in the 
vapoui• decreases aa the partial pressure of n2o increases , and the amount of water in the liquid phase iiicreases 
linearly. In the closed system one would, therefore , 
expect to find an increasing development of the amph1ool ee 
and mica. 
As the cryst~llisation of coarse- grained tY]?es 
continued , there nae a progressive relative concentration 
of other hyperfusiblea and the formation of considerable 
bodies of apnti te and phl ogopi te in and a. round the base 
of the ca}•bonates. ·uobiW:'l, zirconiwn, yttrium and 
ceriwn entered th~ carbonatitee , together with phosphorus 
and ir·on. The g1•0,1th of pyr•ochlore v1as accompanied by 
that of' aabestiform BJDPhiboles. 'l"he hydrous condi tians 
alao encow•aged the precipitation of large quantities of 
magnetite . (i:, . ) . 
In the field nearly all carbonatites are seen 
to contain dykflG and b odiea of' SOVi te-brecc'ias and these 
indicu te that :periodically the preeew•e beneath the plug 
was sufficient to 'break throug ... 1 locally. These fissures 
were , however , rapidly healed by the crystallisation of 
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f'urther carbonate . It is L~terestina to note that the 
rocks containing the grea~est amounts-of pyroc~lore are 
the sovite-brecciaB and late tangential dykes . In aome 
cases , as at Chilwa , the temporary breaks in t'ie carbon-
ate cap caused the em.place.~ent of felspathic ort::cciae 
(chemically trachytes) . _t Sukulu , tinguaites are the 
only silicate rocks cutting the carbonatitee. 
Another effect of the trapping of the residual 
magma.was the formation of wollastonite i::i the carbonate. 
V.1!. Goldochmidt (1954) has worked out the stability curve 
of calcium carbonate and silica and has established that 
the re¥eI'Bible reaction: 
CaC03 + Si02 # CaSi03 (wollaetoni te) + 002 
moves to the ~ight above 500°0. under moderate pressure. 
Th~ ~resence of wollaatonite in BOQe of the carbonate 
rocks auggeste that the sovitea at the hase of tne plug 
were suTficiently reheated for the quartz and calcium 
carbonate to react. 
The Source of Carbon Dioxide . 
In considering the source of carbon dioxide in 
these co0plexee it is important to realise that the total 
amoun of this gas required for the formation of carbonatite 
is not very large. In the differentiation described here , 
ser·regation of );>yr·oxene and plagioclaee leaves a desilicated 
rei:jid.uel magma relatively enriched in hyperf"usibles. 
Table 2 shows that this nephelini tic magma may divide into 
four parts of phonolite and one part of carbonatite . Of 
t is fi~th portion of the residual magma considerably less 
than half is carbon dioxi de. During their for111at1on, the 
caroonati tea drew not only upon the carbon dioxide in the 
magma in their immediate vic:.ini ty , but also upon carbon 
dioxide bubbles ari sing fro~ great depth in the magma 
colwm. 
uch has been .'lri t ten of the extraordi.Ilary 
amounts of car.bon dioxide required to produce carbonati tea. 
When considered in proper perspective ae"inat the V!:let 
volcanic piles produced by volcanoes of Elgon type , the 
amount of carbonate formed is ittsignificf\11.t . Esti:iates 
of the runount of lime present in Mo\lllt Elgon , assuming it 
to have ~ h.ypabyasal carbonatite equal in size to that or 
SUku..lu(t~e lar&eet so far described) have been made by 
K. A. Davies , T. Deans 3nd the ;rriter. These estimates 
agree very closely and it is believed that no more than 
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10% of calcium oxide ia preaent iii the total . Of thia, 
by far the gi'eateat proportion is combined in the silicate 
minerals of the nephelinite. 
Two other factors are thought to contribute to 
the view that very large 'lUantities of' gas are associated 
with these volcanoes when observed during period.a of 
activity , Firstly the narrowness of the conduit creates 
an& imp1•essive effect as high velocity gases are heard 
11 roa1·ing11 through small cracks in the congealing lava in 
the crater. These emissions are, however , of brief 
duration and it is significant that during the growth of 
the Elgon cone thick vegetation was able to bTO\Y between 
major outbursts. Large tree trunks arc f'ound i:n the 
agglomerates throughout the succession and it ie by no 
means certain that the vulcanicity of Elgon hae been 
terminated. Secondly, the extreme fluidity of nephelin-
i tic lava enable13 the prompt withdrawal of l1oat of its 
included gases on release or pressure. Here it is of 
importance to note that nephelini te :flows con ta in very 
few vescicles . This rapid release of gas , however, 
contributes a marked chilling effect at the point of 
Ul...<imum expansion and it is probably for th,is reason 
that very few nephelinite flows are found. They tend 
to congeal in the crater and to be ejected fo1•cibly as 
turfs and agglomerates. 
It is clear thnt volcanoes of Elgon type 
depend for their activity upon the concentration of 
byperfusibles in the upper parts of the system and as 
soon as the supply is exhausted t he system seals itsel~ 
and any further rocks entering the hypa.byssal area crystal-
lise as normal dolerites , gabbros or their derivatives . 
A sL'llple analogy is seen in the opening of a 
soda water bottle. Should the crown cork be removed 
rapidly , the gas is spontane ously released from solution 
and the bubbles carry with them a considerable portion of 
the contents of the bottle. When the cork is removed 
slowly and the pressure released gradually , moat of the 
gas remains dissolved in the liquid. This appears to be 
the main difference between oceanic volcanoes and those 
on continental masses. The development of alkaline tYJ,>ee 
is not controlled by the constitution of the eurrowid±ng 
crust , but by the structural environment in which they are 
evolved. 
The total amount of carbon dioxide in volcanoes 
of Elgon type ie thus probably no greater than that norm-
ally f'ound in basal tic 1nagmas , though the type of dlffer-
en tiation and the crustal structures causing it tend to 
concentrate the hyperfusibles. 
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Recent ork by P. Bae rte chi on the i•ela ti ve 
abundance or oxygen and carbon isotopes suggests strongly 
that the carbon dioxide in these occurr.ences is not 
recycled but juvenile. 
The Geochemistry of Carbonatitee. 
JJain Constituents. 
With the exception of Fe the cations present in 
the carbonatitea as carbonates are found in the same ratio 
as in the nephelinitee which preceded them in their 
occupancy of the vent. It appears that iron formed 
a tee with leas facility than did Ca , Mg 1 Sr and Ba. 
tne1 il"on ,1as in fact p1,esent ii1. the correct ratio is 




The selective preference of carbon dioxide for 
the ca t i ona Ca , Mg , Fe , :Jn , Sr and Ba is evident in the 
carbonatite complexes , and appears to be related to the 
ionic po~ential of members of this group. 
The juvenile nature of the carbonates has been 
sho·wn by P. Baertsche ( ) who has determined the relative 
abundances of oxygen :ind carbon isotopes in a series of 
carbonate rocks from know.n carbonatite complexes and 
sedimentary limestones. 
Carbonatite Sukulu 6. 18o;16o = - 20.2 
6. 130;120 = - 6 . 9 
Carbonatite Spi tskop 6 1a01160 = - 20. 6 
6.. 13011 20 = - 7. 8 
Ma~eaian Limestone 6. 1a01160 = - 4 . 0 
Transvaal System 
6. 1301120 = - 2 . 2 
Another feature which may be diagnostic is the 
prosence in the carbonatitee of Sr , Ba, La and Y. (given 
here in descending order of abundance)~ 
Stronti um. Strontium occurs in the carbonati tea to the 
orcler or 10. 000 parts per million , though some zones may 
contain concentrations in excess of this . Faivre (1 ,1 ) 
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has shoTIIl that limited solid solution of strontium and 
barium carbonates o•~curs with calci tic types. 
It is eig11i.ficant that ln the data compiled by 
Noll ,,,nepheline syen1 tee , trachytes and phonolitea contain 
a consider•able marg:ln of :::>r in excess of that in other 
rock types . The j iatapoai tion of strontium and barium-
bearing carbonatite:s and nepheline syenites is observed 
in the field. 
Strontium also enters the apatite in alkaline 
complexes . 
Bariwn. This elemi:m t is also found mainly in nepheline 
ayeni tc,d, phonol 1 te13, trachytee and leuci te-bearing rocks 
where 1 t is captured by the potassic minerals. In the 
carbonati tee it occ1Ll.I'a aa wi tberi te or barytes. Owing to 
the close similarity o-f ionic radii , strontium, barium and 
calciwn tend to replace each other. 
Depending upon the portion of the carbonatite 
exwnined bariwn may show a selective concentration over 
strontium. 
Both strontium and barium tend to be relegated 
to the residual fra1::tions of crystallising magmas. 
Rare Earths . The r•~lative enrichment in rare earths of 
the nepheline syenites 1as pointed out many years ago by 
Goldschmidt ~ 11 •) and it is now known that an even higher 
concentration is fo1md in many carbona ti tea. Once !!gain 
it may be stated th13. t the rare earths are concentrated in 
the residual :fracti1:>n of a crystallising magma. They 
occur in many carbonates , fluor-carbonates and phosphates 
and o 1ng to their 1similari ty 1n ionic radius, tend to 
substitute for calc:i:um, manganese and strontium. 
Phosphorus . .Phospb1:>rus enters the carbonatite as apatite , 
though rare dahlite crystals are found. In some cases 
phOS.1Jhorus joins with rare earths and thorium to f orm 
monazi te. 
Apatite its a common accessory in the nephel ine 
ayenites but is fo'W~d i n greatest concentration in the 
bydrother.mal zone a:roi.ind the carbona ti te where 1 t occurs 
in coarsely crystalline form , in association with hydro-
biotite and magnetite . In some cases , as at Palabora , 
it actively replace,s the di op side formed by the reaction 
of the carbonati te and the wall rock. 
Titanium. Titanium occurs in the carbonatite as anatase , 
perovskite and ilmeno- rutile . In the hydrothermal zone , 
howeve1•, it occurs .in rnagneti te and ..lllopi te , a cerium- iron 
ti tani tt:S ri th thor1·wn • A small amount of vanadium 
frequently accompanies the titanium. 
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Niobium. The main niobium mineral is pyrochlore , though 
koppi te has also been found. Colurobi te occurs in ao11e 
complexes and a niobian rutile has been reported. In 
the zone surrounding the carbonatite , niobium ia rare 
and occurs mainly in knopi te . 
Zirconium. In the carbonatites , zircon is usually the 
most coimnon zirconium mineral. Baddeleyite is also found 
and ia pro·oably as connnon in the hydrothermal zone. In 
the nepheline syenitea below the carbonatite, catapleiite , 
eudial yte and eucolite are found in addition to zircon and 
baddeleyi te. 
Copper. Moat carbonatites contain small amounts of copper , 
mainly as chalcopyrite . In some complexes copper ie 
present in sufficient quantities to warrant investigation 
as a commercial source. 
Fluorine. Fluorine is usuall y present in the apati t e of 
these complexes but may occur as fluorite , in some cases 
in sufficient quantity to warrant extraction. 
Geochemical information is thus seen to support 
the concept of a carbonatite body trapping a crystallising 
nepheline syenite maf?11a . Elements normally found in 
traces in magmas are relegated to the l)ydrous residual 
fluid at the top of the nepheline syenite body, that is to 
say. at the base of the carbonatite plug. Ample opportunity 
is provided for these rarer constituents to seek the geo-
chemical env ironment most suited to their nature. Calci-
phile elements enter the caruonatite while silica- loving 
elements migrate to the sil iceous r1all rock. Pneumato-
lytic and bydrotherrial mineral s are emplaced in the wall 
rock around the carbonatite , reacting there with the minerals 
already fo1•med by reaction of carbonati te and wall rock. 
Reaction olivines are serpentinised and the diopsidea 
replaced by apatite , together with the deposition of hydro-
bioti tea and t i tanium- ricb rJagneti te . 
Geochemically the carbonati tea a1•e distinguished 
from other carbonate rocks by the presence of significant 




In eastern Uganda there is little evidence 
that alkaline types have been formed by the mechanism 
suggested by Daly and Shand. The high- tensioned , 
low- temperature , potaasic- carbonate liquid suggested by 
von Eckermann {1948) as the oriE;inal magmatic melt 
producing the rocks of the Alno district , could not 
also produce the vast vol ume of soda- rich rocks of the 
volcanic cone. 
The following sequence of events is suggested 
to explain both the structural and petrological relatioXJLB 
observed in the field: -
1. The firat stage was the injection on a regional scatle 
of nor-mal alkali basalt magma into sialic material. In 
cases where the magma wa~ emplaced 1n relatively unstable, 
tensional az•eas, sills and dykes were the dominant form.e1. 
In their progress into the upper sialic layers, loss, 
by gravitational means,of olivine, led to the development 
of more acidic differentiates . ,/here this basaltic 
niagn1a was en~laced in relatively stable inter-rift blocks , 
no such ready means of escape r1a& available and great 
preasu1•ea were built up, enabling the penetration into 
the upper ~ialic zones. 
2 . Ae this high- tensioned magma approached the surfacE} 
and the pressure within the magma more nearly equalled 
that of the super·encwnbent rocks , a tabular body was 
formed and an equivalent doming produced at the surface. 
This relatively rapid elevation of the land surface 
·caused the radial erosion of the uplifted area, with 
resultant accumulation of coarse sediments at the peri-
phery of the dome . 
3. The up- doraing of the country rock and the continuecl 
magmatic pressures resulted in the drilling of a central 
diatreme through which the magmatic products could pass . 
At this stage the gravitational segregation of pyroxene 
and to some extent plagioclase coil'lllenced in the wagma 
chamber. 
P'Jroxenes and f~lspars were explosively withdra\"lll 
fro~ the liquid and deposited as crystal tuffs . Thia 
segregation caused desilication and nephelinitic types 
were produced. \7here nepheline was also segregated 
melilite nephelinites were ~ormed. 
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4. Adiabatic chilling of the lava passing through the 
conduit and chilling near the mouth of the vent caused 
by the escape and rapid expansion of magmatic gases , 
resulted in solidification at the top of the lava column , 
temporarily inhibit1.ilg sUI~face activity. 
5. Regeneration of pressure brecciated tbe solidified 
plug with the formation of tuffs and agglomerates . Small 
lava flows followed the brecciation in some cases , but 
generally the material in the mouth of th6 vent was rapidly 
cooled and solidified. ':1he repetition of this cycle , often 
Trith relatively long pauses , resulted in tl·e building of a 
large agglomerate cone with subsidiary intercalated lava 
flows . 
6. In some cases, the rapid and prolonged escape of magmatic 
gases from t he magma chamber dui"ing paroxysmal eruptionsJ 
rapidly reduced the tempel'atur~ of the system. 'l.'his release 
of preasw•e caused not only the drastic reduction of teurer-
atw·e due to gas expansion , but aleo the esca:pe :from solution 
o:f dissolved carbon diozide . Thia resulted in the formation 
of carbonates and minerals of simple molecular structure as 
well as their transportation in frothing gas streams to the 
top of the magma chamber and up the conduit. Thie material 
which was of carb onatitic composition , was subjected during 
its ascent to continued adiabatic chilling and r eached a 
final position near the mouth of the vent as a relatively 
solid body . 
7. In cases where loss of temperature and pressure were of 
a tem:pora1·y nature , the lower portion of the obstructing 
carbonate body was remelted and the upper portion b recciated 
and ejected ~a kalkbomben. In the agglomerates of l ount 
Elgon, some very large fragments of carbonatite have been 
found. 
8. During waning activity• preesui•ea within the system 
became too low to remove the carbonate body and it remained 
as an obst1•uction ltithin the vent , effectively terminating 
the major extrusive phase . The residual liquid , of' phono-
11 tic or trach;y tic com_posi ti on , was then trapped rTi thin a 
sealed system and "plutonic" conditions of crystallisation 
came into operation. At SUkulu , the only silicate rocks 
p enetrating the carbonatite are tingua.ites . 
9. Continued pressure within the system, while unable 
to remove the carbonate body , nevertheles& exerted con-
siderable _ressure upon its base. This p reasw,e, to-
gether 1th the heat provided by the trapped magma , 
caused partial remelting of the lower carbonates and 
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and their emplacement around the side of the body and 
as cone- end collar- sheets penetrating the lall l'ocks . 
The effect of these movements on the crystallising 
magma beneath the p lug wee the introduction or cnaracter-
istic fluiBal textures in the foyaitea and trQchytes. 
10. At this stage in the development of the hypabyseal 
complex , very considerable changes a~peared in the wall 
rocks and in the lower portions of the cal'•bonati te plug. 
The rapid sealing o:f the system by the withdrawal of 
carbonatites caused the trapping in the system of a con-
siderable amount of the hyperfueible constituents. The 
course of c1•ystallisation of the nagma trapped below the 
plug assisted the l ate stage concentration of hyper-
:fusi'ble constituents and of those elements usually appearing 
in t races in the magma . Calcium- loving elements such as 
niobium, zirconium, phosphorus , fluorine , titanium and rare 
earths of the yttrium and cerium groups entered the carbon-
a ti tea . Under these bydt·ous condi tior s , too, the increased 
oxiua ti on ratio caused the precip1 ta ti on of late i1·on ores , 
:particula1•ly magnetite . 'i'he development of hydrous miner-
a ls, mainly biotite , phlosopite and amphibole in and around 
the carionnte body was particularly marked at this stage , 
and gave riae to deposits of vermiculite . Reaction oetween 
the carbonatite and the wall rocks resulted in the production 
of large 'bodies of diopside rock and these , together with the 
vermiculites , apatites e.nd iron ores , make up the character-
istic mineral assembly almost i nvariably found surrounding 
sovite plugs . It is stressed that me taaomatic exchange 
and replacement at this time \Vas very extensive and intro-
duced W!J!>hiboles are frequently found several miles from 
the occurrence. 
11 . In most complexes eo fa1• investigated, late- stage 
ring- subsidence has caused the collapse or the caldera 
and the partial destructi on of the 7olcanic cone. 
12. Any further b·1sal tic material passing into the complex 
after the collapse of the system, was emplaced into such 
parts of the complex es offered least resistonce and 
crystallised as doleritee or gabbros 1.11 the closed system. 
Strauss and Truter (1951) have pointed out the 
si.milEn'i ty between the anorthosi te and magnetite- rich bands 
in the pyroxenite at Spitskop and those ih the Bushveld 
I gneous Complex. The similarity between the chrome- rich 
zones in the Bushveld Complex and the generally chrome- rich 
paragenesis of Alno Island is significant. It is suggested 
therefore , that complexes si.:lilar in type to the Bushveld 
Igneous Complex might be genetically related at the surface 
to multiple outbursts of Elgon type . 
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The sodic and potassic rocks of western Uganda 
followed a similar pat tern of d i fferentiation. The 
structu1·al envil·orunent lTas , however , some\'/hat different 
and the outbursts manifested themselves not so much as 
vast volcanoes of the central type , but as smaller and 
more numerous centres scattered over a wide area . Of 
particula1• interest is the development , at the fumerolic 
stage , of swarms of explosion craters. It is thought 
probabl~ that crystallisation of sodium chloride , sodium 
sulphate , sodium bicarbonate , potassium sulph te , calcium 
sulphate and some calcium Cf\J•bona te has resulted from the 
explosive release and frothing of' lote- atage :furnerolic 
gases through the residual magma. In western Uganda 
nUJnerous small craters occupied by saline lakes constitute 
an important source of these salts. 
In hie review of' the problems connected with the 
African ce.rbonatitea 1 ·1 . Campbell Smith ( ) states that: 
" any theory to be adequate must answer , in ddition to the 
two main roblems , a number of subeidi'iry ones. " (1956 ,p . 212) 
It will be seen that the thesis presez~ted P.ere is 
fully capable or explaining all the points mentioned and 
these are briefly discussed below. 
1. "The very cl ose association of the ca1•bonati tes with 
ijolitea and pyroxenites and their perhaps lees constant 
association nith nephel1ne syenites . 11 
This feature forms the basis of the arguments in 
t'"t p1•eceding pages . The dominant role of ijolite 
(neyh~linite)magma in these volcanoes has been stressed. 
1he ability of' nephel1nite magma during paroxysmal 
eruptions to fractionate into carbonatite and peralkaline 
f'ractions is the keystone of the present ll,ypotheaia. 
The reaction of calcitic and dolomitic caroonatite with 
the shattered siliceous wall rock to form pyroxene- and 
olivine- rich suites is an objective fact and these 
reactions are encouraged by the accession of hydrothern~l 
emanations from the crystallising peralkaline rocks 
trapped below the carbonati te plug. 
2. "The characteristic alteration , fenit1sat1on , of the 
rocks surrounding the cal'bo."lati te complexes . 11 
It has been Jointed out earlier that many of the 
types considered by von ..!.Ckermann to be "feni tee" or 
metaaomatically altered country rocks are in fact 
genetically related mel'ilbere of the magmatic suite. 
The main effect of fenitiaation in these complexes 
is the developnent of pyroxene- and olivine- rich types 
by the l'eaction of carbonati te with the mlll rock. 
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The mechanical fragmentation of the wall rock 
cloee to the cerbonatite and the incorooration ana 
digestion of the xenoliths by the sovite caused sil ica 
dilution and eome homogeneous saturated or even under-
saturated types ere rormed. 
The introduction of hydrous minerals into the 
uall rock arter the enrolacement of the carbonate and the 
establishment of a distinct hYdrothermal stage might also 
be described as fenitisation effects . 
3. "Their content of characte1•1st1.c "essential" 
minerals (apatite , magnetite , mica and vermiculite) ~nd 
of rare "accessory" minerals, som~ carrying niobit~· and 
other rare earths." 
The withdrawal of the carbonate fr·actj on and 
its empl acement at the head of' the magma. column above 
the :9eralkaline residual liqui d provides an ~deal envi ron-
ment for the concent1·ation of' t11e rarer elements . The 
elements characterising the ui. lerals introduced into the 
carbonatites ofter emplacement and into the wall rock 1 
are those uhich tend to be relegated to the latest fluid 
~raction of a crys tallising magma . 
4. "The comolex structure of some central carbon-
ati te masses often~in the form or successive rings 
differi ng in ~exture and sometimes also in composition , 
the ca~bona.te then 11anging from cr.:1lci te to ankeri te or 
dolomite and to s ideri te in that order." 
The withdrawal of the carbonati te .fraction 
and the estublishment of a specific gravity gradient 
as fol lowed by continued UDWsrd pressure ~hich caused 
the telescoping of the various t-ypes of carbonate , the 
lower ones intruainc the upper ones 'With the development 
of flow structures , ring dykes and cone sheets. 
5. "Explosive actlvi ty , sometimes on a large scale , 
at so .. 1e carbons te vents0 • 
Paroxysm l e:rup tion has been shown to be ~ 
essential prerequisite to the formation of a carbonate 
fraction in the hypothesis presented. 
6. "Later dykes and veins of carbonatite cutting 
(the) central carbonat e and a~sociated a lkaline l'Ocks; 
&u d sometimes more than one period of carbonatite 
intrusion." 
This has in !Jart been dealt 1th in 4. The 
periodicity ot vulcanism in Elgon type volcanoes is a 
~undamental precept in the hypoth esis and is the reason 
why so many diff'e1·ent rock tYIJeS may, be :produced in a 
single volcano. The great va riation in P- T- X conditions 
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in ~~he magma as a result of this periodic1 t y is a 
con1~roll1ng f ctor in the petrogenesis. These con-
di t:Lons are different 1'or each of f'our possibilities : 
lal hen the vent is open. b .ihen the vent is closed. 1 c When pr~aaure is 'building up . d rben p1·essu1·e is rapidly reduced. 
The course of czt""fstallisation in the gma is 
difrerent for each case. 
7. "The great r.ange in diameter o:f the vents from 
a fe;, ~ dozen feet to three or four miles . 11 
1h1le carbonatites msy indeed occupy a large 
areil , it is clear from the structural mapping of Sukulu 
tha1t the actual vent was never very large. The great 
ext4~nt of the sovi tes results from t he continued nressure 
f'rorn bel ow the p l ug which caused the intrusion of- the 
carllonati te i nto the wal l rock surrounding the vent . 
Thit~ is evidenced by the presence of wall rock fi•agmen ts 
within the carbonatite. . 
In some cases , as at Sukul11 and Homa , subsidiary 
vents have been developed near the original conduit with 
coni!equent enlargement of the car.bon~tite area . Setellite 
ven"te such as Tororo(Sukulu) , The?.i.o(Toror) and Budeda(..;lgon) 
hav~:l been produced cao .e di;:;tnnce from the main vent. 
It has been seen that complexes of apparently 
wid1~ly differing rock assembl ages ould be revealed by 
ero1;;ion to varying levels within tbe ss.me complex and it 
is 1:::onsidered that the i:n•ocesses centioned earlier are 
cap1!ibl e of producing the rock tYPeB found in most alkaline 
COIDJ~lexes in the East , Ceniral and South frican zone . 
- - 0 0 0 0 0 - -
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JJ'PE..lIDL"{. 
DESCRIPrnr01 OF ROCKS I1IDICATED BY NU1ffiERS on FIGURES 5 , 6 ~ 7. 
Figure 5. 
1. Beforsitic alnoite, No. 63 , Aino , S~eden. 
2. Aivilti tic lnoi te, No. 64, -~no, S\veden. 
3. JUmberli tic melanite-ouachi ti te , No. 80, Al.no , 3\'reden. 
4. Alvikitic alnoite , lio. 65 , LI.no, Sweden. 
5 . . lnoi te , No . 68 , .Uno , Sweden. 
6. _or.Phyritic alnoite, ·No. 70, lno , Sweden . 
7 . Alnbite, Ho . 71 , Alno , swedeu. 
8 . ·1vikitic a lnoite, AJ.no , Sweden. 
9. Alvikitic alnoite, No . 72 , .Aln6f Sweden. 
1 o. .Qnoi te-porphyri te , No. 74 , A.lno, Sweden. 
11 . veacite , Vesec, Bohemia. 
12. Jacupirangite, No . 38, Alno , Sweden. 
13. Turjaite , Turja , Kola peninsula , U. S . S. R. 
14. elilite-biotite rock, Isle Cadieux , uebec , Canada . 
15. Kt tungi te , Chamakumba. era te.r, .Ankole , Uganda. 
16. Bergalite, Elgon , Uganda . 
17. elanite- jacupirangite , ~o . 37, Alna , S eden. 
18. elilite basalt , Hoh~nstoffeln , Baden , Germany. 
19. elilite mafurite, Kabirenge , Ankole , Uganda. 
20. odlibovite , lodlibov, Bohemia. 
21 . elilite basalt , S'piegel z·iver, Cape Colony. 
22. Ouachitite , Hot Springs , Arkansas, U. S •.• 
23. ~ed.ium-grained turjaite , T"rja , Xola peninsUla , U.S. S.R. 
24. elanite-melteigite, ilo . 30 , Alno, Sweden. 
25. eli l ite-nephelini te, ~apr~ , Uganda . 
26 . JPyroxeni te , !lo . 35 , Alno·, Sweden. 
27. Uncompallgrite, Gunnison county , Col orado, U. S. A. 
28. elilite- leucite- nephelinite , Tigoma crater, T~ganyika . 
29. Jacupirangite melanite- melteigite, ~o . 34 , Alno, Sweden. 
30. l elili te basalt, Howen egg , Baden , Germany. 
31 . ...elilite-nephvlirite , near Alekilek, Hapak, Uganda . 
32. Pyroxenite , Elgon , Uganda. 
33. l elili te baeal t , Borina , Bermuda. 
34. Nenheline- hauynite- alhbite , Fer~ county , Montana , U. S. A. 
35. Pyroxenite , No . 33 , Al.ho , Sweden. 
36. Uephelinite , -~aluzigl;lti rldge, Toro , Uganda . 
37. Biotite- leucitite , Visoke, Belgtian Congo . 
38. lephelinite, Etinde volcano , British Cameroons. 
39. el1lite an.karatrite , ~lgon , Uganda . 
40. Leuci ti te, l~a terusi, JP.lgian Congo . 
41. Melanite micromelteigite , elteig , Uorway. 
42. r~phelin1tic au itite , Elgon, Uganda: 
45. Melilite ankaratrite , D. 1681, Blgon, Uganda. 
44. Melanephel ini te, 1lepak , Uganda . 
45. Uelilite ankaratrite , Endebeas, Elgon, Kenya. 
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46. ~iaeourite ~orphyry , British Columbia . 
47. Arfvedsonite micromelteigite , Kola peninsula , U.S.S . R. 
48. Olivine melanephelinite, Napak , Uganda. 
49. Yelilite-nephelinite , Elgon, Uganda. 
so. Phonolitic etindite , ~gon Uganda . 
51 . Coppaelite , R1et1 , Italy. 
52. !I.el teigi te-porp 3ry, ilno , s .,eden. 
53. Nephelinite, Elgen, Uganda . 
54. Melane~helinite , DGS 924, Elgon , Uganda. 
55. We selite, .f'es~ln, 3ohemia. 
56. Tannbuschi te , Tse.o- shih- e1•, :.i~anchurie. . 
57. Farx·isi te, '.Kj ose , Oslo, Nox•vray. 
58. liephelini te, Ka tzenbuckel , Odenwald. 
Figure 6 . 
1. Carbonatite , Napak , Uga~de. . 
2. Limestone , Sukulu, Uganda. 
3. Beforsite , Iio . 99 , Alno, Sweden. 
4. Alkorthosite-beforsite , No. 98 , Al.no , Sweden. 
5. Strontianite-bearing biotite-beforsite, No . 97, Alno, s eden . 
6. uartz-beforsite , N o. 96 , Alno s eden. 
7. Riebecki.te-beforsite , No. 95 , Alnd . Sweden. 
8 . :Bio ti te-beforsite , No. 91.i , Alna , Sweden. 
9. Quartz-alkorthosite-beforaite , No. 91 , Al.no, Sweden. 
10. Picritic biotite-beforaite , No. 88 .JUiio, sueden. 
11 . Orthosite-beforeite, Snoskar, No . B7 , Alno, s eden . 
12. Biotite-melilite-beforsite , nr,Pottang , No . 85 , _u..n6 , Sweden. 
13. Ortbosite-beforsite , Rasta , ~o. 84, Alli~ Sweden. 
14. ~elanite-nephelinite, No . 61 , Alno, Sweden. 
15. 1'Tephel1Jli te, Etinde volcano, Kamerun. 
16. elc.nite-m1c~omelteigite , Kerimaai, Tanganyika . 
17. Calcitic analcite- tinguaite , No. 59 , Aln¢ , Sweden. 
18. Nephelinite , Omimi , Otago , New Zealand. 
19. Bio ti te- aegirine- f'oya1te 1 Nkalonge , Nyaaaland. 
20. J.elani te- juvite , No. 24 , Al.no , Sweden. 
21 . Foyaite-porphYry , No . 58 , Allio, Sweden. 
22. Foyaite- porpeyry , lio. 57, Alno , Sweden. 
23. Phonolite, Gortex, ~lgon , Uganda . 
2u. Borolanite, Ross-abire , Scotland. 
25. Tinguai te, l~o . 56 , AlnO , Sweden. ~ 
26. Alkorthoaite- bef'orsite , nr . ~ergeaforden, No. 81 , Alno , Sweden 
27. Foyaite- porphyry , No . 55 , Alno , Sweden. 
28. Foyaite- porphyry , No . 54, Alnd , Sweden. 
29. Juvite, Fen district , Uorway. 
30. Average phonolite , Toro, Uganda (average 10 samples . ) 









Biotite bearing aegirine-cancrinite microfoyaite, 
Mauze Hill, Nyasaland. 
Phonolite, Siroko, Elgon, Uganda. 
Nepheline syenite, Serra de Monchique, Portugal. 
Biotite-bearing aegirine-augite foyaite, Mauze Hill, 
Chilwa Series, Nyasaland. 
Biotite-aegirine microfoyaite, Mauze Hill , Nyasaland. 
Aegirite-mica foyaite, Brathagen, Lougendal, Norway. 
























Limestone plug, Sukulu, Uganda. 
Alvikite, No. 114, Alnd, Sweden. 
Crushed bioti te al viki te, No. 112, Aln61~ Sweden. 
Corundum-bearing alkorthosite-biotite =alvikite, No. 106, 
Aln0, Sweden. 
Corundum-bearing alkorthosite-picrite alvikite, No. 105, 
Alna, Sweden. 
Biotite alvikite, No. 103, Alna, Sweden. 
Alvikitic biotite orthosite, No. 101, Alno, Sweden. 
Nephelinite, caldera rim, Elgon, Uganda. 
Covite, Magnet Cove, Arkansas, l'U.S.A. 
Malignite, Kruger alkaline body, British Columbia. 
Cancrinite syenite, Budeda complex, Elgon Uganda. 
Gauteite (type) Muhlorzener forsthaus, Bohemia. 
Felspathic intrusive, Dos village, Nyasaland. 
Arsoite (cinimite) Ischia, Italy. 
Orthoclase rock, 'l'undula Hill, Nyasaland. 
Arsoite(trachyte), Ischia, Italy. 
Pulaskite, Fourche Mountains, Pulaski Co., Arkansas, U.S.A. 
Syenite, Leeufontein, South Africa. 
Fenite, Melteig, Norway. 
Solvsbergite, Salambidwe, Nyasaland. 
Solvsbergite, Salambidwe, Nyasaland. 
Fent te , Fen, .. Norway. 
H9rnblende solvsbergite, Oslo, Norway. 
Solvsbergite, Axum, Abyssinia. 
Trachyte, Bupoto, Elgon, Uganda. 
Soda eyenite, Iron Hill, Colorado, U.S.A. 
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In any consideration of the nature and origin of the carbonatites, it is 
important to realise that the rocks exposed in a particular alkaline complex 
represent only part of the problem to be elucidated. The problem is 
essentially three-dimensional and the types present at various levels within 
the same complex are different, although linked both structurally and 
genetically. 
EXAMPLES OF ALKALINE COMPLEXES ERODED TO 
VARYING DEPTHS 
The following alkaline occurrences exemplify the relation between 
structure and the petrographic types present at different erosion levels: -
Mount Elgon, eastern Uganda (Davies, 1952).-Mount Elgon is a 
volcanic cone, 50 miles in diameter at the base, and stands 10,000 feet 
above the surrounding plain. It is composed predominantly -of 
agglomerates and tuff s, while the most common lavas are nephelinites. 
Also found on Elgon are melilite nephelinites, olivine nephelinites, 
melanephelinites, ankaratrites, tannbuschites, melilite nepheline basalts 
and melilite ankaratrites. Among the minor flows on Elgon there are 
phonolites, trachytes and trachy-andesites. Some plugs, sills and dykes 
of ijolite pegmatite, tinguaite and members of the alnoite-bergalite series 
are present. The Tertiary pre-volcanic sediments as well as the 
nephelinite agglomerates contain numerous fragments of carbonatite 
(Shackleton, 1944). 
N aj>ak, eastern U gmula (King, 1949).-N apak represents the eroded 
remnants of a dominantly agglomeratic volcano similar to Mount Elgon. 
N ephelinite is again the most common lava. Also occurring in the cone 
are melanephelinites, olivine nephelinites, olivine melanephelinites, 
melilite nephelinites and olivine melilite nephelinites. Dykes of alkaline 
lamprophyre and i jolite are found. The original conduit of the volcano 
is now occupied by carbonatite, surrounded by a narrow zone of ijolite. 
Kerimasi, Tanganyika (James, 1956).-Kerimasi is a volcanic pile in 
the Gregory Rift Valley consisting of stratified tuff s and agglomerates 
in which the fragments are mainly nephelinitic. Carbonatite is exposed 
on the crater rim. Thin beds of limestone are found on the slopes of 
the cone and in the eastern sector of the mountain the limestone is fine-
grained and contains numerous angular fragments, up to 2 inches in 
diameter, of crystalline carbonatite. Close to Kerimasi is the active 
volcano Oldonyo Lengai which also produces nephelinitic material, mainly 
as bombs and tuff fragments. During a recent eruption, material 
consisting of calcite and sodium salts was ejected. 
Alno Island, Sweden (von Eckermann, 1948).-The alkaline complex 
of Alno Island is considered by von Eckermann to be part of a volcanic 
diatreme and he classifies the rocks found there as follows : -
1. Calci.te-carbonatitic-s0vites (abyssal) and alvikites (hypabyssal). 
2. Dolomite-carbonatitic-beforsites (hypabyssal). 
2 
3. Alkali-syenitic-juvites, ijolites, malignites, melteigites (abyssal) 
end foyaite porphyrites, tinguaites, nephelinites, melteigite porphyrites 
1,hypabyssal). 
4. U/trabasic-melanite-biotitic: melanite ouachitites (hypabyssal); 
pyroxene-biotitic: ouachitites (hypabyssal); pyroxenitic: pyroxenites, 
jacupirangites (abyssal); peridotitic: kimberlites (hypabyssal); and 
melilitolitic: alnoites (hypabyssal). 
5. The quartz-syenitic and nepheline-syenitic fenite paragenesis. 
The Chilwa Series, Nyasa/and (Dixey et al., 1935).-The Chilwa Series 
comprises a group of vents filled mainly by limestone associated with 
syenites and nepheline syenites. In some cases, agglomerates, felspathic 
intrusives and breccias are present in the vents. The presence of 
nephelinite, olivine nephelinite, ijolite, phonolite, tinguaite, solvsbergite, 
foyaite, trachyte, orthoclase rock and dolerite has been recorded. 
Spitskop, Sekukuniland, South Africa (Strauss and Truter, 1951).-
The following rock types are recorded as surrounding the carbonatite at 
Spitskop: red and white umptekites; fayalite diorite and theralite; ijolite, 
urtite and melteigite; jacupirangite; nephelinised biotite pyroxenite; and 
foyaite. The conesheets of foyaite arise from a point directly below the 
central carbonatite, and erosion of the complex to a lower level would 
probably reveal an alkaline complex centred by foyaite. Of late formation 
are syenitic conesheets and two small plugs of aphanitic, amygdaloidal 
soda basalt. 
The Foyaite-gabbro association.-The occurrence of gabbro, nepheline 
gabbro and diabase is frequently recorded in complexes centred by 
nepheline-syenite and syenite, and rather less frequently in complexes 
centred by carbonatite. In the former group may be mentioned the 
Messum (Korn and Martin, 1954, and Mathias, 1956) and Okonjeje 
(Simpson, 1954) complexes of South West Africa, the Mount Dromedary 
complex of .New South Wales (Larsen, 1942) and the Chibina tundra 
area, Kola. In the second group are Iron Hill, Colorado, and Spitskop, 
Sekukuniland, South Africa. 
An important consideration in any attempt to discover the origin of these 
rocks is the structural environment in which they occur. It is clear that 
they are associated with volcanic activity and can usually be related to 
specific centres. Regionally the centres have a linear distribution and occur 
along the more stable inter-rift blocks. 
Mount Elgon, which is the youngest of the centres in Uganda, is a 
volcano of the central type, possessing the remnants of a caldera and some 
evidence of caldera collapse. Both Mount Elgon and Napak have pre-
volcanic sediments below the agglomerate cone and Napak is situated on 
a conspicuous dome, 10 miles in diameter, which was formed prior to 
eruption. The el•!vation of this dome caused the rapid erosion of the 
central portion of the raised area, resulting in the peripheral accumulation 
of coarse sediments. The doming suggests the emplacement of a tabular 
body at no great depth, immediately prior to the drilling of the diatreme. 
3 
In lhis connection 1t 1s interesting to note that the alkaline complexes at 
Assynt and Mount Dromedary are thought to be in the form of laccoliths, 
while in the Ice River complex, Alberta, both stock and laccolith are present 
(Larsen, 1942). Ring and radial faulting associated with the late stage 
caldera collapse and carbonatite emplacement are found in most complexes. 
An alkaline complex, therefore, in which carbonatite has played a genetic 
role may, depending upon the degree of erosion, be represented as an 
Elgon type volcano, a ring complex centred by carbonatite, a ring complex 
centred by nepheline syenite or trachytic rocks (with or without surround-
ing gabbroic rocks), or a layered laccolithic complex. 
PETROGENESIS 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF 1JOLITIC TYPES 
N. L. Bowen (1928) has shown that when a mineral crystallises from 
a magmatic liquid, it may be either segregated or at a later time react 
with the rer.idual liquid to form another mineral in a reaction series. The 
permanent withdrawal of a mineral causes a relative increase or decrease 
in the percentage of any particular oxide in the residua) magma depending 
on whether the mineral contains less or more of that oxide than the parent 
magma. If olivine, which possesses a lower percentage of silica than the 
parent magma, is segregated, there is an enrichment in silica in the residual 
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The nature of the re~idua l magma during the crystallisation of olivine, 
pyroxene and plagioclase from basaltic liquid, depends primarily on the 
degree of permanent segregation or fractionation of the molecules involved 
in the crystallisation. T hese trends are illustrated in figures 1, 2 and 3. 
The three variation diagrams represent the extreme cases and indicate that 
nepheline-bearing rocks may be produced through the segregation of 
pyroxenes from a nonnal alkali basalt magma (fig. 2) and that other 
felspathoidal types could result from the segregation of calcic plagioclase 
(fig. 3). Where olivine is segregated early, this desilicatory trend is 
prejudiced (fig. 1). 
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F1ounE 2. V11riation diagram illustrating the desilication produced by the removal of 
pyroxenes from normnl alkali basalt magma. Average analyses after 
Nockolds (1954). 
Although both early pyroxenes and early plagioclases are normally rich 
in lime, the percent;ige of this oxide in these minerals is not notably greater 
than that in basaltic magma. Consequently the loss of lime to the residual 
liquid is not very great in either case. 
Very little soda or potash is removed during the crystallisation of pyroxene 
and there is a steady relative increase in alkalies in the residual liquid 
<luring the course of segregation. The plagioclases which are segregated 
to form anorthosites, contain an appreciable amount of soda and practically 
no potash and, as a result, there is a significant relative increase of the 
latter oxide in the residual liquid. This is important since in the desiJicated 
milieu achieved by the removal of calcic plagioclase, leucite is able to form. 
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F1CURE 3. Variation diagram showing the trend of differentiation resulting from the 
removal of calcic plagioclnse from a normal alkali basalt magma. Average 
analyses after Nockolds ( 1954). 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MELJLlTE ROCKS 
Although nephelinites predominate in the lava flows of Mount Elgon, 
rocks containing melilite are also found. During the crystallisation of 
nepheli ne in a oephelinitic (ijolitic) magma, silica, alumina, soda and some 
potash are subtracted from the liquid. In most complexes of this type, 
rocks suggesting the segregation of nepheline are present. The urtites are 
thought to be members of this group. 
Figure 4 shows very clearly the trend of the residual liquid when 
nepheline is segregated from an ijolitic magma. Since the silica percentage 
of nepheline exceeds that of most ijolites, further desilication is caused . 
At the same time there is a marked relative increase in those oxides not 
involved in this crystallisation, i.e. calcium, magnesium, titanium, iron and 
phosphorus. M inor constituents such as chromium and barium become 
progressively more significant. 
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F1CL1RE 4. Variation diagram illustrating the desilication caused by the segregation of 
nepheline from an ijolite magma. Average analyses after Nockolds (1954). 
Nepheline from ijolite, Iiwaarn, Finland. (Johannsen, 1938). 
T he desilication resulting from the segregation of nepheline combined 
with the relative increase of lime in the residuum results in the formation 
of a series of lime silicates which require progressively less silica. T his 
produces a series of minerals of decreasing Si02: CaO ratio: -
Melilite l-13 : 1 
Melanite 1'10 : l 
Iiwaarite 0·80: 1 
Calcite 0·00: 1 
At the same time, titan if erous augite, perovskite, apatite and titaniferous 
iron ore are formed and the resulting rocks form the nephelinite-melilite 
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FtCURE S. Diagram showing the trends of differentiation originating from nephelinitic 
magma. The rocks indicated by numbers on the diagram are listed in the 
appt>ndix, p. 29. 
The subtraction of nepheline from an ijolitic magma causes enrichment 
in lime, iron and magnesia in a silica-poor residuum, and leads to the 
formation of olivines, initially ferro-magnesian and later the lime-magnesian 
olivine, mon6cellite. Segregation of these olivines effects the establish-
ment of two further series, i.e. those rocks containing excess olivine (and 
pyroxene), the nephelinitc-mclanephelinite-ankaratrite-uncompahgrite series 
(C- D, fig. 5), and the residual rocks, the alnoite-bergalite series (E- F, 
fig. 5). The more extreme members of these groups contain melilite, 
melanite, calcite and monticellite. The crystaJlisation of monticellite is 
thus the result of extreme desilication together with relative lime and 
magnesia enrichment. Closely related to these rocks and also the result 
of desilication and relative enrichment in iron, titanium, chrome and 
vanadium, are the jacupirangites. Chemically the kimberlites belong to 
this series. The residual series is characterised by the presence of 
perovskite, chromite and barite. 
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It is possible that some of the alvikitic and beforsitic alnoites, which 
appear to be th e end members of this series, result from the squeezing out 
of the residual interstitial fluid. It is likely that these rocks grade in depth 
into normal alnoites. 
THE ORIGI N OF THE CARBONATITES 
The main trend of differen tiation described so far has been towards a 
desilicated residuum. This, however, is not the only process operating in 
volcanoes of Elgon type, since phonolites and, more rarely, trachytes have 
at various times appeared amongst the lavas of Mount Elgon. The deep-
seated equivalents of these rocks frequently occupy the conduits of ancient 
volcanoes. It is therefore necessary to consider by what mechanism a 
volcano producing nephelinitic types could evolve a phonolitic differentiate. 
IO 15 20 
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FtGURE 6. The beforsite-nephelinite-foyaite aeries. The rocks indicated by numbers 
on the diagram are listed in the appendix, p. 30. 
The solution to the problem lies in the chemical nature of nephelinitic 
magma, which is capable of djvision into two portions. Depending upon 
the P-T-X conditions at the time of fractionation, these portions are either 
beforsite (magnesian carbonatite) and phonolite or alvilcite (calcitic carbon-
atite) and trachyte. This statement is substantiated in the first instance 
by the chemical variation diagrams (figs. 6 and 7) which depict the 
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beforsite-nephelinite-phonolite (foyaite) series and the alvikite-nephelinite-
trachyte series respectively. The members of these series bear a straight-
line1 genetic relationship to each other. H olmes (19301 page 446) states 
that " the fact that even with three analyses a straight-line diagram is 
achieved indicates that the rocks concerned are related in an unusually 
simple way>'. Figure 6 is constructed from 38 and figure 7 from 26 analyses. 
These two va riation diagrams strongly contest the suggestion that afkaline 
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F IGURE 7. The a,lvikitc-nephelinite-trachyte series. The rocks indicated by numbers 
on the diagram 3re listed in the nppendix, p. JO. 
Arithmetical proof can be adduced that nephelinite magma is capable 
of division into either beforsite and phonolite or iron-rich alvikite and 
trachyte magmas. In table 1, typical Uganda rocks are considered. 
Columns l and 2 show tbat, in the differentiation from nephelinite to 
phonolite magma, there is a marked decrease in iron, magnesia and lime 
and a relative increase in silica, alumina and alkalis. Similarly, in the 
differentiation from nephelinite to trachyte there is a significant loss of iron, 
magnesia and lime and a corresponding increase in silica, alumina and 
alkalis. The material lost, therefore, in the differentiation from nephelinite 
magma to either phonolite or trachyte is, in fact, the main substance of the 
carbonatites, namely, lime, iron and magnesia. The oxides showing a 
relati ve increase are precisely those in which the phonolites and trachytes 
are always enriched, that is silica, alumina and alkalis, mainly potash. 
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T.uJI:E 1.-CHEMTCAL LOSSES AND GAINS INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
PHONOLITES AND TRACHYTl!S FROM NEPHELINITIC MAGMA. 
Si01 
Al ,O, .. 
Fe,O • . . 
FcO .. 
MgO .. 
CaO . . 
Na10 . . 
KtO . . 
H,O+ } 
H,O-
co, . . 
TiO, .. 




1 2 3 4 
.. 43 · 59 48 ·04 .., .4.45 64·30 
.. 15·07 19·56 .,.4.49 19·48 
.. 6·96 4 · 11 - 2·85 0· 19 
. . 4 · 54 3 ·64 - 0 ·90 0·21 
. . 3·51 1 ·44 -2·07 0 · 13 
. . 10 · 53 5·09 - 5 ·44 0·32 .. 6 ·03 6 ·48 + 0 ·45 6·40 
.. 3·87 6 ·52 +2·65 7 ·72 
.. 2·57 3·75 . . 0 · 76 
. . - - .. 0 · 09 
. . 2·71 t · 41 - 1 ·30 0·48 
.. 0·62 0· 17 .. 0· 18 . . 0·25 0· 10 -0·15 0·02 
' . - - I• . . 0·03 
.. 100•25 100- 31 100-31 
1. Elgon nephclinite. Analyst- N. Sahlbom. (Davies, 1952). 
2. Elgon phonolite. Analrst-N. Sah\bom. (Davies, 1952). 
3. Difference between I and 2. 
4. Elgon trachyte. Analyst- D. C. King. (Davies, 1952). 
S. Difference between 1 and 4. 
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Considering the actual ratios of lime to iron to magnesia in columns 
3 and 5, it is seen that in the first case lime predominates, while in the 
second, iron is of almost equal importance to lime. It should also be noted 
that the total loss or gain in column 5 greatly exceeds that in column 3. 
The differentiation producing the trachytes may therefore be considered 
to be more vigorous than that resulting in the production of phonolites. 
The following two empirical ratios have been arrived at: -
N epheliiiite = 4 parts phonolite + I part bef orsi.te. 
Nephelinite= 3 parts trachyte + 2 parts ankeritic al.vikite. 
An illustration of the nephelinite-beforsite-phonolite fractionation is given 
in table 2. A phonolite and a beforsitc from the same petrographic province 
have been added in the ratio of 4: l, with the result shown in column 3. 
In column 4 the carbon dioxide has been removed and the remainder 
recalculated to 100 per cent. The result is ijolitic in type and is similar 
in composition to the Uganda nephelinites, which are given for comparison 
in columns 5 aod 6. 
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TABLE 2.-CHEMJCAL COMPOSITION OF TYPICAL UGANDA NEPHELINITES COMPARED 



















1 I 2 3 4 5 6 
48·04 0·85 38·60 42·37 42·97 43·59 
19·56 - 15·65 17·18 21 ·10 15·07 
4·11 } 8·44 } 7·89 }8·66 6·45 
6·96 
3·64 4·14 4·54 
1 ·44 15·82 4·32 474t '"''t11·10 3 51} 5·09 31·30 10·33 11·3  16·08 8·45 10· 3 14 ·04 6·48 - 5· 18 5·69 11·42 4·92 6·80 6·03 10·90 
6·52 - 5·22 5·73 1·88 3·87 
3·75 } 2·05 }2·26 5·27 }2·57 0·65 
- 43·51 8·70 0·07 -
1 ·41 1·13 1·24 0·55 2·71 
0·17 0·43 0·65 0·71 1·11 0·62 
0·10 0·02 0·08 0·09 0·22 0·25 
- - - - 0·05 -
- - - 0·05 -
- - - - 0·01 -
100·31 100·37 99·80 100·01 100·54 100·25 
1. Elgon phonolite. Analyst-N. Sahlbom. (Davies, 1952). 
2. Napak beforsite. Analyst-B. C. King. (King, 1949). 
3. 1 added to 2 in the ratio of 4 : 1. 
4. 3 recalculated to 100% after deduction of C01• 
S. Napak nephelinite. Analyst-B. C. King. (King, 1949). 
6. Elgon nephelinite. Analyst-N. Sahlbom. (Davies, 1952). 
The differentiation of nephelinite magma to alvikite and trachyte cannot 
be illustrated with local examples owing to the lack of analyses of sideritic 
alvikites from Uganda. Adequate evidence is, however, available from the 
Nyasaland occurrences where trachytes and f elspathic breccias of trachytic 
composition are accompanied by carbonates of iron, manganese, lime and 
magnesia. Iron and manganese often occur in sufficient quantity to warrant 
investigation as a source of these metals (Dixey et al., 1935). 
Confirmatory evidence is also to be found in western Kenya in the 
Kavirondo Rift Valley where a sequence of nephelinites, phonolites and 
trachytes is found in association with tuffs and agglomerates. The 
pyroclastic sediments include coarse pyroxenic tuffs and agglomerates 
containing nephelinite and angular carbonatite fragments. Bedded lime-
stones consisting of finely comminuted carbonatite are ubiquitous. It is 
of particular importance to note that the vents in this province produced 
augite-rich nephelinites, nepheline basalt, olivine basalt, tephrite and 
melilite-bearing types in addition to nephelinites, phonolites, trachytes and 
carbonatites (Shackleton, 1951 ). 
Figure 6 shows that there is a marked linear arrangement in the beforsite-
nephelinite-phonolite (foyaite) series, and this diagram is considered to 
demonstrate the direct genetic relationship of the members of this series. 
Figure 7 shows that the members of the alvikite-nephelinite-trachyte series 
are related in a similarly direct and genetic fashion. The precise reason 
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THE MECHANISM OF CARBONATITE FORMATION 
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The carbonates were thus concentrated at the top of the magma column, 
where, owing to continued adiabatic cooling, they congealed. Also occluded 
within the carbonate mass were particles of the discrete oxides of the 
magma, which then crystallised in their simplest form. The minerals in 
the following list which are formed in the carbonatite during explosive 
episodes occur at Sukulu, Alno, Iron Hill and Napak: -
Calcite CaC03 Sukulu .. Iron Hill Alno 
Dolomite .. .. MgC03 . . Sukulu .. Iron Hill Alno 
Siderite FeCO, Sukulu .. Napak AI no 
Ankerite (2Caco. ;MgC03 ;FeCO,) Iron Hill 
Strontianite Srco. .. AI no 
Witherite BaC03 Alno 
Carbon dioxide (hubbies in calcite) Sukulu Alno 
Quartz SiO, .. Sukulu Iron Hill Alno 
Corundum Al10 3 Alno 
Anatase TiO, .. Sukulu .. Iron Hill Alno 
Pyrolusite .. MnO, (after hrookite) .. Sukulu .. Alno 
Baddeleyite zr0 •.. Sukulu 
Microlites .. Unidentified Sukulu .. Alno 
Fluorite CaF1 •• Sukulu .. .. Alno 
Barytes BaSO, Sukulu .. Alno 
Pvrite FeS .. Sukulu .. AI no 
Galena PhS .. Alno 
The minerals listed represent the simplest possible molecules of the 
particular substances. Probably the most significant mineral is quartz, 
which is seen as tiny crystals set in the carbonate. Had sufficient time been 
available for reaction, calc-silicates would undoubtedly have been formed. 
During the examination of the Sukulu soil deposit, the ubiquity of these 
quartz crystals provided a constant puzzle. 
Minute bubbles of carbon dioxide have been detected within the calcite 
at Alno and Sukulu. This demonstrates not only the abundance of this 
gas available in the magma, but also the rapidity with which the calcite was 
formed. The presence of excess carbon dioxide, which is most common 
in the fine-grained central portions of the complex, is thought to be the 
reason for the rapid weathering of the centres at Sukulu. In each of the 
three centres there, the later sheets form a ring of hills almost enclosing 
a soil-filled valley. 
The presence of tiny microlites also testifies to the rapid formation of 
the carbonate. It is evident that the crystallisation of complex silicates 
was unable to keep pace with the growth of the carbonates. Von Eckermann 
(1948, page 73) describing the sovite from the "central cone" at Alna 
writes : "It is very fine-grained, reminding almost of a chilled margin rock. 
The only other minerals present are apatite and tiny microlites which could 
not be determined. Judging from the analysis, the calcite contains some 
carbonate of magnesia, iron, barium and strontium." 
Structural evidence indicates that the carbonatites were emplaced in the 
condition of a plastic mush and the collection and transport of the minerals 
of the carbonatite are thought to have been effected by some mechanism 
such as fluidisation. The formation of the carbonates in frothing gas 
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streams would ensure their flotation and transportation to the top of the 
magma chamber and at least part of the way up the conduit. As seen 
earlier, the removal of these carbonates from an ijolitic magma would leave 
a phonolitic or trachytic residual magma to follow them up the conduit. 
During the growth of the volcanic cone it is clear that sufficient pressure 
remained in the system to eject the carbonate as bombs or fragments, leaving 
a phonolitic or trachytic lava to well up into the caldera. 
The final stage of the extrusive phase in volcanoes of Elgon type was 
the emplacement, within the vent, of the carbonatite body. When the 
system lacked sufficient explosive force to remove the obstruction, the 
extrusive phase was effectively terminated. At this stage there was trapped 
within the system a phonolitic (or trachytic} magma which was capable 
of plutonic crystallisation, and fairly coarse-grained nepheline syenites and 
syenites were formed beneath the carbonate capping. At the same time, 
continued pressure was exerted upon the base of the obstruction, but it 
was not sufficient to remove the carbonate body. This pressure, together 
with heat recuperation within the system after the closure of the vent, 
caused the partial melting of the lower portion of the carbonate body, and 
its injection in the form of conesheets, collar sheets and dykes around the 
central plug and into the wall rocks. 
The congealing of the carbonatite led to the trapping of the residual 
liquid in a sealed system, so that plutonic conditions of cooling came into 
operation. An important consideration is the amount of water trapped 
in the system. In the system C02-H20-K20-Si02, investigated by 
Morey and Fleischer (194-0) the percentage of C02 in the vapour decreases 
as the partial pressure of H 20 increases, and the amount of water in the 
liquid phase increases linearly. In the closed system one would, therefore, 
expect to find an increasing development of the amphiboles and mica. 
As the crystallisation of coarse-grained types continued, there was a 
progressive relative concentration of other hyperfusibles and the formation 
of considerable bodies of apatite and phlogopite in and around the base 
of the carbonates. Niobium, zirconium, yttrium and cerium entered the 
carbonatites, together with phosphorus and iron. The growth of pyrochlore 
was accompanied by that of asbestiform amphiboles. The hydrous condi-
tions also encouraged the precipitation of large quantities of magnetite. 
In the field nearly all carbonatites are seen to contain dykes and bodies 
of sovite breccias and these indicate that periodically the pressure beneath 
the plug was sufficient to break through locally. These fissures were, 
however, rapidly healed by the crystallisation of further carbonate. It is 
interesting to note that the rocks containing the greatest amounts of 
pyrochlore are the sovite breccias and late tangential dykes. In some cases, 
as at Chilwa, the temporary breaks in the carbonate cap caused the 
emplacement of felspathic breccias (chemically trachytes). At Sukulu, 
tinguaites are the only silicate rocks cutting the carbonatites. 
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Another effect of the trapping of the residual magma was the formation 
of wollastonite in the carbonate. V. M. Goldschmidt (1954) has worked out 
the stability curve of calcium carbonate and silica and has established that 
the reversible reaction : 
CaC03 +Si02 (-) CaSiOa (wollastonite)+C02 
moves to the right above 500"C. under moderate pressure. The presence 
of wollastonite in some of the carbonate rocks suggests that the sovites at 
the base of the plug were sufficiently reheated for the quartz and calcium 
carbonate to react. 
It was at this stage that a marked metasomatic aureole was established 
around the pipe. Two major types of fenite can be distinguished, firstly 
those surrounding the nepheline syenite or syenite, and secondly, those 
close to the carbonate. The main effect near syenites was the introduction 
into the wall rock of amphiboles as well as some soda metasomatism. It 
should be noted here that many of the rocks called "f enite" by von 
Eckermann are, in fact, genetically related members of the magmatic series, 
and the term should, consequently, be restricted to include only those 
contact rocks which show marked aberration when plotted on the variation 
diagram. The fenites surrounding the carbonate body are considered to 
be the result of physical admixture of fragments of wall rock under such 
conditions of temperature and pressure that new minerals were able to form 
in equilibrium with the relatively reduced silica percentage, and members 
of the sovite-silicate series appear to have been derived in this manner. 
In the Tororo complex (eastern Uganda), this type of fenitisation is clearly 
seen and brecciation of the granitic wall rock and digestion of the fragments 
by the engulfing sovites took place around the carbonate body. Outside 
this zone, the granitic wall rocks have yielded some of their silica to the 
carbonatite and grade from quartz syenites to syenites. 
Reaction between the sovite and the wall rocks was very much more 
marked in the lower parts of the carbonate plug, owing to the greater 
temperature, pressure and concentration of hyperfusibles at the top of the 
crystallising magmatic body. In this region very large amounts of diopsidic 
pyroxene, often coarsely crystalline, were formed in conjunction with 
apatite, magnetite and biotite. In the formation of the diopside, the lime 
and magnesia were supplied by the s0vites and the silica obtained by 
reaction with the wall rock. 
The closing phase in volcanoes of Elgon type appears to have been the 
telescopic subsidence of the central portion of the complex. This involved 
the collapse of the caldera, conspicuous ring faulting in the hypabyssal 
portion and the sagging of the laccolithic rocks, together with their con-
sequent acquisition of centripetal dip. The latest rocks emplaced were 
essentially basic in character and crystallised as gabbros. 
In those episodes where no carbonatite was formed, the nephelinitic 
magma congealed in the upper part of the conduit and the remainder 
crystallised as ijolite. 
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THE SOURCE OF CARBON DIOXIDE 
In considering the source of carbon dioxide in these complexes it is 
important to realise that the total amount of this gas required for the 
formation of carbonatite is not very large. In the differentiation described 
here, segregation of pyroxene and plagioclase leaves a desilicated residual 
magma relatively enriched in hyperfusibles. Table 2 shows that this 
nephelinitic magma may divide into four parts of phonolite and one part 
of carbonatite. Of this fifth portion of the residual magma considerably 
less than half is carbon dioxide. During their formation, the carbonatites 
drew not only upon the carbon dioxide in the magma in their immediate 
vicinity, but also upon carbon dioxide bubbles arising from great depth 
in the magma column. 
It is clear that volcanoes of Elgon type depend for their activity upon 
the concentration of hyperf usibles in the upper parts of the system and 
as soon as the supply is exhausted the system seals itself and any further 
rocks entering the hypabyssal area crystallise as normal dolerites, gabbros 
or their derivatives. 
A simple analogy is seen in the opening of a soda water bottle. Should 
the crown cork be removed rapidly, the gas is spontaneously released from 
solullton and the bubbles carry with them a considerable portion of the 
contents of the bottle. When the cork is removed slowly and the pressure 
released gradually, most of the gas remains dissolved in the liquid. This 
appears to be the main difference between oceanic volcanoes and those on 
continental masses. The development of alkaline types is not controlled 
by the constitution of the surrounding crust, but by the structural environ-
ment in which they are evolved. 
The total amount of carbon dioxide in volcanoes of Elgon type is thus 
probably no greater than that normally found in basaltic magmas, though 
the type of differentiation and the crustal structures causing it tend to 
concentrate the hyperfusibles. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In eastern Uganda there is little evidence that alkaline types have been 
formed by the mechanism suggested by Daly and Shand. The high-
tensioned, low-temperature, potassic-carbonate liquid suggested by von 
Eckermann (1948) as the original magmatic melt producing the rocks of 
Alno District, could not also produce the vast volume of soda-rich rocks 
of the volcanic cone. 
The following sequence of events is suggested to explain both the 
structural and petrological relations observed in the field : -
1. The first stage was the injection on a regional scale of normal alkali 
basalt magma into sialic material. In cases where the magma was 
ernplaced in relatively unstable, tensional areas, sills and dykes were the 
dominant forms. In their progress into the upper sialic layers, loss, by 
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gravitational means, of olivine, led to the development of more acidic 
differentiates. Where this basaltic magma was emplaced in relatively 
stable inter-rift blocks, no such ready means of escape was available, 
and great pressures were built up, enabling the penetration into higher 
sialic zones. 
2. As this high-tensioned magma approached the surface and the 
pressure within the magma more nearly equalled that of the super-
encumbent rocks, a tabular body was formed and an equivalent doming 
produced at the surface. This relatively rapid elevation of the land 
surface caused the radial erosion of the uplifted area, with resultant 
accumulation of coarse sediments at the periphery of the dome. 
3. The up-doming of the country rock and the continued magmatic 
pressures resulted in the drilling of a central diatreme through which 
the magmatic products could pass. At this stage, the gravitational 
segregation of pyroxene and to some extent plagioclase commenced in 
the magma chamber. 
4. Adiabatic chilling of the lava passing through the conduit and 
chilling near the mouth of the vent caused by the escape and rapid 
expansion of magmatic gases, resulted in solidification of the top of the 
lava column, temporarily inhibiting surface activity. 
5. Regeneration of pressure brecciated the solidified plug with the 
formation of tuff s and agglomerates. Small lava flows followed the 
brecciation in some cases, but generally the material in the mouth of the 
vent was rapidly cooled and solidified. The repetition of this cycle, 
often with relatively long pauses, resulted in the building of a large 
agglomerate cone with subsidiary intercalated lava flows. In the magma 
chamber, an increasing thickness of gravitationally segregated minerals 
was accumulated. 
6. In some cases, the rapid and prolonged escape of magmatic gases 
from the magma chamber during paroxysmal eruptions rapidly reduced 
the temperature of the system. This release of pressure caused not only 
the drastic reduction of temperature due to gas expansion, but also the 
escape from solution of dissolved carbon dioxide. This resulted in the 
formation of carbonates and minerals of simple molecular structure as 
well as their transportation in frothing gas streams to the top of the 
magma chamber and up the conduit. This material, which was of 
carbonatitic composition, was subjected during its ascent to continued 
adiabatic chilling and reached a final position near the mouth of the 
vent as a relatively solid body. 
7. In cases where loss of temperature and pressure were of a 
temporary nature, the lower portion of the obstructing carbonate body 
was remelted and the upper portion brecciated and ejected as kalkbomben. 
In the agglomerates of Mount Elgon, some very large fragments of 
carbonatite have been found. 
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8. During waning actlv1ty, pressures within the system became too 
low to remove the carbonate body and it remained as an obstruction 
within the vent, effectively terminating the major extrusive phase. The 
residual liquid, of phonolitic or trachytic composition, was then trapped 
within a sealed system and "plutonic" conditions of crystallisation came 
into operation. At Sukulu, the only silicate rocks penetrating the 
carbonatite are tinguaites. 
9. Continued pressure within the system, while unable to remove 
the carbonate body, nevertheless exerted considerable pressure upon its 
base. This pressure, together with the heat provided by the trapped 
magma, caused partial remelting of the lower carbonates and their 
emplacement around the side of the body and as cone and collar sheets 
penetrating the wall rocks. The effect of these movements on the 
crystallising magma beneath the plug was the introduction of character-
istic fluidal textures in the foyaites and trachytes. 
10. At this stage in the development of the hypabyssal complex, very 
considerable changes appeared in the wall rocks and in the lower portions 
of the carbonatite plug. The rapid sealing of the system by the with-
drawal of carbonatites caused the trapping in the system of a considerable 
amount of the hyperf usible constituents. The course of crystallisation 
of the magma trapped below the plug assisted the late stage concentration 
of hyperfusible constituents and of those elements usually appearing in 
traces in the magma. Calcium-loving elements such as niobium, 
zirconium, phosphorus, fluorine, titanium and rare earths of the yttrium 
and cerium groups entered the carbonatites. Under these hydrous 
conditions, too, the increased oxidation ratio caused the precipitation 
of late iron ores, particularly magnetite. The development of hydrous 
minerals, mainly biotite, phlogopite and amphibole, in and around the 
carbonate body was particularly marked at this stage, and gave rise to 
deposits of vermiculite. Reaction between the carbonatite and the wall 
rocks resulted in the production of large bodies of diopside rock and 
these, together with the vermiculites, apatites and iron ores, make up 
the characteristic mineral assembly almost invariably found surrounding 
sovite plugs. It is stressed that metasomatic exchange and replacement 
at this time was very extensive and introduced amphiboles are frequently 
found several miles from the occurrence. 
11. In most complexes so far investigated, late stage ring-subsidence 
has caused the collapse of the caldera and the partial destruction of the 
volcanic cone. 
12. Any further basaltic material passing into the complex after the 
collapse of the system, was emplaced into such parts of the complex 
as offered least resistance, and crystallised as dolerites or gabbros in the 
closed system. 
Strauss and Truter (1951) have pointed out the similarity between the 
anorthosite and magnetite-rich bands in the pyroxenite at Spitskop and 
those in the Bushveld Igneous Complex. The similarity between the 
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chrome-rich zones in the Bushveld Complex and the generally chrome-
rich paragenesis of Alno Island is significant. The rocks of the Bushveld 
Igneous Complex are also notably rich in calcite. It is suggested, therefore, 
that complexes similar in type to the Bushveld Igneous Complex might 
be genetically related at the surface to multiple outbursts of Elgon type. 
The sodic and potassic rocks of western Uganda followed a similar 
pattern of differentiation. The structural environment was, however, 
somewhat different and the outbursts manifested themselves not so much 
as vast volcanoes of the central type, but as smaller and more numerous 
centres scattered over a wide area. Of particular interest is the develop-
ment, at the fumerolic stage, of swarms of explosion craters. It is thought 
probable that crystallisation of sodium chloride, sodium sulphate, sodium 
bicarbonate, potassium sulphate, calcium sulphate and some calcium 
carbonate has resulted from the explosive release and frothing of late-stage 
fumerolic gases through the residual magma. In western Uganda, 
numerous small craters occupied by saline lakes, constitute an important 
source of these salts. 
It has been seen that complexes of apparently widely differing rock 
assemblages would be revealed by erosion to varying levels within the same 
complex and it is considered that the processes mentioned earlier are capable 
of producing the rock types found in most alkaline complexes in the East, 
Central and South African zone. 
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APPENDIX 
DESCRIPTION OF ROCKS INDICATED BY NUMBERS ON 
FIGURES S, 6 AND 7 
Figure 5: 
I. Beforsitic alnoite, No. 63, Alni:i, Sweden. 
2. Alvikitic alnoite, No. 64, Alno, Sweden. 
3. Kimberlitic melanite ouachitite, No. 80, Alni:i, Sweden. 
4. Alvikitic alni:iite, No. 65, Alno, Sweden. 
5. Alnoite, No. 68, Alno, Sweden. 
6. Porphyritic alnoite, No. 70, Alno, Sweden. 
7. Alnoite, No. 71, Alno, Sweden. 
8. Alvikitic alnoite, Alno, Sweden. 
9. Alvikitic alnoite, No. 72, Alni:i, Sweden. 
10. Alnoite porphyrite, No, 74, Alno, Sweden. 
11. Ve.scite, Vesec, Bohemia. 
12. Jacupirangite, No. 38, Alno, Sweden. 
13. Turjaite, Turja, Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. 
14. Melilite-biotite rock, Isle Cadieux, Quebec, Canada. 
15. Katungite, Chamakumba crater, Ankole, Uganda. 
16. Bergalite, Elgon, Uganda. 
17. Melanite jacupirangite, No. 37, Alno, Sweden. 
18. Melilite basalt, Hohenstoffeln, Baden, Germany. 
19. Melilite mafurite, Kabirenge, Ankole, Uganda. 
20. Modlibovite, Modlibov, Bohemia. 
21. Melilite basalt, Spiegel River, Cape Colony. 
22. Ouachitite, Hot Springs, Arkansas, U.S.A. 
23. Medium-grained turjaite, Turja, Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. 
24. Melanite melteigite, No. 30, Alno, Sweden. 
25. Melilite nephelinite, Napak, Uganda. 
26. Pyroxenite, No. 35, Alno, Sweden. 
27. Uncompahgrite, Gunnison County, Colorado, U.S.A. 
28. Melilite-leucite nephelinite, Ngoma crater, Tanganyika. 
29. Jacupirangitic melanite melteigite, No. 34, Alno, Sweden. 
30. Melilite basalt, Howenegg, Baden, Germany. 
31. Melilite nephelinite, near Alekilek, Napak, Uganda. 
32. Pyroxenite, Elgon, Uganda. 
33. Melilite basalt, Boring, Bermuda. 
34. Nepheline-hauynite alnoite, Fergus County, Montana, U.S.A. 
35. Pyroxenite, No. 33, Alno, Sweden. 
36. Nephelinite, Naluziguti ridge, Toro, Uganda. 
37. Biotite leucitite, Visoke, Belgian Congo. 
38. Nephelinite, Etinde volcano, British Cameroons. 
39. Melilite ankaratrite, Elgon, Uganda. 
40. Leucitite, Katerusi, Belgian Congo. 
41. Melanite micromelteigite, Melteig, Norway. 
42. Nephelinitic augitite, Elgon, Uganda. 
43. Melilite ankaratrite, D.1681, Elgon, Uganda. 
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44. Melanephelinite, Napak, Uganda. 
45. Melilite ankaratrite, Endebess, Elgon, Kenya. 
•o. Missourite porphyry, British Columbia. 
1-7. Arfvedsonite micromelteigite, Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. 
"!"8. Olivine melanephelinite, Napak, Uganda. 
49. Melilite nephelinite, Elgon, Uganda. 
SO. Phonolitic etindite, Elgon, Uganda. 
SL Coppaelite, Rieti, Italy. 
52. Melteigite poriphyry, Alno, Sweden. 
53. Nephetinite, Elgon, Uganda. 
54. Melanephelinite, DGS.924, Elgon, Uganda. 
SS. Wesselite, Wessln, Bohemia. 
56. Tannbuschite, Tsao-shih-er, Manchuria. 
57. Farrisite, Kjose, Oslo, Norway. 
58. Nephelinite, Katzenbuckel, Odenwald, Germany 
Figure 6: 
l. Carbonatite, Napak, Uganda. 
2. Limestone, Sukulu, Uganda. 
3. Beforsite, No. 99, Alno, Sweden. 
4. Alkorthosite beforsite, No. 98, Alno, Sweden. 
S. Strontianite-bearing biotite beforsite, No. 97, Alno, Sweden. 
6. Quartz beforsite, No, 96, Alno, Sweden. 
7. Riebeckite beforsite, No. 95, Alno, Sweden. 
8, Biotite beforsite, No. 95, Alno, Sweden. 
9. Quartz-alkorthosite beforsite, No. 91, Alno, Sweden. 
10. Picritic biotite beforsite, No. 88, Alno, Sweden. 
11. Orthosite beforsite, Snoskiir, No. 87, Alno, Sweden. 
12. Biotite-melilite beforsite, nr. Pottang, No. 85, Ainu, Sweden. 
13. Orthosite beforsite, Rasta, No. 84, Alno, Sweden. 
14. Melanite nephelinite, No. 61, Alno, Sweden. 
15. Nephelinite, Etinde volcano, British Cameroons. 
16. Melanite micromelteigite, Kerimasi, Tanganyika. 
17. Calcitic analcite tinguaite, No. 59, Alno, Sweden. 
18. Nephelinite, Omimi, Otago, New Zealand. 
19. Biotite-aegirine foyaite, Nkalonge, Nyasaland. 
20. Melanite juvite, No. 24, Alno, Sweden. 
21. Foyaite porphyry, No. 58, Alno, Sweden. 
22. Foyaite porphyry, No. S7, Alno, Sweden. 
23. Phonolite, Gortex, Elgon, Ugunda. 
24. Borolanite, Ross-shire, Scotland. 
25. Tinguaite, No. 56, Alno, Sweden. 
26. Alkorthosite beforsite, nr. Bergeforsen, No. 81, Alno, Sweden. 
27. Foyaite porphyry, No. 55, Alno, Sweden. 
28. Foyaite porphyry, No. S4, Alnii, Sweden. 
29. Juvite, Fen district, Norway. 
30. Average phonolite, Toro, Uganda (average IO samples). 
31. ltsindrite, Madagascar. 
32. Biotite-bearing aegirine-cancrinite microfoyaite, Mauze Hill, Nyasaland. 
33. Phonolite, Siroko, Elgon, Uganda. 
34. Nepheline syenite, Serra de Monchique, Portugal. 
JS. Biotite-bearing aegirine-augite foyaite, Mauze Hill, Chilwa Series, Nyasaland. 
36. Biotite-aegirine microfoyaite, Mauze Hill, Nyasaland. 
37. Aegerite-mica ·foyaite, Brathagen, Lougendal, Norway. 
38. Phonolite, Mauze Hill, Nyasaland. 
Figure 7: 
1. Limestone plug, Sukulu, Uganda. 
2. Alvikite, No. 114, Alno, Sweden. 
3. Crushed biotite alvikite, No. 112, Alno, Sweden. 
4. Corundum-bearing alkorthosite-biotite alvikite, No. 106, Alno, Sweden. 
S. Corundum-bearing alkorthosite-picrite alvikite, No. lOS, Alno, Sweden. 
6. Biotite alvikite, No. 103, Alno, Sweden. 
7. Alvikitic biotite orthosite, No. 101, Alno, Sweden. 
8. Nephelinite, caldera rim, Elgon, Uganda. 
9. Covite, Magnet Cove, Arkansas, U.S.A. 
IO. Malignite, Kruger alkaline body, British Columbia. 
11. Cancrinite syenite, Budeda complex, Elgon, Uganda. 
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12. Gauteite (type) Muhlorzener forsthaus, Bohemia. 
lJ. Felspathic intrusive, Dos village, Nyasaland. 
•4. Arsoite (cinimite) Ischia, Italy. 
l 5. Orthoclase rock, Tundulu Hill, Nyasaland. 
16. Arsoite (trachyte), Ischia, Italy. 
17. Pulaskite, Fourche Mountains, Pulaski Co., Arkansas, U.S.A. 
18. Syenite, Leeufontein, South Africa. 
19. Fenite, Melteig, Norway. 
20. SOlvsbergite, Salarnbidwe, Nyasaland. 
21. Solvsbergite, Salambidwe, Nyasaland. 
22. Fenite, Fen, Norway. 
23. Hornblende solvsbergite, Oslo, Norway. 
24. Solvsbergite, Axum, Abyssinia. 
ZS. Trachyte, Bupoto, Elgon, Uganda. 
26. Soda syenite, Iron Hill, Colorado, U.S.A. 
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SUKULU COMPLEX, EAS'l'ERN UGANDA 
AND 
THE ORIGm OF THE AFRICAN CARBONATITES. 
C.R. WILLIAl48. 
A brief swmnarJ' indicating Why the thesis is 
considered to constitute an original contribution 
to the Science. 
Submitted in :t'u.lfilment of the requirements for the 
degree of Ph. D. at the UniTersity of Cape Town. 
SUJOtARY. 
The thesis presented is a compilation of both 
published and unpublished work carried out during the past 
ten years. The arguments and conclusions are based largely 
on f'ield observations together with a study of the chemical 
composition of the rocks in•olved. 
Part I of the paper deals with the structure, 
petrography and economic geology of the Suknlu Complex. 
Structural Geologz. '!'he mapping of the Sulm.lu-Tororo complex 
provided the first detailed examination of the structure of an 
African carbonatite. 
The most important result of this surTey was the 
demonstration that the earbonatites were emplaced in a plastic 
condition, in the form of "collars", dykes and ring-dykes, into 
and around an earlier calcitic plug which occupied the conduit. 
This concept is diametrically opposed to that previously accepted. 
(Strauss & Truter, Spitskop. von Ecke rmann, Alnl!I Isl and) • 
Later work in other areas (Chilwa Island, Ondurakarume, Homa 
Mountain) has contirmed the author's interpretation. 
The regional and surface structure connected with 
alkaline complexes is discussed and the definite genetic 
relationship of carbonatites with Elgon type volcanoes is stressed. 
Petrographz. Owing to the deep weathering of the eanplex at 
Sukulu the associated alkaline rocks are poorly exposed but the 
examination of borehole cores shows that the rock types found 
in many other African carbonatites are also present here. 
Economic Geology. The economic soil deposit discovered by 
the author in 1949 is described. This deposit consists ot 
an·. easily worked, deep eluvial soil containing the tour economic 
minerals apatite, magnetite, pyrochlore and baddeleyite. The 
so~1 covers the perimeter of the carbonatite and tills the wide 
valley embayments running into the centre of the complex. 
The description given constitutes the first detailed 
discussion of the economic geology of a new type ot deposit. 
A brief classification of economic mineral deposits 
associated with the carbonatite complexes is included. 
PART II. 'l'he Origin of the African Carbonatites. 
A review is given ot the rock tJPeS and structures 
found in alkaline ring complexes and volcanoes ot Elgon type. 
The formation ot un.dersaturated magma is attributed to the 
segregation of pyroxenes and to some extent plagioclase from 
a parent basaltic magma. Nephelinite is the type most coumon17 
produced and constitutes the main lava flows of these volcanoes. 
The development ot rocks containing melilite, melanite and 
primar,y calcite from nephelinitic magma is shown to be the result 
of the relative increase in lime, together with desilication of the 
• residual liquid during the crystallisation and segregation ot 
nepheline. Chemical variation diagrams are presented in support 
II 
., 
of these contentions. 
Chemical and arithmetical evidence is given to 
show that the removal of beforsitic carbonatite from nephel-
initic magma leaves a phonolitic residual liquid, while the 
removal of iron-rich, alv1k1t1c carbonatite leaves a trachytic 
residuum. 
The mechanism of carbonatite formation is thought to 
be the exsolution and upward migration of bubbles of carbon-
dioxide during paroxYsmal eruptions, the ascending gas chilling 
the magma and reacting with the dissolved oxides of calcium, 
magnesium, iron, manganese, barium and strontium to form 
carbonates. The rising gas streams serve to concentrate 
the carbonates by agitation and flotation with the establish-
ment of a specific gravity gradient. Revival of pressure 
from below caused the tJPiCal intrusion pattern observed. 
The hypothesis presented reconciles all the recorded 
field and chemical data on African carbonatites. 
Should the hypothesis gain general acceptance, it 
would be possible to reduce greatly the unwieldy nomenclature 
in this branch of petrography. 
It is of interest to note that confirmatory laborato17 
evidence has recently appeared (0. Tuttle, "Nature", March,1959) 
Which demonstrates the feasibility of the existence of magmatic 
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